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THE PRESIDENT (Hon Clive Griffiths) rook the Chair at 3.30 pm, and read prayers.

PETITION - COMO SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL,
GYMNASIUM-PERFORMING ARTS CENTRE FUNDING

The President presented a petition signed by 70 citizens of Western Australia requesting
the Legislative Council to recommend to die Government that it give a finn undertaking
to include an appropriate allocation in die 1994-95 Education budget for a gymnasium-
performing arts centre at Como Senior High School.
[See paper No 1218.]

MOTION - URGENCY
Mining Industry, Fatalities

Debate resumed from 15 December 1993.
HON GEORGE CASH (North Metropolitan - Minister for Mines) (3.36 pm]: This
motion was originally moved on Wednesday, 15 December by Hon Mark Nevill, at
which time he pointed out to the House that he was alarmed - as I anm sure were all
members of this House - at the number of deaths that had occurred in the mining industry
during the 1993 calendar year. The motion notes that as at 15 December four of those
seven deaths that occurred in 1993 had occurred in the month prior to 15 December. The
motion asks that the Government outline a plan of remedial action to prevent further
fatalities in cte mining industry. On that daylI was able to speak on this matter for only a
few minutes. Time constraints meant that the debate had to be adjourned. This is the
first occasion since then that we have been able to speak on this motion.
Regrettably, since the motion was moved on 15 December two more deaths have
occurred in the mining industry. One involved a miner from the Collie area who died
from injuries sustained when he was crushed between the slew conveyor of a remotely
operated coal cutting machine and the side wall of a heading. The accident occurred
while the machine was tramming in reverse under remote control operation, and the
deceased was in the process of releasing the machine's trailing cable from overhead
support pulleys. On first indications it is believed the deceased was crushed when the
machine suddenly slewed from the intended direction of travel. Quite clearly this
accident will be the subject of a coronial inquiry and, as such, it is not proper for me to
go into greater detail.
Hon Mark Nevill: Why an inquiry and not an inquest?
Hon GEORGE CASH: I meant to say a coronial inquest. This matter has already been
the subject of initial inquiries by the Department of Minerals and Energy.
Hon Mark Nevill: A magistrate can choose to hear it by inquiry or inquest.
Hon GEORGE CASH: My understanding is that the death is to be inquired into by
coronial inquest. Quite clearly, it was a regrettable incident. Inspectors from the
Department of Minerals and Energy were on site soon after being advised of that death.
Investigations are continuing to ensure that the Coroner is provided with all relevant
information. A second death occurred which involved an electrical contractor who was
electrocuted when parts of his body contacted overhead powerline conductors energised
at 22 000 volts. From the first reports, I anm advised that the contractor had been engaged
to replace a broken power pole cross-armn and that at the time of the accident he was
using a ladder to access the cross-ann. The contractor tragically commenced work prior
to isolating the electricity supply and ensuring his safety. Emergency services were
called by a trades assistant working with the contractor. Again, investigations are
continuing on that accident so that all information will be made available to the Coroner.
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Even though those two tragic deaths have occurred since this motion was first introduced
on 15 December, the mining industry in Western Australia enjoys a very favourable
decline in the number of deaths for every 1 000 workers and serious injuries over a given
period. It is not much good, as members will understand, looking at incidents in
isolation. There is a need to take a long term view of the number of deaths or serious
injuries that have occurred in the mining industry. I amn sure all members will be aware
that there has been a significant decrease in both deaths per 1 000 workers and in serious
injuries over a period.
Last year I advised this House that I had set up the Mines Occupational Health and Safety
Advisory Board, sometimes referred to as MOHSAB. One of the reasons it was
established was to recognise the hazards in mining operations and the high standard of
risk management required to ensure the safety of those who work in the mining industry.
Quite clearly, members will be aware that the mining industry in this State is critical to
the economic wellbeing of Western Australia. If we are to have a continuing successful
mining industry we require a very high standard of safety performance. One of
MOHSAB's tasks is to optimise the safety performance in industry. I have advised the
chairman of MOHSAB that, in making recommendations to the Minister for Mines, it is
not intended that the committee should operate on adversarial lines with groups or
parties. The concept and notion of forming MOHSAB is so that all areas connected with
the mining industry can work together to try to achieve a common goal; that is, improved
safety in the mining industry.
As a result of those most recent deaths, MONSAB formed a special subcommittee to
examine the incidence of fatalities in the mining industry. I hope that subcommittee will
report to me within a very short time. I make that point because, as I said to Parliament
in December last year, one of my priorities is to see an improvement in safety across the
mining industry in Western Australia. I have made the point to this House on a number
of occasions that that is also perhaps the highest priority that the Acting Director General
of Mines has set for himself working alongside mue in that area. I have said that, as soon
as the subcommittee reports to me on any recommendations it might have on improving
safety within the mining industry of Western Australia, I intend to advise the House
accordingly. If there is a need to amend legislation or bring in regulations that will
improve worker safety, that will be done, I hope, with the support of the whole House. If
there is a need to better educate those in the mining industry about the hazards inherent in
mining operations in Western Australia quite clearly the Government has an obligation to
see that that education program is enhanced across Western Australia. I use the word
"enhanced" because, as I hope members already recognise, the Department of Minerals
and Energy within its mining operations division already spends a fair amount of time
and effort on safety education in the mining industry.
It is also fair to say that certain officers within the mining operations division have been
commended by the industry generally for the dedication to those tasks they perform on
behalf of the department. I am referring particularly to Miss Catherine Stedmnan, who
travels throughout Western Australia taking with her a message which is often in very
practical terms. She shows slides at various minesites accompanied by lectures and she
encourages workers within the industry to participate. So it is not just a case of an officer
telling members of the industry how they can better practise their jobs to ensure better
safety, it is very much a participatory role. In my discussions with her on a number of
occasions, Catherine Stedmnan has emphasised to me that she wants those she deals with
to participate with her in the group conferences she holds on the minesites.
It is fair to say that the Government takes safety in the mining industry very seriously. It
clearly regrets the fatalities that have occurred to date. However, rather than take a
pessimistic or negative view of fatalities and serious injuries, 1 invite members to have a
very close look at statistics over a realistic period. They will see that fatalities and
serious injuries in recent times have significantly declined. When I first spoke to this
motion, on 15 December, I made the point that I understood Hon Mark Nevill was
bringing forward the motion in good faith. He made constructive comments aimed at
offering suggestions on how we might improve safety in the mining industry across
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Western Australia. Those comments were transmitted to the safety officers within the
Department of Minerals and Energy within a matter of days of their being made in this
Parliament. I know that the department also realises the seriousness with which this
motion has been moved. It can be supported by the Government.
HON TOM HELM (Mining and Pastoral) (3.48 pm]: I congratulate Hon Mark Nevill
on bringing to the attention of this House the concerns we on this side have regarding
safety and the fatalities within the mining industry. I also remind the House of the death
of a friend of mine, which occurred at Robe River since this motion was moved. He died
as a result of machinery failur. I take on board the wards of the Minister for Mines that
the Government, for its part, is genuine in wanting to have a safe working environment
for the people who work in the mining industry. There is evidence to suggest, as Hon
Mark Nevill said in his contribution, that a mixed signal is going out to the workers and
the employers within the mining industry. I refer in the first instance to the regulations
that dictate the sorts of hearing pressures that people are put under when the level of
decibel exposure rises from 85 to 90. It is obviously not in the best interests of people
who work in noisy environments.
Turning to the issue of the passage of the workplace agreements legislation and the
changes to the industrial relations Act and how they affect the mining industry itielf, it
seems to me that with the best will in the world one really cannot push forward or be
more efficient, because we do not work in the mining industry and are not exposed to that
environment. Neither are we asked to work with machinery that is at the forefront of
technology. The people who are asked to work with and repair that machinery are one
step ahead of anything that legislators can put into place. All that the Opposition and the
Government can do is to lay down the circumstances and emphasise the importance of
safety within any industry, especially the mining industry.
As a rigger with Hamersley Iron in the Pilbara I had - and to this present day I have -
difficulty understanding why the Department of Minerals and Energy has within its
charter a responsibility to sponsor and promote the mining industry and at the same time
has responsibility for the safety aspects of a mine, through the mine manager, when we
have in place a well-recognised Occupational Health and Safety Commission that looks
after every other section of industry within our State. It is not for me to tell people in this
Chamber about the dangers inherent in working with automatic equipment. I have
experience in open cut mining whereas Hon Mark Nevill has a great deal of experience in
underground mining. I had the privilege to visit the South Yard of BliP's Nelson Point
facility at Hedland. There BHP spent $320m, in putting together new stackers, new
reclaimers, new laboratory techniques, and crushers. While that facility was working not
one person was seen on site. Stackers, reclaimers and conveyors were working, a ship
was loading 10 000 tonnes of ore an hour, yet not one person was to be seen on that site.
If a person goes on site to repair a roll-on or to do a job that entails working on his own,
which is the way the industry is going, if there is an accident, nobody will be there to
witness the accident.
Less than an hour ago it was brought to my attention that an accident had occurred at
Cargill Salt in Hedland, when a welder fell down a chute. He was working on his own
and no-one was there to witness the accident or tell how long he was at the bottom of the
chute. He is now being flown by the Royal Flying Doctor Service to Perth for treatment.
He will probably undergo a CAT scan to determine whether he has head injuries, and I
hope the injuries are not as sevene as we expect them to be in the mining industry. In the
mining industry there have been many incidents of back injuries, cuts and abrasions, and
the reduction in those minor injuries has been significant. Theme has also been a
reduction in fatalities. There is always the fear in the Pilbara that every accident will be
of a major nature - a fatality, the loss of a limb, or injury causing someone to be off work
for quite some time - because of the speed of the equipment and the practical
technological advances that have taken place where huge amounts of heavy machinery
can be moved without anyone actually being on site when it physically moves. Those
sorts of things are a worry all the time.
I previously explained in this Chamber about the people who work on the oil rigs and
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how the tension is so great that they do not necessarily go home tired because they work
so hard; they go home tired because they are tense all the time. The technology is so new
and so good that every change in the beat of a generator, and every change in the
temperature of the air-conditioning - anything that is different - brings thenm wide awake
and makes them listen for alarm bells. The alarm bells go off regularly. Usually it is a
false alarm, but the potential for disaster and the pressure that they are under put people's
nerves on edge. That is what people live with: The reduction in the work force and the
increase of new technology. All those things create an industry that is able to sustain
good returns on capital outlay and is able to compete with any nation in the world in
regard to the price of the ore and the delivery price of the ore. This is demonstrated by
people visiting from all over the world to see the new technology that we use.
The reduction of the regular work 'force is becoming more apparent in the Pilbara. Even
though the total work force has been reduced, the regular work force of mining
companies has been reduced even more; that is, people are brought into the industry on a
contract basis. Therefore, the induction of those new workers is not to the standard that
is generally accepted within the industry; for example, someone starting work with BHP
or Hamersley Iron would be expected to do at least three days' induction to learn the
safety and survival procedures, and everything connected with that industry. It is
something that all regular employees must undertake before they start work. It is
difficult for a major employer to know that his subcontract employees are going through
the same induction process. They have to take the word of the people who do the body
hiring, the people who hire labour. There is little ability for the major employers,
Hamersicy Iron or BHP, to know that those subcontractors and their employees are of the
same calibre regarding safety as anyone else. The other worrying aspect - and I hope this
goes into the inquiry about which Hon George Cash has told the House and of which we
are aware - is the effect of the Workplace Agreements Act; that is, every subcontractor is
asked to supply labour to perform certain tasks. All the subcontractor is required to do is
to give the hourly rate he will ask of the major contractor or employer, and to give an
assurance that the person who performs the task has the ability to do the task and some
knowledge of the safety procedures on that site. We are getting to the position where
subcontractors must maintain a high safety record, which is a saleable commodity, so that
an accident has to be very serious before it is reported to the mines inspector and an
inquiry held. If an accident occurs people will be encouraged not to take time off work;
so it will not appear on anyone's records that those contractors have a bad safety record.
ion George Cash should listen to the messages we are receiving; that is, that someone be
allocated to look at the site and pick up the information, then a committee be set up to
report on the information that that person is able to supply. The Government is open to
accusations in the sanme way as the previous Government was; that is; the bureaucrats
cannot gather the information they require to make decisions by making fortnightly or
monthly trips around the minesites in the north west. I hope the committee will take this
into account and, if necessary, dismiss the effect the Workplace Agreements Act and the
changes to the industrial relations legislation have on the mining industry.
The contractors have the responsibility to ensure they get the best returns possible from
the workplace. They can only do that if they can get the best workers at the cheapest
price. The cheapest price may not mean the hourly rate - although I suspect it may - but
attention to detail when considering the safety aspects of the individual sites. The
industry must always adopt the best techniques possible and for it to be successful it must
be competitive on the world market. It is the contractors' job to ensure that they are
using the best techniques available, that they are reliable suppliers and that their prices
are right so that the State's export markets can be maintained- It is the Government's job
and our job as legislators to ensure that every step is taken to make sure that the industry
operates in the safest possible way.
It is a major tragedy when someone loses his life through an accident because he made a
mistake or did something foolish which was against the safety procedures. However,
when it can be demonstrated that someone died because of machinery failure or because
of someone else's mistake it is an even worse tragedy. The people who must take the
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blame in cases like this are those who supplied the machinery or put the operating
procedures in place.
While the present Administration talks about establishing committees of inquiry and
giving people as much information as possible on how the industry should operate, it is
hypocritical of it to say, "But to remain competitive you need to reduce the hourly rate or
an individual must be able to do what he thinks is right concerning his employment."
Employees should be encouraged to undergo the training provided by the major mining
companies.
Hon George Cash: I have taken some of the things you raised on board. In addition. I
will make sure that the mines occupational health and safety advisory committee is
provided with a copy of your speech so that it can consider your comments.
Hon TOM HELM: I would be interested to hear whether the committee knows what the
negatives would be if the mining industry did not have to comply with the occupational
health and safety provisions.
Hon George Cash: I will ask the committee, but there is no question about that. Perhaps
you would like to have a word with Mr Nevill, because in May 1989 he was opposed to
the then Department of Mines handling this area. In October he suggested it was proper
that the department should have that responsibility.
Hon Mark Nevill: It depends on the performance of the mines inspector.
Hon TOM HELM: That is an interesting point. I am not saying that the peak council of
the mining industry maintains that the mining industry should be responsible for its own
occupational health and safety procedures. The union movement has not been consistent
in its approach to this matter and that is how it should be. No-one is trying to score
political points: It is a matter of understanding why a person takes up a position and then
convinces someone whose understanding of the same issue is contrary to his that his
position is incorrect. This debate has continued within the Labor Party for a long time.
I worked for Hamersley Iron Pty Ltd from 1980 to 1986 and my colleagues and I
constantly asked whether proposals were in place for occupational health and safety
procedures. At that time the occupational health and safety of workers came under the
provisions of the Factories and Shops Act. I could not understand why the mining
industry did not come under the provisions of that Act. It was strange because the port of
Nelson Point in Port Hedland was classed as a mine. Several workplaces which were
considered to be mines, but were not, were subject to the occupational health and safety
regulations which apply to a minesite. I ask that the committee consider my comments
and I wish it all the best.
HON MARK NEVILL (Mining and Pastoral) [4.07 pm]: I remind the House that
when I moved this motion on 15 December there had been seven fatalities in this State's
mining industry since 19 March 1993, which was just over a month after the State
election when this Government was elected to office. As the Minister for Mines pointed
out in his contribution to this debate, there have been two fatalities since then. A
contractor was electrocuted at a mineral sands plant in the south west earlier this year.
Obviously that fatality is the subject of an inquest and I will not comment on it, other
than to say theme an major concerns and anxiety about the circumstances surrounding
that fatality. Following that accident an underground miner at Collie was crushed. He
was using a continuous miner, which is a piece of remote control mining equipment. In
the past two years three fatalities have involved the use of remote control mining
equipment.
When I moved the motion I mentioned that Michael Tabaka was killed at Ora Banda
mine in November 1993 when he was crushed against the side wall of a stope access
drive by a remote control loader. He died in hospital the following day. A pattern has
been established whereby three fatalities out of the last 12 have involved new remote
control equipment. I would suggest that perhaps there is a lack of training for people
using or working near this machinery, which is controlled by one person. This needs to
be highlighted and addressed.
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Since this Government took office nine fatalities have occurred - one every six weeks -
and six have occurred in die past four months. The fatalities are becoming too consistent
to be random. it is not something one can address as an anomaly. As I said on
15 December, the fatalities have coincided with a number of changes this Government
has implemented. The Opposition said that the changes could send the wrong signals to
the mining industry. That has been borne out by what has happened. We have seen the
scrapping of die health provisions of the Mines Regulation Act, and of the Radiation
Safety Board and die protections that offered. We have seen a proposal by the House,
which has yet to be debated, to increase the allowable noise limits to which people can be
exposed in the workplace.
Hon George Cash: You have also seen the establishment of the Mines Occupational
Health and Safety Advisory Board.
Hon MARK NEVILL: We have seen the wcrapping of the Ventilation Board. We have
seen the deregulation of the hours of work in the mining industry. We have seen the
removal of the power of die mines inspectorate to grant exemptions. Exemptions have
always been a lever or power which die mines inspectorate could use on a company that
was not doing the right thing - not necessarily breakcing the law - and it could impose
further obligations on that company. Companies now do not have an exemption to lose;
they have open slather by right. The Government has set up the Mines Occupational
Health and Safety Advisory Board, which has subcommittees, but there is a hiatus in the
health area because there is no provision for mine workers' health certificates. We know,
because of die latency of these diseases, that someone may suffer in 25 years from an
industrial disease of the lung. Since 24 December 1993. and when this new Act comes
into effect, there is no legal obligation on any company to keep records of which miners
worked there, in which areas and for what periods. The reason that we have been able to
trace Wittenoom miners is that we knew when those workers started and finished the
work and whether they were machine mining or bagging in the mills. That has been of
great assistance to epidemiologists in determining the level of risk in different
workplaces and the exposure to which these people have been subject. We advised
against that move. We said that the system has great room for improvement. Tests of the
lung capacity of miners have never been done in Western Australia but they are standard
practice in most other areas. That is a simple way of picking up whether there is a
deterioration in a person's health. That is not always evident on an X-ray until many
years later.
Hon Peter Foss: Is that lung capacity?
Hon MARK NEVILL: Lung function capacity. There may be sophisticated variations,
but the tests basically do the same thing. There have been no longitudinal studies in this
State which follow a group of workers right through an industry over a long period.
These are basic requirements when people work in areas where they are prone to
industrial disease, particularly when they work with new minerals and in different types
of mines where there may be different long term problems.
Many people in the mining industry regard this Government as being more
accommodating of the mining industry. That may be the wrong impression, but there is
potential for there to be a relaxation of the vigilance of the mining industry that we had
under die previous Labor Government, simply because of the threat of the mines
inspectorate being shifted to the Mines Occupational Health and Safety Advisory Board.
I am a strong supporter of the mines inspectorate for one reason; namely, that it has
outperformed the Department of Occupational Health, Safety and Welfare, particularly in
the areas of serious injury, where someone is off work for 10 days, and minor injury,
when someone is off work for two days. Obviously there are more fatalities in the
mining industry because of the nature of that industry, but if the mines inspectorate does
not match die performance of the Department of Occupational Health. Safety and
Welfare, I will be the first one to call for its incorporation into that department. That will
occur soon if the Government maintains its current level of funding to the mines
inspectorate. Last year, the minerals section of the mines inspectorate had virtually static
funding. At a time when the Government has imposed continuous shifts and increased
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workload, and expanded the number of mines, the mines inspectorate has had to perform
the same duties with the same budget, and also service the new board and system that
have been set up. Therefore, unless the Government funds the mines inspectorate
adequately, it will not be able to perform to the standard that it should. The Minister
should take a precis of this debate into Cabinet when he seeks funds for his department
and let Cabinet know that he is on notice in this area and that the Government must
ensure that there is a reduction in the number of fatalities in the mining industry. That
will not occur unless the Government puts more money into that area.
Many members opposite - not all - see the role of unions as illegitimate. That is a wrong
ideological view. Workers need to have collective strength from time to time, and unions
are one way of providing that strength.
Hon George Cash: I hope you will acknowledge that I have gone out of my way to have
the unions involved in the MORSAB committee.
Hon MARK NEVILL: I do not dispute that the Minister has encouraged them to attend.
I know that it has been very difficult for some of those members because of the pace at
which that committee is moving.
Hon George Cash: I think some of the union delegates would like to attend in good faith
but I am advised that on some occasions superior bodies have told them not to attend.
That is very unfortunate. Some unions have attended on an informal basis, but at least
they are still part of it, and that is important.
Hon MARK NEVILL: Under the Mines Regulation Act, they may still be there now; I
cannot remember whether that has been changed. The Australian Workers Union was the
nominated union that was consulted on matters of mine safety. That was changed in
recent years to the Trades and Labor Council of Western Australia, which was to supply
the delegate or member. However, because of financial problems, the AWU has
disaffiliated with the TLC; therefore - and I do not know what the TLC's constitution
states - it has had difficulty in nominating an AWrU member. There have been problems,
but I will not dispute the Minister's view that he has encouraged the unions to be
involved in the MOHSAB process. The unions are an important vehicle for delivering
results in mine safety, and the Government should use that vehicle to ensure that its
policy is being implemented in the mining industry. That can be done through the
management, the unions and the efforts of the department.
I thank both the Minister for Mines and Hon Tom Helm for their contributions. The
Minister for Mines has commissioned a report on the fatalities from the Mines
Occupational Health and Safety Advisory Board. I welcome that. I hope that the report
will be made available or tabled so that it will become a public document. I do not doubt
that safety is a priority both of the Minister for Mines and the Director General of
Minerals and Energy. It is all very well to have a priority, but the number of fatalities
must be reduced. The Minister is on notice that the level of fatalities is unacceptable. I
have not seen any evidence of charges being preferred in some of these cases, nor of
prosecutions being contemplated.
Hon George Cash: In respect of the Robe River case mentioned by Hon Tomi Helm,
charges have already been laid.
Hon MARK NEVILL: That is corrct. But if there is any prospect of laying charges it
should be vigorously pursued because it is one way of putting people on notice that the
community and the Parliament do not accept the level of fatalities occurring in the
mining industry.
The Minister mentioned Catherine Stedman, who does an excellent job at the various
minesites, playing an educational role. She can do so much, but it is necessary that the
Government convince the operators in the mining industry of its resolve to tackle the
problem. It is easy for us to ingratiate ourselves with the hierarchy in companies,
businesses and the community but at times we must send those people a very clear and
direct message. The Government should convince the mining industry of our resolve to
tackle the problem. The Opposition is concerned about the continuing level of fatalities
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in the mining industry. I know this matter concerns the Minister but it is up to him and
the Government to tun around the number of fatalities, to wind back the number in 1994
to die two fatalities to date.
Motion, by leave, withdrawn.

MOTION - URGENCY
Suet Hospital, Sale;* Mt Henry Hospital, Privatisation

Debate resumed from 24 March.
HON KIM CHANCE (Agricultural) [4.23 pm]: In consideration of the importance
with which I am sure both sides of the House view this issue, and the fact that we have
already had this debate interrupted because of die vagaries of time, I would prefer to deal
with this matter tomorrow.
[Leave granted for speech to be continued])
Debate thus adjourned.

MOTION - ORDERS OF THE DAY BE NOW TAKEN
HON GEORGE CASH (North Metropolitan - Leader of the House) [4124 pm]: I
move -

That Orders of the Day be now taken.
Owing to time limitations, the Opposition and die Government have discussed die
procedure for motions that will be dealt with today. The first motion has taken a little
longer than anticipated. Hon Kim Chance and I, by negotiation, agreed that we should
move to orders of the day, with the concurrence of the House, if we finished around
4.25 pm. That is the situation.
Question put and passed.

SPECIAL INVESTIGATION (COAL CONTRACT) BILL
Second Reading

Debate resumed from 24 March.
HON PETER FOSS (East Metropolitan - Minister for Health) [4.25 pm]: I thank
members for their contributions to the debate and the support offered by the Opposition.
I will deal with the questions raised by members opposite. The first question by
Hon Mark Nevill related to the effect of clause 4(2) relating to the appointment of a
special investigator. This matter deals with another question raised during debate: Why
are we appointing a special investigator when we can have a one man royal commission?
That is a very good question. The only answer is, because the last royal commission
recommended the appointment of a special investigator. Of course, only certain
legislation allows for special investigators. It was assumed we had to have a special
investigator because that was the recommendation of the royal commission. We do not
have power to appoint a special investigator generally. Anyone carrying out a special
investigation must have the capacity to call people to give evidence. Generally speaking,
we have no administrative base from which to function.
Hon Tom Stephens: It is a pity you do not take all the recommendations of the royal
commission so seriously.
Hon PETER FOSS: I think we do.
Hon Tom Stephens: Not with regard to this House.
Hon PETER FOSS: Some powers exist to appoint special investigators but none of them
apply in die current case; at least not so that we can use them for the current matter. We
believe we require an Act to allow the appointment of a special investigator and, having
decided to appoint one, the next thing is to have some legislative framework in which to
work. The easiest framework to call upon is a royal commission. That is why we have
die Bill before us; it appears to be the only legitimate way in which we can carry out the
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suggestion of the royal commission, and also give an effective base upon which that
person can operate. The question is answered by clause 4(2). It is the modem
terminology for what used to be explained by the Latin tag, mutatis mutandis. It is a term
regularly used in law when a person does not want to explain everything in full. 1 now
have the full and undivided attention of Hon Tom Butler.
Hon T.G. Butler: You have. In the 1960s someone stupidly wrote that term into the first
iron ore agreement, and no-one knew what it meant. If the Minister is about to tell me
what it means, he has my undivided attention.
Hon PETER FOSS: Mwtatis mutaudis was used by lawyers, until Latin became
unfashionable, as a way of indicating they had adopted some other form of document but
had changed it to the extent necessary to adapt it to the case. It was mutated and changed
as necessary - mutandis. Of course, we do not now use Latin.
Hon Sam Piantadosi: We Latins do.
Hon PETER FOSS: I obviously did not need to explai it to Hon Sam Piantadosi, who
would be instantly onto it. It was regularly used and it was well understood how a
document was adapted using the words 'mutatis mutandis". We now no longer use Latin
and we try to convey the same impression by using the words, "with such modifications
as are required". I can say categorically that it is not intended to expand it in any way, it
is purely to allow it to be amended wherever one needs to read it. 1t refers right the way
through to the royal commission and the chairman of the royal commission, and
obviously some alterations need to be made. Some are already dealt with in the Bill. It is
not intended to in any way expand the powers of an investigator beyond that of a royal
commissioner, but to set a scheme under which he can operate and to say the powers are
similar to those of a royal commissioner.
Hon Mark Nevill: You can have a royal commission of one person,
Hon PETER FOSS: That is true. I am not sure why the royal commissioners did not
suggest there be another royal commission. Maybe they thought the idea would put in
everybody's mind the full panoply and type of investigation the Royal Commission into
Commercial Activities of Government and Other Matters had. A royal commission
probably suggests die idea of spreading out widely over the full topic, whereas a special
investigator indicates something that is more narrow.
Hon Mark Nevill: Maybe they are referring to special investigators under the
Corporations Law.
Hon PETER FOSS: We cannot do that any more. The point Hon Mark Nevill is making
is a good one. Every word has with it implications. The royal commission and a special
investigator may have similar powers, but a special investigator indicates a more narrow
approach as opposed to the broad approach of a royal commission. The royal
commission is suggesting that a person who carries out an investigation, very similar to
that of a special investigator under the Corporations Law - Western Australia does not
have that power - has similar powers to those under a royal commission. Presumably the
intent is that it is not meant to be a wide ranging inquiry, but a special investigation into
this area.
The next point raised by Hon Mark Nevill was the question of potential for conflict
between the privileges of the special investigator under this Bill and the privileges of a
member of Parliament called before that investigation. It was made quite clear during the
last royal commission that the privileges of Parliament are not overridden. Article 9 of
the Bill of Rights and the Parliamentary Privileges Act are quite clear that one cannot
overrule the privileges of the House without a specific legislative enactment to do so, and
there may in fact be some problems with regard to the Constitution. The important thing
is that it is not intended by this Bill in any way to impinge upon the rights and privileges
of this House, the Bill of Rights or die Parliamentary Privileges Act. It almost does not
need saying, because it requires express words of the Parliament in order to override
those privileges. Itris quite definitely intended by this Bill not to overrule the privileges
of the Parliament. It may very well be that the special investigator has the same
problems as the royal commission because of chose privileges.
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Hon Mark Nevill also mentioned that the terms of reference are not in the Bill. Thai is
important, and I am equating die law relating to a special investigator appointed in this
matter with dhat applying to a royal commissioner appointed using the Royal
Commissions Act. This also camne up in the last Parliament. While it was being
contemplated whether we should have a royal commission, members may recall
questions raised as to the possibility of contempt of court and that the royal commission
may in its inquiries be guilty of contempt of court. Various opinions were given. What
became clear is that a royal commission which is appointed pursuant to the Royal
prerogative, which I believe most royal commissions are, because it is a creature of the
Executive is bound by the rules relating to contempt of court. Members may recall the
royal commission referred to in this Bill did on occasion take measures to avoid any
prejudice to court actions which were then commenced. That was correct and the royal
commission was obliged to do so. The authorities indicate there can be contempt of court
by a royal commission. At times they lose track of their origins. I reminded some people
on the staff of the last royal commission on a couple of occasions that they were merely
creatures of the Executive and their attempts to deal with members of Parliament were at
times quite misplaced because the supreme body is the Parliament and the royal
commission is not the Queen, it is a creature of the Executive and is subservient to
Parliament.
Members will remember the events where some of the staff of the commission lost sight
of that particular relationship and did in fact do things which should not have happened
and of course which die Parliament was required to say some things about. It was quite
definite that they are merely an emanation of the Executive and have no greater Power
than the Executive. It is also quite logical that they should be subject to the results of
contempt of court. Other than the Sovereign, the Executive is bound by the rules of
contempt of court. It is no excuse that one is a Minister of the Crown or executive officer
of a department. If one has done something which is a contempt of court, one will be
guilty of contempt of court. The cases show that where the terms of reference are set by
the Act of Parliament it is not possible for the rules relating to laws of contempt of the
court to apply. It is not possible for a royal commission which has its terms of reference
set by the Parliament to be called into question- in its inquiries. For instance, say the last
royal commission had been set up with its terms of reference established by the
Parliament, it had the authority of Parliament to do that, and there was no intervention of
the Executive. Therefore, there could not be any contempt of court if it carried out its
inquiries. I cannot remember the particular case, but a document was tabled in this
House, which was an opinion of Mr Terence O'Connor QC, dealing with that point; that
is, there could be contempt of court if it was established under the Executive but it could
not be a contempt of court where the terms of reference were set by the Parliament That
is notwithstanding there is a regime established by Parliament, as we have in Western
Australia, of the Royal Commissions Act The Act tells us how to go about an inquiry,
and gives it its powers, but it is not sufficient to prevent there being a contempt of court.
I believe there would be a problem if the terms of reference were set out precisely in this
Bill, and there would be no obligation on the part of the special investigator to have any
regard to questions of contempt of court. I do not know whether there is any possibility
of that, but it appears to be sensible not to do that which would give a greater power to
the special investigator than he would have if we did it in the same way as we establish a
royal commission. As members realise, a royal commission is usually established by
terms of reference set by the Executive. Good reasons exist for not setting those terms of
reference. Obviously the general area has not been set.
Hon Mark Nevill: These terms of reference will ultimately be set by the Executive,
anyway.
Hon PETER FOSS: Yes. Therefore, I believe that a special investigator acting under
terms of reference set by the Executive under this Act would be equally bound to respect
the rules relating to contempt of court as would a royal commissioner appointed by an act
of the Executive under dhe Royal Commissions Act.
Hon Doug Wean: Have those terms of reference already been set?
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Hon PETER FOSS: I do not have the answer to that. It is possibly a mattor that can be
dealt with before the Legislation Committee. Hon Mark Nevill has indicated that he
would like it to go before the legislation Committee.
Hon Doug Weun interjected.
Hon PETER FOSS: Hon Doug Wenn is obviously better informed than I am on the
matter.
Hon Doug Weno: I read it in Mansard.
Honi PETER FOSS: I am grateful to Hon Doug Wenn for that information. That can be
dealt with by the Legislation Committee.
Hon Doug Wenn raised the question of natural justice. A royal commission and a special
investigator would be required to observe the rules of natural justice. It requires very
clear words in the Statute for the rules of natural justice not to be observed. The other
matter related to whether the special investigator would have the same privileges as a
royal commission. He would. That is the whole point of it. In other words, people could
speak before him and be protected under the provisions of the Royal Commissions Act.
Some important provisions are contained in that Act.
I believe that I have dealt with all the questions that were raised with me. I thank the
members for their contributions. They have highlighted some of the concerns that people
have about the Bill. I hope that, by virtue of their being dealt with in the second reading
debate, it will aid in an interpretation of the intent of the Bill. I trust that will address
many of the concerns that people may have.
I notice that Hon Mark Nevill wishes this Bill to go the Legislation Committee. Even
when a Bill is not contentious, it is a good way of dealing with legislation. I am very
happy for that to be the case. I support the process.
Question put and passed.
Bill read a second time.

Referral to Standing Committee on Legislation
On motion by Hon Mark Nevinl, resolved -

That the Bil be referred to the Standing Committee on Legislation.

REPRINTS AMENDMENT BILL

Committee
The Deputy Chairman of Committees (Hon Sam Piantadosi) in the Chair, Hon Peter Foss
(Minister for Health) in charge of the Bill.
Clause 1: Short title -
Hon A.J.G. MacTIERNAN: The Opposition does not oppose the principle of the Bill.
We believe that the process of amendment cart be improved, whether it be by way of
editorial amendment on compilation and reprinting of legislation or by way of extension
of the scope of common law Clerk's amendments. The fact that these amendments have
taken place should be made more transparnt We will ensure that, if an error has
occurred, it will be more readily detectable than is currently the case. Later we will move
an! amendment to the provision which extends the Clerk's amendment. This amendment
will not fundamentally alter the principle of the extension but will ensure greater
protection. It has been brought to my attention that the Minister has proposed a number
of amendments. They are of a technical nature arnd we are happy to accept them.
Hon PET7ER FOSS: I understand the point made by the member. Although I have not
seen the amendment, I believe that the proposal is that the provision is unduly
prescriptive. I am grateful to her for drawing my attention to the fact that I have some
amendments on the notice paper.
Clause put and passed.
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Clauses 2 and 3 put and passed.
Clause 4: Section 4 amended-
Hon PETER FOSS: I move -

Page 2, line 16 - To delete the line and substitute the following -
(ka) "of this definition";

It is interesting that the very Bill which is intended to amend the Reprints Act to pick up
things such as minor clerical error has itself a minor clerical error in it. The amendment
proposed to this clause is to put the inverted commas in the correct place. Section 4 of
the principal Act refers to referential expressions which are definitional words, and the
words referred to, "of this definition', should have been enclosed in inverted commas.
This amendment does that.
Amendment put and passed.
Clause, as amended, put and passed.

Progress
Progress reported and leave given to sit again, on motion by Hon Peter Foss (Minister for
Health).

PRISONERS (INTERSTATE TRANSFER) AMENDMENT BILL
Second Reading

Debate resumed from 14 December 1993.
HON N.D. GRIFFITHS (East Metropolitan) [4.51 pm]: This Bill was prepared
pursuant to model legislation developed by the Standing Comrnittee of Attorneys
Genera. All jurisdictions have enacted legislation to permit prisoners to be transferred
within Australia. The last jurisdiction to enact such legislation was the Australian Capital
Territory in 1993. The original legislation, which was passed by this Parliament in 1983,
provided for reciprocal arrangements between Australian jurisdictions, other than the
Australian Capital Territory. This legislation brings the Australian Capital Territory into
the scheme. It is part of a process of legislation which involves Australians getting
together and is part of an acknowledgment that we are all one country. I am sure all
members in this House agree that it is important that people in Western Australia be part
of Australia, because none of us in this place likes secession sentiments.
The original Act was intended to meet both humanitarian and economic concerns. It was
introduced in this place by Hon Joe Berinson in 1983 and bad the wholehearted
supported of the then Opposition parties, including the Liberal Party. On reading
Hansard of 1983 I noted the concerns of a former member of this House, Hon John
Williams, about humanitarian aspects of the process of interstate prison transfers. it is
worth noting that humanitarian concerns were properly raised by members, irrespective
of their party, when considering the sensitive nature of people who find themselves
incarcerated from time to time. On page 3202 of Hansard, vol 244, 1983-84, Hon John
Williams states -

It does mean that discrimination, as it were, in respect of sentencing a prisoner
away from his home State will be removed. No-one can pretend that a prison
sentence is there just for the sake of punishment; the idea is to include
rehabilitation.

I regret that some of die successor of Hon John Williams in this House do not seem to
share those views in each and every so-called law and order matter which they bring
before us. The speech continues -

Some of the tragic cases which have come to my notice of people who are
imprisoned in this State but whose domicile is in other States are indeed heart-
rending.

it is wonderful to read of a member of the liberal Party having concern for the suffering
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of fellow human beings. I trust that during the course of this session and in subsequent
sessions of this Parliament members of the Liberal Party will follow in Hon John
Williams' footsteps. This legislation has the wholehearted support of members of the
Australian Labor Parry in this House.
HON TOM HELM (Mining and Pastoral) [4.56 pm] - I too record my support for this
Bill. I will also refer members to a speech made in the lower House when the original
Bill was introduced, and will bring a few interesting aspects into the debate; namely, the
aspects that were raised during the election campaigns for the seats of Glendalough and
Fremantle, when the Premier of this State talked about Western Australia seceding from
the Commonwealth, and said that all of our rights as a State were being taken away by
the big, bad brother in Canberra. I will demonstrate to the House the feelings being
expressed, not only in this place but also in the lower House, in relation to how States'
rights should be undermined to some degree in the interests of the wellbeing and welfare
of all the people who live in this nation. To do that I will demonstrate my cynical
outlook about the Premier's statement before the election and the lack of any statement
afterwards. I quote Hon Bill Hassell in his contribution to this debate in the lower House
on 9 November 1983. In agreeing with the Bill that was introduced, on page 4249 of
Mansard Mr Hassell states in part -

In form, the Bill represents a co-operative agreement and, in that respect, it is an
example of the Federal system working as it should. An area of exclusive State
jurisdiction and responsibility has caused some difficulties to arise in
administration in the placement of prisoners. Instead of that difficulty being
resolved by an attempt by the Commonwealth to override the position of the
States and introduce national legislation to create uniformity under a single
Commonwealth law while at the same time interfering substantially with the
independent sovereignty of the States in these areas, the path of co-operation and
the spirit of federalism has been followed.
Over a period, the Attorneys General of the States and the Commonwealth and
the Ministers for prisons of the States, by whatever tidle they bear, have worked
through their respective ministerial councils to formulate provisions which are
acceptable to all parties and those provisions are being translated into the laws of
the respective States and Territories by means of legislation similar to that which
is before the Rouse now.

I suppose those words could be repeated during this debate. Members on this side agre
wholeheartedly that prisoners should be allowed to be transferred between States and
Territories to serve out their terms in what could be called their home State.
Incarceration and punishment ar no worse in one place than another. I would use this
Bill as an example of why the States' rights - as described by the Premier during the
Glendalough and Fremantle by-elections - are so precious and not to be overridden by
anybody. The powers of darkness opposite make those statements at any given time, and
yet in the ordinary course of events will take an opposite view and say that States' rights
are sacrosanct.

[Questions without notice taken.]
Hon TOM HELM: Before question time I was advising the House of the nature of the
debate'when a similar amendment Bill was introduced into the lower House in November
1983. I was relating the importance Bill Hassell attached to the fact that in some
instances, particularly with a Bill of this type, it was in the best interests of the people of
Australia that States' rights were superseded. The need to transfer prisoners interstate
and between territories was of paramount importance and took precedence over the
so-called aim for sovereignty. It is a pity Hon Bob Pike, who is not in the Chamiber at the
moment, no doubt as a result of dealing with important parliamentary business, has been
handed the poisoned chalice, as it were, of spokesman in this place on Federal Affairs. I
am sure that during this session we will bring to the attention of the House as often as we
can the importance of uniform legislation. The whole of our nation is run with the idea
that we are all Australians. The most important thing we can consider is that, although
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we are proud Western Australians - I am a proud north westerner - we all have an
obligation to be Australians.
I asked a question on notice of Hon Bob Pike. as the spokesman on Federal Affairs in this
place, about bow many uniform legislation Bilks have been passed which nice away those
rights from the States. I have made other inquiries to find out how many instruments
have been passed, both through the Commonwealth Parliament and the Queensland
Parliament, which have some responsibility to put forward template legislation as a result
of decisions made at Ministerial Councils. It is a difficult question to answer. On the
one hand, the Premier, the person who represents us in the eyes of the rest of the nation,
talks about seceding from the Federation because of the bully boys in Canberra; on the
other hand, we have the examples of his father and his colleagues supporting States'
rights being taken away in a perfectly logical and reasonable way. One cannot make
stupid statements such as, "We believe in States' rights", or say that State sovereignty is
above all else when agreement has been reached on uniform legislation on both sides of
both Houses. It has been demonstrated quite clearly there are matters which are the
Commonwealth's responsibility and which are dealt with through the external powers
legislation. Matters have been before this Chamber which we have all supported because
they were agreed to by a Ministerial Council. In other words, our Ministers agreed to a
certain approach over certain issues.
I noted with interest the comments during this debate that in 1983 we were the last State
to adopt the Prisoners (interstate Transfer) Act even though our Miister involved with
the Ministerial Council was probably a conservative Minister before that great victory
when the Labor Party came, to power in this State. Members cannot tell me that the
Premier, the representative of the conservative forces in this State, was not politicising or
grandstanding when he made those comments about States' rights during the by-election
campaigns. He either did not know what he was talking about or he was being blatantly
political. It has been demonstrated across the board that we are all of the view that
States' rights do not retain their sovereignty when it comes to the wellbeing of the people
of duis nation. We should all concentrate on the view that it is not in our interests to
maintain that sovereignty come what may.
We were also told during the recent by-election campaigns that, as a result of the Federal
Mabo legislation, if this State's native title legislation was not adopted or was seen by the
High Court as unconstitutional - I think we are waiting for the challenge we were
promised - Western Australia might secede from the Federation.
Hon N.D. Griffiths: Be careful; some of the backbenchers are getting excited.
Hon TOM HELM: They look as sick as parrots - they should be because it was a blatant
political statement which had no basis. Our Minister for Health is really excited about
this legislation. He obviously does not feel embarrassed by the fact that the Premier talks
about secession and then about States' rights and then cries because he cannot attend the
ministerial meeting, of which he was to be the proud chairnan, to discuss matters which I
have no doubt will result in uniform legislation. No doubt he will also agree that it would
be a good idea for Western Australia to be similar to the rest of Australia. It is a good
idea; we on this side have never talked about thes soerignt of the State before all else.
We believe we are elected to represent our consttents, who are Western Australians.
However, we are not elected to see that other parts of Australia are less weli off because
of what we promote and support The Opposition has never held the view that we are
going to secede or defend the State's rights and send up our representatives like Hon
Norman Moore, the Minister for Education. He was complaining because he could not
travel to Tasmania to attend a ministerial conference.
Hon N-D. Griffiths: He does not want to return, I can tell you that.
Hon TOM HELM: The Minister attends ministerial conferences where matters are
debated which will bring about proposed uniform legislation. The Premier of this State is
talking about how States' tights are being undercut and undermined While he is doing
that, he is allowing some of his senior Ministers to attend conferences to discuss matters
which will take away the sovereignty of this Parliament, which makes decisions on
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behalf of the people we were elected to represent. The Opposition is not complaining
about that. I remember the discussion about the financial institutions Bili - the non-
banking Bill - when Hon Max Evans was out of the Chamber on important parliamentary
business. He led the charge when the Government was in Opposition, where it should be,
and said in no way would they allow die Bill to get through because it had nothing to do
with Western Australia. An opportunity arose which prevented the Bill going through
and we had to come back for a special sitting because it was realised that this was
something for die greater good of our financial institutions in Western Australia.
Hon Peter Foss: That was the Australian Securities Commission Bill. The financial one
was introduced about two o'clock in the morning. Copies were not available.
Hon TOM ]HELM: And the Opposition passed it.
Hon Peter Foss: Unfortunately.
Hon N.D. Griffiths: The Minister is correct. It was the ASC Bill.
Hon TOM HELM: I am sure people understand my point.
Hon. Peter Foss:- That would be novel.
Hlon TOM HELM: I know it is hard for the Minister to understand my point, because he
actually did it. His leader, the then Leader of the Opposition, now the leader of this
State, says one thing.
Hon NEF. Moore: He is doing a superb job.
Hon TOM HELM: I am glad the Minister for Education said that. The Premier talks to
the Press about how he needs -
Hon N.F. Moore: He is doing a top job on behalf of this State after the 10 years of your
lot.
Hon TOM HELM: lIthe Premier said the same thing twice we would be happy. He says
the sovereignty of the State needs to be sustained, and while he is saying that the Minister
goes to Tasmania and discusses the undenmining of State sovereignty. Does the Minister
understand what happens at these conferences? I wI remind the Minister. We know
how tired the Minister would have been.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Order! The member will address his comments to the
Chair and will not invite interjections.
Hon TOM HELM: I thank the Deputy President for that guidance because interjections
make me lose track, but sonme of the interjections are very important. The Minister is
right; he was tired when he went to Tasmania. I have not seen the agenda.

Point of Order
Hon PETER FOSS: The member has ranged further and further away from the topic of
the Bill. We are now getting so far away that it is becoming counterproductive.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT (Hon Barry House): There is no point of order at the
moment but we are all anxiously waiting for the member to explain the relevance of his
current line of argument.

Debate Resumed
Hon TOM HELM: I was attempting to explain to the House that although interjections
are unruly they are useful in getting me back on track and talking to the Bill.
Hon George Cash: I thought you covered that point 10 minutes ago but I was wrong on
three occasions.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Order?
Hon TOM HELM: As long as there are no stupid and unruly interjections, I will stay on
the truck. I understand that the Government has difficulty understanding what I am
saying, so perhaps it needs to be said more than once and in a different way.
Hon P.R Lightfoot: If you spoke in English, it wouldn't.
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Hon TOM HELM: At least the member can read English, if he cannot understand it. If
he cannot, I will explain it to him. My point to the member is thar his leader, before the
1993 election, agreed to uniform legislation, yet during the by-election campaign this
year he talked about disagreeing with that because he believes that sovereignty is right.
The Premier is also insisting on members of his Cabinet attending conferences to discuss
uniform legislation. When that happens, the sovereignty of the State is diminished.
Opposition members have never complained about that matter. My point is, how can
anyone say one thing while doing something else? While diminishing the power of the
State the Government is talking about seceding so this State can behave as an
independent body. It is not in the best interests of this State, as demonstrated by the non-
banking institutions Bill - as soon as the building societies and the non-baning
institutions started making inroads, as Hon Peter Foss has pointed out, it did not matter
very much that few people on that side of the Chamber who were on this side at the time
had copies of the amendments and the Bill was passed.
Hon Peter Foss: I actually voted against it.
Hon N.D; Griffiths: You still passed it.
Hon Peter Foss: I did not, personally.
Hon TOM HELM: The Minister did not pass it personally, but most of his comrades did.
The record will show the majority of Government members, when in Opposition, passed
the legislation. Once the picture is clear it does not matter what the leader says. If
people - their mates in the money market - are affected it is vital that the amendments are
passed. Once they know the reason the Bills are required they too agree. There is no
such thing as standing on one's dignity and talking about States' rights. It is important to
talk about the things that matter, and those are the issues which were presented in 1983
and which are before us today. These are the things that matter for the people of this
State and for the future of this State.
I sound a warning to the Premier of this State - and perhaps it might go back to the
Cabinet room, or maybe it will not need to because there are no by-elections and there
will be no reason to mislead the people of this State into thinking that sovereignty is
above all else. I hope that this piece of legislation, among many others that are of a
uniform nature, says to people that we have a right as legislators of Western Australia to
vote on the matter, but it does not override the rights of those people who formulate the
legislation.
I am sorry Hon Bob Pike is not here as this matter will be further debated somewhere
down the track because it is of such importance and has such relevance. There is another
aspect to it which I will not go into now because it is not relevant Not only do we have
before us this legislation which everyone agrees with, but the worst thing is that it has
delegated legislation aspects to it that no-one has thought about. Although all members
have adopted a commonsenise attitude to this matter, we have to understand that we are
accepting legislation which, in some cases - I do not know whether this is one of them
because I have not looked at it - does not allow for the scrutiny of the subsidiary
legislation that is contained within it. However, that is stretching a long bow at this time.
It is important to understand that this is a matter about which we need to talk at greater
length. You can see, Mr Deputy President, that members on the other side do not
understand it
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT (Hon Barry House): Order! I am trying to understand what
is the member's view on this Bill. At the moment it is difficult because what he is saying
is not relevant to the Bill.
Hon TOM HIELM: Its only relevance is in trying to explain to the House that we agree
with it, as we have agreed before. We have followed the same line as the previous
Opposition in agreeing to these things happening. However, Stares' rights are being
undennined, that has to be accepted. With those few words, I support the Bill.

HION PETER FOSS (East Metropolitan - Minister for Health) [5.53 pm]: I thank the
Opposition for its support for this Bill. I regret that Hon Nick Griffiths felt it was
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necessary to cast aspersions all aver the place during his contribution. Hon Tom Helm's
contribution was irrelevant and illogical as usual and I do not agree with any of his
conclusions. He appears to be a potboiler. Although I thought he was a rigger, he was
pot boiling to fill in time. There was nothing in his speech that needs answering.
Question put and passed.
Bill read a second time.

Comittiee and Report
Bill passed through Committee without debate, reported without amendment, and the
report adopted.

Third Reading
Bill read a third time, on motion by Hon Peter Foss (Minister for Health), and passed.

CHOICE OF LAW (LIMITATION PERIODS) BILL
Second Reading

Order of the day read for the resumption of debate from 23 March.
Question put and passed.
Bill read a second time.

Commnittee and Report
Bill passed through Committee without debate, reported without amendment, and the
report adopted.

Third Reading
Bill mead a third time, on motion by Hon Peter Foss (Minister for Health), and passed.

ACTS AMENDMENT (PETROLEUM) BILL
Second Reading

Debate resumed from 22 March.
HON GEORGE CASH (North Metropolitan - Minister for Mines) [5.58 pm]: I thank
honourable members for their contributions to the debate on this Bill. As was pointed out
by Hon Mark Nevill. Hon Tom Helm and Hon Tom Stephens, this Bill is designed to
provide certain incentives to encourage exploration for petroleum in what might be
termed remote areas in Western Australia.
In general terms, the Opposition had no quarrel with the general direction of the Bill.
However, during the second reading stage, a number of questions were asked about a
number of matters. Hon Tom Stephens' contribution in the main centred around the
recent prounding of the tugboat Boa Force, which weighs 498 tonnes, on a submerged
wellhead near Thevenard Island. Hon Tom Stephens asked whether the oil had been
removed from the Boa Force and the answer is that salvage operations are under way
currently. The salvage consultants have recommended that the oil remain in the vessel
until it is refloated. As a result of advice taken from environmental and other agencies,
that is the course that has been followed to date.

Sitting suspended from 6.00 to 730 pm
Hon GEORGE CASH: Hon Tom Stephens asked whether there had been any oil spillage
as a result of the vessel striking the wellhead and whether the vessel still contained or had
on board any fuel in its tanks. The answer to both of those questions is yes. There was a
minor oil spillage when the vessel struck the wellhead. However, that was soon
contained with oil booms. There was no damage to the main fuiel or lubricating oil tanks
during the incident. Those tanks contained 230 tonines, or 230 000 litres, of fuel.
Hon Mark Nevill: Did you say the oil spillage was from the wellhead?
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Hon GEORGE CASH: No; from the vessel.
Hon Mark Nevill: I thought that was distillate. There is a big difference between
distillate and oil.
Hon GEORGE CASH: I meant fuel generally. I will not distinguish between distillate or
lubricating oil, but it was off the vessel proper.
Hon Mark Nevill: Distillate will evaporate from the surface of the ocean very quickly.
Hon GEORGE CASH: There was no loss from the wellhead, and that is an important
matter that needs to be understood. Both the Commonwealth and the State have put in
place an investigation team, and that investigation is ongoing. At this stage, I do not
know the reasons that the accident occurred, although it has been said that the absence of
a marker buoy from the site was one of the reasons that the vessel struck the wellhead. In
regard to whether the wellhead was known to be in that area, I advise that the welhead
was capped. It was capped off in nine mets of water, where it was suspended. It is
suspended because it may be used as a future oil producer. The casing string, which is
capped, projects about 2.9 metres above dhe sea bed. Hon Tom Stephens also asked
whether it was high or low tide. I am advised that it was low tide at the time. The
location of the wellhead is well detailed on Admiralty charts. I will not speculate about
why the vessel hit the wellhead. The fact is that it did and it sank, and in due course the
investigation will provide the reasons that it happened. The good news is that there was
no damage to the environment and the vessel is currently being salvaged by international
salvage operators. It is believed that the vessel will be scuttled in international waters
after the recovery of the fuiel oil which is currently on board.
Hon Tom Stephens asked whether I believed that the legislation in its present form
catered adequately for incidents such as the Boa Force. It would be easy, and glib of me,
to say yes. I think the legislation is perfect and there can be no improvement. I do not
intend to say that. The petroleum legislation is under constant review and it is considered
adequate at this point, but when the report comes from both the State and Commonwealth
investigation teams there may be a requirement to amend legislation. I cannot pre-empt
that at this stage, but I can say that if we need to amend legislation or introduce
regulations to protect our environment, that will be done.
Hon Tom Helm: Is there any reason that it was not buoyed?
Hon GEORGE CASH: No. My initial briefing indicates that it may not have been
buoyed. It may have been buoyed in the past and the buoy may have drifted. I do not
know the answer. However, the preliminary investigations indicate that the absence of
the marker buoy from the site is one of the reasons that the vessel struck the abandoned
wellhead. The wellhead is on Admiralty charts, so one could ask why the vessel did not
know where it was at the time and correlate the positions of both the wellhead and the
vessel to ensure that there was no collision. I cannot answer that question. There is a
suggestion that some of the survey information about the wellhead may not be accurate.
That is purely speculation at this stage and it is not much good our speculating on it. We
will receive the report, and I will have no trouble advising members as soon as that
comes to hand.
Hon Tom Helm: Was the nine met clearance between the top of the wellhead and the
surface of the water at low tide?
Hon GEORGE CASH: No. The depth of the water at that point was nine mets and the
vessel struck at low tide. The wellhead protrdes 2.9 mets from the sea bed. The Boa
Force is a fairly substantial vessel. Hon Tom Helm would know the size and type of
vessel about which I am talking. It is an anchor handling tug, with which Hon Tom
Helm would be familiar, given the oil exploration and recovery that occurs both within
and just off his electorate.
The Bill amends five Acts, all related to petroleum. This legislation is designed to
provide incentives to encourage petroleum exploration, particularly in the remote areas of
Western Australia. It is not difficult to persuade oil exploration companies to spend
money in the proven areas. I refer here to the Northern Carnarvon basin where a
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considerable number of wells have been drilled with considerable success, fortunately for
Western Australia and Australia as a whole. However, this Bill is designed to encourage
explorers to move from proven areas into the sedimentary basins throughout the State to
drill wells in the hope that they find either gas or oil. I have told oil exploration
companies that when I wish them well - or good luck - in their exploration I genuinely
mean it, because I usually follow that comment by saying that the State and Federal
Governments are their silent partners; it is in the interests of the community generally
that the companies strike oil or gas, because if they find a sufficient recoverable quantity
both the Stat and the Commonwealth Governments - depending on the location of the
well - will enjoy the resultant revenue.
Hon Mark Nevill asked bow many submissions had been received and suggested that the
submissions were the result of the former Minister for Mines, Hon Gordon HI, seeking
advice from the industry. However, the submissions to which I referred were the result
of an incentive package that I put together for general comment soon after this
Government was elected to office. With advice from and assistance of officers from the
Department of Minerals and Energy we went to the industry and sought comment on
certain propositions that we believed were worthy of comment. We also asked the
industry to make submissions about the types of incentives that should be put together as
part of the Government package to encourage further exploration. The 28 submissions
received contained 110 separate incentives. The common thread throughout the
submissions was that the companies would like to pay less royalty on oil recovery.
The Bill provides a mechanism to extend the number of permit areas from 200 to 400.
Questions were asked about the criteria to be applied. In applying for exploration
permits or drilling reservations, pursuant to legislation the applicant is required to
provide details of the work and expenditure proposed, and the technical qualifications of
the applicant and the employees. The applicant is also required to outline the technical
advice and financial resources available. That information provides the basis for a
judgment about whether the applicant is able to carry out the work programs proposed in
the permit area. The extent of the proposed work is balanced against a technical
prognosis of the area in which it is intended to drill. The work program is based on that
general prognosis, having regard for the applicant's technical and financial abilities.
Notices providing the details of the criteria are released as a guide for the applicants.
Another question related to the size of the permit area. It is proposed that the maximum
area of a permit will be 400 blocks. A block is gratticulated five minutes latitude by five
minutes longitude, which avenages about 77 square ilometres; therefore, a 400 block
permit would be approximately 30 800 square kilometres. As an incentive, one provision
in the Bill will allow the Minister, in some circumstances, to waive fees. The quantum of
the fee is set out in the Bill. It is currently 53 000 for an application. For the past five
years an average of 15 applications have been received each year. Therefore, the
quantum, if it were applied to all onshore applicants, would be $45 000 a year. The
amount of $3 000 is not a large amount when talking about gas and oil exploration.
However, it is designed to indicate to the oil exploration community that the Government
is very keen to receive applications. We do not want an application fee that might stop
anyone making a bid for a particular area.
The Bill provides for the reinjection of gas into onshore reservoirs. Hon Mark Nevill
mentioned the Tubridgi gas field. There is a proposal to reinject gas from the Griffin
offshore project to the Tubridgi gas field. Consideration is being given to reinjecting
surplus north west gas into the Dongara gas field. In the past we have experienced some
difficulty in working through such proposals because the companies did not provide for
that contingency. There may be many key economic reasons for a company to want to
recover gas offshore and niot necessarily have a market at any given time, but the
company may want at least to move it onshore and reinject it into the onshore reservoir
for recovery in due course.
Hon Mark Nevill: Especially if the option is flaring.
Hon GEORGE CASH: That is right. The Government is developing a policy on flaring
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gas. Owing to the changes that are likely to occur, and likely to be more restrictive in
respect of the ability to flaire, obviously the provision of underground reservoirs will
become a reality.
Hon Tom Helm asked about safety regimes. I have taken the liberty of bringing in a
number of publications which I am very happy to table for the remainder of this day's
sitting so that Hon Tom Helm can consider the seriousness with which the safety regimes
are regarded in the petroleum industry.
Hon Mark Nevill: We have not read the previous 30 papers that you tabled.
Hon GEORGE CASH: I want Hon Tom Helm to know that we are dinkum about safety
regimes in the petroleum industry. He said that oil exploration can be a dangerous
business. He is right. However, companies are required to meet certain guidelines.
regulations and statutory requirements if they wish to become involved in the exploration
business. One document is titled "Safety Guidelines - Petroleum and Submerged Lands
Act July 1993." It sets out the objectives, content, specific elements and preparation of a
safety case, the roles of the regulatory authority and the work force and training for
operations and emergencies. By way of attachments it details requirements for a
temporary safe refuge design in respect of an accidental event, fire risk analysis and
specification for evacuation, escape and rescue.
Hon Tom Helm: What does it say a safety case is?
Hon GEORGE CASH: It depends on the particular installation. I seek the leave of the
House to table these documents for the balance of this day's sitting.
Hon Tom Helm: Does that mean it will not be available after today?

Hon GEORGE CASH: That is my intention, but I will provide Hon Tom Helm with a
copy in due course. I am not tabling the documents per se because they are considerable
in number and probably of limited interest to members. Rather than clutter the
Parliament I prefer to table them for the balance of this day's sitting.
[The paper was tabled for the information of members.]
Hon GEORGE CASH: I will hold them for the time being because I will refer to them.
Hon Tom Helm also made a number of statements in respect of the delegation of
authority. Hon Tom Helm, a former chairman of the Delegated Legislation Committee -

Hon Doug Wenn: A very good one too.

Hon GEORGE CASH: I agree, and a very good deputy chairman right now.
Hon Mark Nevill: I hope he gives you as bard a time as he gave us.
Hon GEORGE CASH: We knew that Hon Tom Helm was doing his job when the
former Government was in office when as chairman of the Legislation Committee he
moved to disallow Government regulations.
Hon Mark Nevill: We were going to suggest to him he tell us which ones he would
allow.
Hon GEORGE CASH: He is still coming into the House and proposing to move for
disallowance of certain regulations. However, in respect of the delegation powers it is
not uncommon, as the honourable member would know, for the Minister to delegate
certain powers to departmental officers. Although it must be done in a circumspect way
there is no question it is now a feature of modemn administrative practice. It is recognised
that the Minister and chief executive officer cannot physically make every decision in
what is often a very wide ranging and complex industry that stretches almost from one
end of the State to the other. 'he bottom line is that the Minister is always responsible.
but in respect of the specific delegations I have made, they mirror the delegations that
were made by the previous Minister for Mines. There has certainly been no change in
the degree of delegation or the officers to whom delegation is provided. There might be
some change in the officers themselves, but not the general delegation power.
Hon Tom Helm: I cannot find in the Bill where the authority is given for the Minister to
do that I thought it was in clause 67.
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Hon GEORGE CASH: Perhaps during Committee we will lack at that a little more
closely. Hon Tom Helm also mentioned the fact that he believed this Bill was increasing
royalties or that the Government had recently increased royalties. In particular, he
mentioned that the Government had increased royalties for the Woodside joint venture on
the North West Shelf. That assertion is not so, the Woodside consortium is in
Commonwealth waters and was the subject of a special agreement Act. Even though it is
in Commonwealth waters, when the agreement was negotiated between the State, the
Commonwealth and the joint venture party it was agreed that the State would enjoy a
royalty from that particular operation. Nothing has changed in that regard, so the
comments of Hon Tom Helm are not accurate when he suggests there has been an
increase in royalty against the Woodside joint venture consortium. Hon Tom Helm was
referring to another Bill that is currently in the House that will provide for better
clarification of the definition of wellhead value. Although I will not go into that Bill at
this stage I suggest that those comments are related more closely to that Bill than the Bill
before us. Members would no doubt be aware that in respect of State royalties the State
is entitled to a royalty from the production of oil and gas from onshore areas and the
territorial sea. In respect of Commonwealth waters that extend beyond the territorial sea,
unless theme is a specific agreement as is the case in respect of the Woodside joint venture
consortium the State does not enjoy a royalty from such production.
In general terms I have addressed the issues raised during the second reading speech. We
will deal with specific clauses in Committee. Hon Tomn Helm mentioned clause 67; that
in fact was a pipeline licence fee. I have sonic figures in regard to that, but we will deal
with that in Committee. I thank the members for their support of the legislation.
Question put and passed.
Bill read a second time.

Committee
The Deputy Chairman of Committees (Hon Derrick Tomlinson) in the Chair- Hon
George Cash (Minister for Mines) in charge of the Bill.
Clauses 1 to 6 put and passed.
Clause 7: Section 31 amended -

Hon MARK NEVILL: During the second reading debate, I suggested to the Minister that
he might ask the department to consider amending section 31 to include some of the
criteria in the Act for the guidance of people who make applications. A number of small
companies may become involved in this area as prices increase, as they are bound to do
in the next five to 10 years. That guidance would be useful in terms of making a bid for
one of these permits.
Hon GEORGE CASH: Those comments have already been discussed in part with
departmental officers. It is a view that I support. The fact that notices that are advertised
when permits are available provide certain criteria should be sufficient for exploration
companies interested in particular areas. In my summary of the second reading debate, I
indicated that the criteria could change depending on the location of the permit areas that
are available for application. As such, if it was in the Act, it would be very difficult for
the department to change. It is something that changes from time to time. I do not want
to suggest that it is too flexible. The petroleum division has very strict criteria and
guidelines that it uses when assessing applications. To incorporate such criteria in the
Act would not allow the flexibility that is necessary given the different areas across
Western Australia and the different criteria that apply. I cannot add any more to that at
this stage.
Hon MARX NEVILL The criteria should be very general. Obviously, they could not
apply to every specific situation. I would expect the department to have to come back
with more precise requirements if they were required. It is for the purposes of general
guidance and nothing else.
Hon GEORGE CASH: I understand what Hon Mark Nevill is getting at. I have already
raised it. I am prepared to continue to raise this, along with other issues, with the
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department. It will not go unanswered. However, it is believed that in the immediate
future it would be wrong to incorporate the criteria in the Act as such, although
Hon Mark Nevill has now talked in more general terms. That is something that can be
taken on board. He will understand that, when the notices are advertised, applicants are
given the criteria that apply to the specific areas that might be available at any given
time.
Clause put and passed.
Clauses 8Ito 71 put and passed.
Clause 72: Section 41 amended -
Hon TOM HELM: For the record, I bring the Committee's attention to this clause which
deals with the provisions of section 67 of the principal Act.
Hon George Cash: I need to clarify something. Clause 72 of the Bill deals with section
41 of the Petroleum Pipelines Act 1969.
Hon TOM HELM: I draw the Minister's attention to page 54, which is still dealing with
clause 72(7) and refers to section 67(l a) and (lb).
Hon George Cash: We are dealing with clause 72, which is a provision to amend section
41 of the Petroleum Pipelines Act and starts on page 52. Hon Tom Helm has said that his
reference is now directed to page 54, which is a continuation of clause 72. We ame still
dealing with section 41 amended. I am happy to take the question.
Hon TOM HELM: I do not want to ask any questions. I want to use this opportunity to
point out to die Committee that that section deals with the regulations as they stand now
in the principal Act in section 67. 1 will go on from thene to point out the differences
between that and what is contained in clause 76. 1 bring it to the Minister's attention.
Hon George Cash: As a matter of clarification, Hon Tom Helm has said that this clause
deals with section 67 of the Act. I think he has his numbers wrong. I make the
clarification for the benefit of Hansard. We ame very much dealing with clause 72 at the
moment, which refers to "Section 41 amended". The mason that I amn being a bit
pedantic is that, although it mentions section 67, that section is not being amended.
Hon TOM HELM: I thank the Minister for his clarification. I think that we are on the
same track. T'he Minister said in his response to the second reading debate that the
provisions contained in the Bill are not much different from what has been contained
previously; in other words, he is allowed to delegate certain powers to people to carry out
certain acts which the Minister physically would not be able to do or may not have the
ability to do because of his limited knowledge on a particular subject. I agree that page
54 refers to section 41 of the principal Act. I am saying that that complies with what he
said in his response to the second reading debate. I am using that example to pursue
clause 76 when we come to it.
Clause put and passed.
Clauses 73 to 75 put and passed.
Clause 76: Section 67 amended -

Hon TOM HELM: I point out that this clause provides that section 67 of the principal
Act is amended. Members will recall that section 67, as the Minister stated, contains
provisions which are common to most Acts of Parliament to allow the Minister and the
chief executive officer to delegate their authority to others for certain matters to take
place within the provisions of the Act Clause 76 will amend section 67 by inserting after
subsection (1) the following -

(1 a) The regulations may make provision in relation to a matter by applying.
adopting or incorporating, with or without modification, a code of practice or
standard contained in an instrument (including an instrument issued or made
outside Australia), as in force or existing at the time when the regulations take
effect or as in force or existing from time to time, being a code of practice or
standard that is relevant to that matter.
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Clause 76(la) gives the Minister or chief executive officer, as contained in section 67, an
additional' ability to put into effect codes of practice. The inister has tabled some
guidelines for us to consider regarding die health, safety and welfare of people during
drilling and exploration for oil. The Opposition pointed out during the second reading
debate that the Bill allows for each individual licensee to take responsibility for those
matters.
I am sure others will understand why I am opposed to the principles of the codes of
practice because those codes ame not disallowable instruments. They can be put together
by a chief executive officer under die authority which exists in the Bill, and they are not
to be argued against. They have the force of law, but cannot be disallowed or amended
under section 41 of the principal Act, which states that die regulations are to be published
in the Government Gazette. There is no reference in this clause to the code of practice or
standard contained in an instrument which may not be of Australian origin. I suggest that
the one group of people with the authority and responsibility to look at subsidiary
legislation, which is what we are dealing with here, is the Delegated Legislation
Committee. That committee has had problems with such issues from time to time and
has talked to Governments of different persuasions to try to convince them that if this
becomes a practice it will be a departure from the generally agreed way of doing things.
It is clear from the principal Act that it is different from what has occurred in the past.
It is okay to delegate authority to another person; however, it is dangerous to provide that
ability in an Act put together with Henry VIII clauses. In other words, a code of practice,
a standard or an instrument could have more power than the Act itself. There is no
provision at the moment for people to look at that code of practice, standard or
instrument and amend it or make any comment on it. That is not to say that the
Delegated Legislation Committee is not considering the matter or asking Parliament for
die authority to examine those issues; however, right now there is no authority or ability
for it to do so. The Parliament has recognised that some of the practices that have
occurred in the past might have been flawed, so it has put together committees to
examine those matters.
In this instance my concern - which I have drawn to the Government's attention - is that
this is something of a departure from the usual process. I have no authority to stop this
Bill from being passe4 nonetheless, I would be doing less than my duty if I did not point
out this matter to the Chamber and ask the Minister for his response to my concerns. I
ask the Minister to explain why in this instance previous practices are considered flawed1
or why there is a need for subsection (1a).
Hon GEORGE CASH: I now fully understand what Hon Tom Helm was getting at, He
was using the section of the Petroleum Pipelines Act which allows a Minister to give
directions, coupled with section 76 of that Act which deals with regulations, to make the
point that a regulation can be made which would cause an organisation to be required to
adopt a certain code of practice. As such, Hon Tom Helm is suggesting that that code of
practice may not necessarily ever be tabled in this place, and certainly may never he
considered by the Delegated Legislation Committee.
Hon Tom Helm: There is no need for it to be given by way of regulation; only for it to
be published in the Government Gaze tte.
Hon GEORGE CASH: I understand what Hon Tom Helm is saying. It is a question far
wider than the Bill before the Chamber, however, clearly this Bill provides for the
making of regulations which can require the adoption of codes of practice or standards
relevant to a matter. However, nothing has changed. I share Hon Tom Helm's view that
if an obligation is to be imposed. on an organisation it should be subjected to
parliamentary scrutiny. Regrettably, this industry has moved forward with great haste. A
number of international and national codes of practice have been developed which have
conveniently been adopted in Western Australia. Some, for instance, deal with
mandatory helicopter escape training and pipeline emergency shutdown valves, and
various other matters associated with such issues. It has been convenient to adopt certain
specific requirements and then impose a regulation to require those to be put into force
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by a particular organisation. I am advised chat when time and money permit chose codes
of practice will be reduced to regulations. As such, they will be part of the regulations
under an Act, and will be able to be scrutinised and, if necessary, disallowed by the
Parliament.
I do not disagree with what Hon Torn Helm is saying. He is using this as an example of a
continuing process of using a regulation to impose an extraneous obligation on an
organisation, and from che point of view of the Delegated Legislation Committee, he is
quite right. Regrettably, resources do not always keep up with chianges chat are required,
in particular in the onshore and offshore oil industry. Oil explor .ion being what it is - an
international industry - I take the view that if an international or national code of practice
which relates to some safety regime has h en developed and proven elsewhere, it is not
improper to adopt it by way of regulation. However, Hon Tom Helm makes a proper
point in this regard. That is a matter we as a Parliament must address through the
Chamber. I expect chat the Delegated Legislation Committee in particular will make
representations in that regard. I cannot apologise to Hon Tom Helm for my views on this
matter. It is a critical part of the Bill. The opportunity will exist for this Parliament to
scrutinise the regulation when it is brought into this place and, if necessary, disallow the
regulation. However, it will not necessarily require the code of practice or other matter
to be tabled. That is something on which Hon Ton Helm and I share a common view.
Hon TOM HELM: I thank the Minister for his response. I do not intend to delay the
passage of this Bill. I am merely sounding warning bells because I have followed this
matter for a number of years and am fully aware of the problems that could arise.
Will the Minister look at the possibility of having the codes of practice or standards
contained in an instrument treated in the same way as a regulation; that is, published in
the Government Gazette so they may be subject to disallowance? The examples raised
by the Minister could be disallowed.
Will the Minister also look at the appropriate amendments to the principal Act to give the
Minister the power to take action that will reflect the important changes which are taking
place where it is impracticable or impossible to bring about those changes by way of
regulation? The Minister should have a power similar to that of the Minister for Health
who has the ability to implement regulations dealing with emergency powers. This
industry is important and many changes take place within it; therefore, it is necessary for
the Minister to react to certain circumstances. Perhaps it is impossible to do that and this
clause provides for the necessary requirements to be put in place. In most cases it could
be a disallowable instrument and a regulation may be required. If there, is no need for
that to happen until a Bill comes before the Parliament to give some guidance to the
parliamentary draftsman, will the Minister consider the amendments to the Act to give
the Miniszer the power to take action that will not be disallowable?
Hon GEORGE CASH: I understand the general thrust of the member's suggestdon. Any
regulation brought before the Chamber with respect to the various Acts we are dealing
with tonight is quite clearly able to be scrutinised by the Parliament or the Delegated
Legislation Committee. The question that should be addressed is whether the documents
to which a regulation might relate should be brought before the Parliament and be
scrutinised. We cannot incorporate everything into the regulation because the resources
are not available. The schedule to the Petroleum (Submerged Lands) Act deals with
specific requirements for offshore petroleum exploration and production and it consists
of 173 pages of fine print. For example, the introduction deals with the application of
direction, contents, definitions, tests, codes, standards and specifications. The second
part deals with general safety and provides advice on safety manuals, emergency
response manuals, updating of manuals, availability of manuals and direction inspections,
instruction to personnel, admittance to platforms, continued presence on platforms and all
the things which Hon Tom Helm would know are associated with offshore exploration
because he worked on the rigs off the Western Australian coast.
To attempt to address in part Hon Tom Helm's concern I give an undertakig that with
respect to the regulations made under the Petroleum Act any document to which the
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regulation relates will be tabled in the Parliament. Members will have access to that
document and will be in a position to consider its provisions. As to the wider question
the member asked, it would be convenient to the Chamber and proper from a legislative
point of view to have matters reduced to regulation form so that proper scrutiny to which
the member referred can occur.
Hon TOM HELM: I suspect the schedule to which the Minister referred will be
published through a regulation and that will allow for the document to became law. As
an instrument it could be disallowable. This clause allows a delegated officer or die
Minister to publish a regulation which is a code of practice. The only thing the
Parliament can consider is whether the persn granted that power has the ability under
the Act to publish that regulation. It is not of concern whether he has the ability to
publish the code of practice or standard contained in an instrument but we are giving hint
that power. The Bill does no: explain that if he publishes a regulation he is not allowed
to publish the associated document because the Act prevents him doing that. Section 41
of the principal Act does not allow it and the regulations contained in that Act do not
allow it. I suggest the document is part of die regulations and can be disallowed. The
important change is that the document cannot be published, but cannot be disallowed. I
think the Minister and I are on the same track but the regulation is ultra vires and if we
pass this clause the documents will also be ultra vires.
Hon GEORGE CASH: Hon Tom Helm is correct. If a regulation is introduced in respect
of the Petroleum Act and it refers to another document - that is, it imposes an obligation
on an entity to observe or adhere to a particular code of practice or other matter - I give
the member an undertaking that the document will be tabled in the Parliament. It is not a
perfect solution, but it is a question the Chamber will have to address. The member
knows my position on safety regimes in the mining industry and certainly in the oil
exploration and production industries. I give an undertaking that in respect of the
document to which the member referred that will occur while I am the Minister. At the
end of the Committee stage I intend to band to Hon Tom Helm the documents I tabled for
the balance of this day's sitting, so he will understand the enormity of the task and the
resources required to have these documents reduced to the form of a regulation.
Hon TOM ]HELM: I apologise if I do not make myself clear. There is no obligation on
the person who puts together a code of practice or standard in an instrument to publish it
in the Government Gazette. If the regulation containing the notice of publication of those
things is disallowable, it would be quite feasible for the regulation which provides for the
publishing of the code of practice or standard in an instrument to be disallowable. I am
not suggesting that the whole instrument should be published. Already only one copy of
a principal Act pertaining to a regulation is in the Bartyc Library. It is not necessary to
repeat the whole Act to make an amending regulation. Where it is practical, the
regulation will contain within it an ability for the code of practice or standard in an
instrument to be partly disallowed. The bulk does not enter into it. For example, I could
publish a code of practice for the Goodwyn A project and that may preclude looking at
this down the track, but in the meantime the conditions are operable. Sometime
tomorrow the Minister may find that some amendment is needed and it can be fixed at
some future time. That authority should be given to somebody, preferably the Minister,
so that it can be fixed and go through the Parliament.
Hon GEORGE CASH: I think we are on the same wavelength but I will not try to
interpret what I think Hon Tom Helm believes and what I believe, because he may
assume I have misconstrued something. I understand him to be saying that any
regulation which is published and incorporates sonic extraneous document must also
allow for the extraneous document or parts of it to be disallowed. I will take up that
matter, but it is part of a wider question of regulations generally and subsidiary
legislation.
Clause put and passed.
Clauses 77 to 112 put and passed.
Title put and passed.
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Report
Bill reported, without amendment, and the report adopted

Third Reading
Bill read a third rime, on motion by Hon George Cash (Minister for Mines), and
transmitted to the Assembly.

BUSINESS FRANCHISE (TOBACCO) AMENDMENT BILL
Introduction and First Reading

Bill introduced, on motion by Hon Max Evans (Minister for Finance), and read a first
time.

Second Reading
HON MAX EVANS (North Metropolitan - Minister for Finance) [8.37 pm]: I move -

That the Bill be now read a second rime.
Laze last year the Government twice enacted amendments to the Business Franchise
(Tobacco) Act to reduce the potential revenue losses faced by Western Australia in the
event of the High Court ruling that Stare business franchise licence fees were
constitutionally invalid. Included in the amendments was a measure to bring forward the
due dare for licence fee payments from the fifteenth day of the month to the sixth day of
she month following the sales period on which the fees were based. Furthermore, the
penalty for selling tobacco without a valid licence was increased from two times to four
times the licence fee evaded. Both these measures were considered necessary to ensure
that the licence fee due and payable in December 1993 was received prior to the Hi-gh
Court decision, which was brought down on the seventh day of that month. Ultimately,
the High Court ruled that tobacco licence fees were consitutionally valid.
Since that rime a number of submissions have been received by the Government from the
tobacco industry. T7hese have indicated that the requir-ement to pay the licence fees by
the sixth day of the month is causing licensees severe administrative difficulties.
Moreover, the 400 per cent penalty for licence fees evaded was considered excessive in
comparison with other penalties of this nature. As the risk to tobacco licence fee revenue
which necessitated the 1993 amendments has significantly diminished, this Bill seeks to
restore the previous arrangements for the required payment date and the sanction for
licence fee evasion which existed prior to the 1993 amendments. Accordingly, it is
proposed that -

The due dare for licence fee payments will be restored to the fifteenth day of the
month following the sales period on which the fees are based; and
the penalty to be imposed for selling tobacco without a licence shall revert to a
fee equal to twice the fee that would have been payable if the seller had applied
for and been issued- a licence in accordance with the AcL

I commend the Bill to the House.
Debate adjourned, on motion by Hon George Cash (Leader of the House).

R & I BANK AMENDMENT BILL
Second Reading

Debate resumed from 22 March.
HON MARK NEVILL (Mining and Pastoral) [8.40 pm]: The Opposition supports the
Bill and is happy to facilitate its rapid passage through the Parliament
The Bill has four purposes: First, to change the name of the RI & I Bank of Western
Australian Ltd to the Bank of Western Australia Ltd; second, to provide for the definition
of the manner in which the risk weighted assets of the bank will be determined for the
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purposes of risk control in the bank, third, to fix a drafting erro in the 1990 amendment
to the Act; and fourth, to provide certainty to customers and other parties, particularly
those overseas, who have money on deposit with the bank to ensure that statutory
guarantees will be phased out in an orderly manner.
I understand that it was a decision of the previous Government to change the name of the
bank to the Bank of Western Australia Ltd. I was horrified when I heard that. The only
difficultylhad with theR & IBank was trying tofind it inthe phone book As a
customer of the R & I Bank, I did not know whether to look under "rural" or "R & I"; it is
at the beginning of the "R" section.
Hon Max Evans: I had those troubles.
Hon MARK NEVILL: It is very difficult to find, If a person must ring his bank manager
urgently - as people in my pecuniary situation must from time to time - it is a problem.
I thought it was strange that the bank was changing its name to the Bank of Western
Australia when in the previous decade we had seen banks move away from generic
names. The Bank of New South Wales moved away from its generic name and became
Westpac; this gave it a global view. These things follow fashions. In recent years we
have had the State Bank of Victoria subsumed by the Commonwealth Bank and
disappear, to eventually re-emerge as the Bank of Melbourne. That parochial name
seems to have touched a chord with the Victorian public, as the bank's growth has been
enormous.
Hon Max Evans: Maybe it should be the Bank of Perth!
Hon MARK NEVILL: I am getting to that. Ten years ago banks moved away from
generic names, but now in Melbourne we have a successful move back to a generic
name. This Bill, in clause 12, provides that proposed schedule 4, itemn 5, will preclude
anyone from using the name R & I or Rural and Industries Bank in the future. However,
it would not surprise me if a building society or credit union changed its name and status
to the Bank of Perth to tap into this new found interest in generic names.
Obviously the R & I Bank cannot be compared with Westpac. The decision to change
the name signals that the current R & I Bank sees its futur basically in this State, with
limited activity interstate and overseas. The Bank of Western Australia Ltd will not be
its trading name; it will be some shortened version. I do not know whether it will be the
WA Bank or whatever, but I presume it will be announced at the appropriate time.
Certainly the Bank of Western Australia Ltd is a mouthful.
Hon Max Evans: The Western Australia Bank is the old bank taken over by Westpac.
Hon MARK NEVILL: That is correct. The R & I Bank had its origins in the 1890s
when the Agricultural Bank was established. Shortly after the war, its name was changed
to the R & 1 Bank.
Hon Max Evans: Which war?
Hon MARK NEWELL: The Second World War. ThIe original Agricultural Bank was not
allowed to take deposits, and it borrowed money and on-lent it to the rural community.
After the Second World War it became the R & I Trading Bank, and in the 1950s it
became the trading bank as we know it today. Therefore, this Bill represents the
institution's third name change.
The Leader of the Opposition, Hon Ian Taylor, took the Government to task in the Press
about appointing a Melbourne-based consultant to undertake the transition from the
R & I Bank to the Bank of Western Australia in the production of a new logo and livery.
I reiterate his comments in this House: We have a magnificent standard of graphic art in
this State. Members can go to any of the independent or technical colleges to see that the
standard of graphic art in this State is absolutely first class. Over the past five or six
years the art departments in some of these institutions have changed dramatically. In the
past they were often art departments for women who wanted an outlet from the borne.
They would enrol in one of the arts courses, and could repeat subjects and did not need to
complete a degree. That was tightened up. If a person now enters the course, he or she
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must complete a degree or else drop out of the course. As with any other course, the
courses became more orientated towards completing a course rather than a recreational
pursuit. In recent times we have seen a change in many of the courses to graphic art,
with a great deal of computer design. J know the head of the- departnent at K~algoorlie
College is a graphic artist. The course is job orientated rather than teaching to paint
pictures and make pots as an aside. In the commercial and professional sector we have
graphic artists who could produce the livery and logo for the new bank. Perhaps the
Government was not aware of that, but the R & I Bank should have called for different
groups in Perth to make suggestions for this work. In that case, one such agency would
have been selected to produce the full blown art work for the stationery. This would also
include the signs on the banks, and the whole works. On one of the long weekends the
bank will probably be very busy changing over the signs. We must put our minds to not
going elsewhere to get things done that can be done here quite adequately. In the mid-
1960s when I was teaching at Balgo mission I could not understand why the Aboriginal
kids had to learn words like fog and ship - words that meant nothing to them - and had to
read books about Dick and Dora and Fluff and Nip. When the two superintendents
visited I said, "We should write a reading book that means something to these kids in the
local area because the idea is to teach them how to read." The superintendents responded
that to write a reading book I would need a PhD front an American university, flat is
the sort of cringe we had in education in the 1960s. We could not have a good idea; it
had to come from someone in the United States with a PhD. There seems to be a bit of
this view still lingering with this decision to get this Melbourne company - I think the
company is called Cato Design and it may be quite good - to do the work. We should
have given our own people the opportunity to put in some examples and to tender. I have
no doubt that someone from here could have done the job.
The second element in this Bill is to change the way in which risk weighted assets are
calculated for the bank. These are used in calculating the capital adequacy of the bank.
Originally this would have been determined by regulation; however, that has worked out
to be very difficult- This Bill reverts to the formula used by the Reserve Bank of
Australia for other banks and there are other contingencies in the Bill in case the Reserve
Bank does not do that any more. That seems to be quite sensible in the view of the
Opposition.
The third amendment is fairly minor. It is a drafting error that meant that about $2m
worth of inscribed stock had its guarantee removed during the 1990 amendments. It is
only a minor amendment to the Bill but I suppose it is important to those with inscribed
stock. They will be pleased to see that error corrected.
The fourth amendment relates to the State Government's guarantee which the R & I Bank
enjoys. Whatever happens to the bank in future is irrelevant in terms of the guarantee.
The Government could decide to withdraw the guarantee, irrespective of whether the
bank is totally or partially privatised or whatever. The Bill refers to a fixed day, a day on
which this guarantee begins to phase out. The Opposition in another place moved an
amendment which was defeated. That was unfortunate. Prom my reading of the debate.
the Treasurer, who was in charge of the Bill, was not aware of the amendment when it
was moved It must have been moved from the floor of the House.
A guarantee to a bank by the people is an important guarantee. It was our view that that
fixed day should be determined by Parliament, rather than the Executive. Obviously the
R & I Bank would be paying a fee to the Government for this guarantee. We do not get
anything for nothing. I am not sure what the fee is; but if it is fairly fat, there may be a
disincentive for the Minister for Finance to bring that fixed day forward. I am not sure
how strpped he is for cash.
Hon Max Evans: If you bring it forward, you lose the guarantee fee.
Hon MARK NEVIL.L: The R & I Bank would have to pay a fee for the guarantee.
Admittedly the Goverrnent is carrying a risk but I do not think it is all that high at the
moment. The guarantee will be phased out with different financial obligations. All of
those moneys on deposit under proposed section 33(2b) will be guaranteed for five years
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after this fixed day. Any money that is deposited in those accounts will not be
guaranteed. As money is drawn out that guarantee will run down. That relates to money
on deposit. It does not include term deposits, which come under the next proposed
section.
Term deposits and other financial instrunents would expire at the end of the term when
they were entered into. That seems eminently sensible to the Opposition. I reiterate that
we believe the fixed day should be determined by the Parliament. The Government
could bring in a Bill to set a date which would then commence the run-down of the
guarantee by the bank. Obviously overseas customers are very incerested as to when the
guarantee will phase out. I suppose a few of them are a bit nervous about that. As the
amendments do not have any retrospective effect, that will ease their concerns.
There are a number of pages of consequential amendments at the back of the Bill which
state -

.. delete "Code" and substitt "Corporations Law"
We have just dealt with the Reprints Amendment Bill. One would have thought that
those amendments would be consequential and would not have to be listed here. If it
referred to a section in the code which would have a new section in the Corporations
Law, it would have to be included. It is probably necessary to specify the provision to
delete the word "Code" and substitute the words "Corporations Law" only once, and it
would carry through the legislation. That is just a minor point which is fresh in my mind.
I remind the Government tha: urgent legislation such as this - the bank has a certain time
to change its name which must be done very quickly; probably over a long weekend -
takes much planning. I know both the bank and the Government are anxious to get this
Bill through quickly. We are pleased to be able to support the measures contained
therein.
HON KIM CHANCE (Agricultural) [9.00 pm]: I am also pleased to support this Bill
as did the Opposition in the other House. It has been made fairly clear that the nature of
this Bill revolves more around the change of its name than any other single factor, other
than the matter identified by Hon Mark Nevill concerning the alterations to the guarantee
provided by the bank. It has been mentioned before, and perhaps it is almost churlish to
mention it again, that the logo has been contracted to an Eastern States design company.
Without going into it in any further depth, I hope that that does not set a trend for future
operations of this fine bank.
Hon Peter Foss: It is following a trend.
Hon KIM CHANCE: It is important to note that this Bill in no way facilitates the
process of privatisation. Not only does it have nothing to do with privatisation, but also a
fairly careful reading of the Bill establishes that it does not facilitate it. In that respect it
is worth noting that -if in any way we felt that the Bill did assist the process of
privatisation, it would not have had the smooth passqge it had in the other House or is
having here. It is essential to retain ownership in Western Australia of something as
important as a bank.
Members opposite particularly, although all members generally, will remember that some
years ago the then Leader of the Opposition, I think Barry MacKinnon, produced a list of
companies operating in Western Australia. From that list he extrapolated the number of
company directors resident in Western Australia. I believe the result came as a shock to
a great many Western Australians who believed that by and large Western Australians
were running companies which operated in Western Australia. It revealed that Western
Australian business is largely run from offices in Sydney and Melbourne.
Although this Bill has nothing to do with privatisation - I will not go into it any further
because it would be improper to comment on it - when we surrender control of something
like the R & I Bank it is inevitable that the final administration of such a major financial
institution will ultimately mean it is one less institution run in Western Australia and one
more run from the Eastern States. Those of us who are concerned about States' rights
should not consider States' rights begin and end in the parliamentary process. The most
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important part of a State's sovereignty lies in private enterprise rather than in
Government owned instrumentalities. When we surrender anything of that nature,
whether in the private or public enterprise field, it is inevitable it will be controlled
somewhere else.
It amuses me that - perhaps it happens only in my electorate; I hope it does not happen
anywhere else - every now and again one lunatic or another raises the ugly head of
secession. It is somewhat amusing because those people are frequently, although not
always, the same people who suggest our States' rights are being eroded. Whether that
proposition is a stand alone truth is irrlevant. I wonder whether any of those people
have considered thai if Western Australia were to secede from the Commonwealth of
Australia, the new nation of Western Australia would be the most foreign owned nation
on earth. The vast bulk of our productive resources, and indeed many of our important
services, would be owned by the foreign country of Australia simply because the board
rooms of Sydney and Melbourne control much of what happens in Australia. That is true
of die mining industry in particular.
Hon Peter Foss: Maybe that is one of the reasons they advocate secession.
Hon KIM CHANCE: Ilam sure secessionists are not keen for Western Australia to end
up a foreign owned country. If the secessionists believe we can nationalise those assets I
may well join them.
I understand we will not be seeking, as we did in the other place, to move an amendment
to clause 10. As my colleague Hon Mark Nevill said, it allows the Government to decide
on the future of the guarantee of the financial obligations of the bank without further
consulting Parliament. There was considerable debate on this matter in the other House.
Although I will not canvass the matter here, I believe it is worth reading again.
The R & I Bank had its genesis in the l890s-, it was established by legislation in 1894 -
100 years ago. It played a very big hand in the huge development of the part of the world
from which I, Hon Bruce Donaldson, Hon Eric Charlton and Hon Jim Scott come, the
central part of the Western Australian wheatbeli. It is significant that the most substantial
buildings in that area are invariably of die era from 1910 to the early 1920s, unlike other
older established parts of the State in which are the results of that huge building boom of
the late twenties when the Australian economy, like the rest of the world's economy, was
booming. That heavy concentration of public infrastructure built in the 1910s indicates
the early growth of the economy in that part of the world.
A few weeks ago, following the release of the story about the depletion of population
from that central and eastern wheatbelt area, I accompanied a team from Western
Australian Newspapers Ltd to Kununoppin, a town near Merredin. An old, imposing, but
derelict building which is currently for sale but which will probably never attract a buyer
stands in the main street. It is one of the first branches of the Agricultural Bank and still
proudly identifies itself as such, rather than as a branch of the R & 1 Bank. Perhaps I
should have taken a photograph of that building because it tells a story of the way
bankcing has moved and affected some of the towns in the central and eastern wheatbelt.
It also tells a story of the progression of the bank from when it was established in the
early twentieth century when it provided for the needs of the wheatbelt. It was not a
trading bank and did not attract funds from outside. That did not happen until 50 years
later. In 1945, it obtained its funds on a low interest basis direct from the Government,
perhaps in the same way the Commonwealth Development Bank used to, although that
has changed somewhat. It was not until the 1930s that the weak capital base, if I am
allowed to call it that, started to affect the banks.
After fundng this infrastructure development in the early part of its life, the
Agricultural Bank ran into a problem because its only clients were those very people
whose commodity was now unsaleable. The Agricultural Bank, with just a narrow range
of clients, was caught in a position where it had to foreclose on far mare clients as a
percentage of its total than any other bank operating in the field whose range of clients
extended far beyond the farmers. That gave the Agricultural Bank a very bad name. My
father, who was fanning in the Depression in Western Australia, would almost spit on
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any R & I Bank that he walked past and would never deal with it because of the
experiences other farmers had with the bank.
Growing up in a different generation, I regarded the R. & I Bank as a wonderful bank
because in another recession in the wheat growing industry I saw what the R & I had
been able to do. In fact, it was beating much bigger banks with large farm exposure in
meeting this challenge. In 1945, the charter changed and that happened during the term
of a Labor Premier, John Wilicock - after whom one of the senior high schools in my
electorate, at Geraldton, is named.
Finally, it seems that the R. & I Bank runs on 50 year cycles. It was established 100 years
ago this year, and about 50 years ago it changed its name to the R. & I Bank Ltd. In the
year 2044, 1 wonder what shape it will be in, what name it will have, and whether it will
even exist. I hope it does and that the cycle of improvement I have talked about
continues and that this name change contributes.
HON MAX EVANS (North Metropolitan - Minister for Finance) [9.13 pam]: I thank the
Opposition for its strong support for this legislation. I will address a couple of comments
to Hon Mark Nevill - I had a similar problem recently to the one he mentioned when I
telephoned Warwick Kent. I found the full page advertisement for Help Line and phoned
Help Line but the girl who answered did not know Mr Warwick Kent. This is one of the
small problems of the world - not being able to get through to the R & I Bank Ltd.
Turning to the Cato report, in the 1940s and 1950s, Cato was a garage in West Perth that
used to sell Wolseley and Reilly cars.
Hon Mark Nevili: I thought she was an authoress.
Hon MAX EVANS: The appointment of Cato Design followed an extensive review of
the design industry, including the local design industry. It was not really the design of
the logo. Thbe project called for a company with experience in design projects of a
similar size and diversity. The bank was confident that a Western Australian company
could have developed a new logo but was not satisfied that any local company had the
experience to deal with the development of hundreds of items in a relatively short time
frame - a company with experience in projects of similar size and diversity was essential.
As stated, the logo, the signs outside the head office of the bank, country banks large and
small, all had to be put out to separate tender, it was more than just developing a logo. I
remember that Westpac Bank paid millions of dollars for a logo and eventually pinched it
from the Bank of Wisconsin in America. It is a plagiarised logo; it is not even an original
thought. General Electric spent a lot of money developing a new iogo - a red line across
GE. The cost really was the deciding factor. A critical part is putting logos on the
deposit books and passbooks and distributing them. The work for the R. & I Bank Ltd is
being handled through Cato Design's Perth office. The bank supports and makes use of
local design companies through the commissioning of advertising, direct mail material,
magazines, annual reports, brochures and other promotional material. All material
incorporating the bank's new identity is being produced and printed in Western Australia
wherever possible. That sums up what Cato is all about.
I turn now to the drafting error, the $2m inscribed stock. When we were informed that
the Bill was to be rushed through, I said to Warwick Kent, "You must be joking, thinking
you're going to get that through", and he said "No, we checked it and double checked it,
it's all right." By the time it left t Assembly and arrived here, a whole page of
amendments had been found, and the most important one was missed. I hope what is
done today is all right.
Hon Mark Nevill: If there were any amendments needed we would have found them.
Hon MAX EVANS: It was the Labor Government's legislation, not ours.
Turning to the State guarantee, a State guarantee is better than what the private banks
have. The private banks will discount their paper, give cash to pay out money, but will
not guarantee the debts when in financial trouble. As the State guarantee is of such
importance it must have some qualification that once the State ceases to own the bank the
guarantee is no longer available. The same situation applies to the SGlO legislation
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which the previous Government passed. It states that on the date of allotmnent - either
today or tomorrow - the guarantee of the State Government ceases. Even though it has
been SGIO Insurance Limited since 1 January or 6 January last year, the Government
still had to guarantee all insurance policies up to today. From today, the daze of
allotmnent, when all the shares issue, that guarantee ceases. This has been done to give
confidence to people who want to know that there will be an ongoing guarantee from a
certain time. Lots of people invest money with banks for three, four or five years, which
is surprising these days. Should that fixed day be approved by Parliament? We thought
it better to put it in as it is similar to the SGIO Insurance Limited legislation.
Privatisation will need certain legislation and this is well ahead of the event happening,
Like any company selling a major asset, the shareholders' consent must be obtained.
The Government is trying to put certainty into the legislation with respect to people
putting money on deposit. When money is invested for two or three years it cannot be
withdrawn when wanted. This is to give people confidence, because a State guarantee is
a very important matter.
Hon Kim Chance discussed Cato not in an attempt to facilitate privatisation as there is no
power whatsoever to privatise from here. It is a long way down the line. Losses are still
on the balance sheet of the R &I Bank LtdL I do not know what the figures are. I
thought the losses would be recovered by September of this year. Before considering
anything the losses need to be removed from the balance sheet. The Agricultural Bank
building around the corner from the Town Hall in Hay Street is a lovely building. The
Government is considering removing the R & I Bank Ltd on the other side of the Town
Hall to clean up the whole area. The old building around the corner is a very attractive
building and I hope someone can restore it and find a real use for it because there are not
many of those buildings left in the State.
I thank the Opposition for supporting the legislation. I understand that the changeover
will be at the end of April which is why the legislation is being hurried through the
Parliament. I commend the Bill to dhe House.
Question put and passed.
Bill read a second time.

Committee and Report
Bill passed through Committee without debate, reported without amendment, and the
report adopted.

Third Reading

Bill mad a third time, on motion by Hon Max Evans (Minister for Finance), and passed.

STATEMENT - LEADER OF THE HOUSE'
Legislative Program:; No Guillotine Motion; Pairs Reinstatement; Closure Motion

HON GEORGE CASH (North Metropolitan - Leader of the House) [9.23 pm] - by
leave: The House will recall that some months ago there was a disagreement between the
former Leader of the Opposition and me about pairs. It has been a long held position in
this House that pairs would be granted without question. However, that changed and, as
a result of other arrangements and the inordinate length of time that members of the
Opposition decided to speak on Bills, the Government decided to introduce the guillotine
motion, which was used on a number of occasions because of the strained relationship
between the Government and the Opposition. I make no apology for that. However, I
am pleased to report that the new Leader of the Opposition, who is not looking as new as
he did some months ago when he was appointed, Hon Kim Chance who is the manager of
Opposition business, and I have met on a number of occasions to discuss the general
management and running of the House. It has been a worthwhile experience. I believe
that our negotiations have borne fruit to the point where tonight we are in the position of
having completed the legislative programn that we set for ourselves today without great
argument and we are now able to adjourn at a much earlier hour than was the case in the
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past. As a result of some discussions between the Leader of the Opposition, Hon Kim
Chance and I, the Government has agreed that it will not use the guillotine motion for the
balance of this session. When the House is prorogued, that sessional order will no longer
apply and, in return, Hon John Halden, the Leader of the Opposition, has agreed to
reinstate the pairing system as it worked in the past.
Ihe Opposition and the Government have been able to agree also on a new Standing
Order No 110 which deals with the closure motion. It is my intention to introduce that
into the House in the new session in May and it will repeal the existing Standing Order
No 110. It will also remove Standing Order No 300. Under that new standing order, any
member in this House will be able to move a closure motion at any time of the debate in
the House or in the Committee stage. However, it includes one proviso, paragraph (c),
which states -

The Chair, in its discretion, may decline to put the motion. A decision under this
paragraph is final and not subject to dissent, debate or comment.

That will ensure that the rights of minority groups in the House are not trodden underfoot
and that the Chair will have absolute discretion in that matter. Members will be aware
that the standing orders provide already for a closure motion and that any member in this
House can move it at any time. The real change is that the existing closure motion is
extended to the Committee stage of the Chamber as well as to debates in the House. It
has also been agreed that, subject to our being able to achieve the legislative goals that
we have set for ourselves tomorrow - which may require the House to sit beyond
11.00 pm - the House will not sit on Thursday.
Hon John Halden: I have a feeling it will sit on Thursday.
Hon GEORGE CASH: It could sit on Thursday morning. The number of hours that have
to be added to a late Wednesday sitting to make up for an ordinary Thursday sitting is not
great, but that is something that we can achieve tomorrow as part of our legislative
program. By my making this statement tonight, members will be able to make whatever
changes they need to their diaries. I predict at this stage that the House will not sit on
Thursday afternoon.
HON JOHN HALDEN (South Metropolitan - Leader of the Opposition) [9.30 pm] - by
leave: I thank the House for leave to make this statement. The use of the guillotine has
obviously been a contentious matter in both this House and the other place. It was
necessary to have cooperation, bearing in mind the difficulties that were being
experienced on both sides of the House because the conrtsy of pairs had broken down,
and I am glad that we have been able to overcome those problems. I hope that this
experience may be of some direction to the Legislative Assembly, which seems to be
having the same problems but not the same cooperation between the Government and the
Opposition.
In regard to proposed Standing Order No I110(c), it is perhaps a little strange to allow the
Chair to have discretion to decide on a motion without dissent or debate, but I have
always held the view in the time that I have been in this House that the person in the
Chair, whether in Committee or in the various stages of a debate in this place, has always
been able to divorce himself or herself from the vast majority of political considerations.
On that basis, the Opposition is pleased to have this amendment because it will protect
the rights of minorities, which are well established in regard to the procedures and
practices of Westminster Parliaments throughout the world. It will also protect the
Government, because if the Government feels that a member is speaking for too long and
the presiding officer feels the same way, that situation can be curtailed in a more
reasonable manner than by using the blunt instrument of the guillotine. I believe that,
with few exceptions, this House has gone along with any decisions made by the Chair.
I thank the Leader of the House for his cooperation in this matter and my colleague
Hon Kim Chance for the discussions we have had. I hope the House will view these
moves as advances - because they are advances in view of the problems that we have
had, and they can be reviewed in future - and that we will now have a situation that is
l5752..
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more beneficial to the House and to individual members. I advise that pairs will be
reinstated from tomorrow.

ADJOURNMENT OF THE HOUSE -ORDINARY
HON GEORGE CASH (North Metropolitan - Leader of the House) [9.33 pm]: I
move -

That the House do now adjourn.
Adjournment Debate - Private Hlealth Insurance, Breas: Cancer Cases, Extmouth

HON R.H. LOCKYER (Mining and Pastoral) [9.33 pm]: I want to bring to the
attention of the House a serious matter that was brought to my attention in Exmouth.
Members will be await that a mobile mammography X-ray unit visits country areas.
About six weeks ago, that unit went to Exmouth to give the female population the
opportunity to be examined for breast cancer. Two of the Exmnourh citizens, whom I will
call lady A and lady B, were found to have serious complications, and the doctor in
charge of the unit decided that each of them should go to Perth to have an operation to
remove their breasts. I am pleased that both operations were successful. Lady A had
Medicare cover, and never saw a bill. Lady B, who had been paying Hospital Benefits
Fund contributions for 27 years -

Hon Reg Davies: And Medicare.
Hon P.H. LOCKYER: Yes; that is right. Lady B has now received a biDl for $10 000.
Hon A.J.G. MacTiernan: Did they go to the same hospital?
Hon P.H. LOCKYER: The same hospital and sane surgeon. The people who performed
the operation are demanding that money now. I do not know how that situation can
occur. I know that the health systemn in Australia is under review, but I am pleased that
the Minister for Health is here because tomorrow I will give him the details of this
matter. This is the most appalling situation that I have ever seen. Yesterday, I had to
face this lady, who has undergone this massive trauma. Two months ago, she was a
perfectly healthy woman. Now she not only has had a breast removed and all this
massive treatment, but also, because she is the supporting member of that family because
her husband is finding it difficult to get a job, has had to force herself to go back to work
and is being pressed to pay this massive amount of money. That has driven her almost to
the brink. I had to assure her yesterday that I will take this matter to whomever it has to
be taken. I hope that if ever other members of this House strike a case like this they can
find some method that is not political whereby we can persuade people to stop this
wretchedness.
I heard tonight on the news that a person has successfully sued a surgeon because thar
surgeon did not tell her that he charged a rate higher than the prescribed rate. I hope that
avenue can be pursued for this woman, hut at present she is looking down the barrel of a
payment of $10 000 which she does not have. She will be lucky to see her way through
the trauma that she has undergone. Tomorrow, when die Minister and I have some spare
time, I will talk to him about this lady to see whether we can overcome this terrible
situation.
Hon John Halden: Is the bill for the hospital or the surgeon?
Hon P.M. LOCKYER: The account that she has received is for the difference between
the rates charged by the hospital and the surgeon and the amount paid by 11SF.
HON PETER FOSS (East Metropolitan - Minister for Health) [9.37 pm]: I am glad
that the member has given this graphic illustration of what is a problem in Australia at
present. I have been trying to address this matter, although it is unfortunately principally
within the province of the Federal Government. It is a matter that Senator Graham
Richardson was trying to address at the request of the State Health Ministers, because it
is a serious problem, and I regret that he was not successful. He put up a number of
proposals to the Federal Australian Labor Party caucus which were knocked back. The
fact is that people pay for insurance, whether it be health insurance or any other form of
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insurance, because they want peace of mind. They pay a regular amount today so that if
a catastrophe befalls them tomorrow, they know they will be covered and will not have to
worry about anything. The situation wider our private health insurance system at the
moment is the reverse. People know that if they go into hospital as a public patient there
will be no additional charge, but if they go in as a private patient there will be an
additional charge. The principal people responsible for that are those who charge in
excess of the amount that the Federal Government allows private health insurance
companies to pay. We know exactly how much more they are charging - $10 000 more.
Hon A.J.G. MacTiernan: Are you referring to die surgeon?
Hon PETER FOSS: It could be a number of people. That includes the anaesthetists,
theatre charges, surgeons and pathologists. Everyone gets a cut.
Hon A.J.G. MacTiernan: They are charging mare for private patients and more than the
schedule.
Hon PETER FOSS: That is right. I have indicated, and the Government has adopted a
proposal that people not be entitled to charge more unless they have told patients
beforehand what is the situation. They must disclose in writing that the difference
between what people will receive back from Medicare or HEF is a certain number of
dollars, so that afterwards they do not find they are faced with bills. I will be introducing
that Bill shortly, and I hope that everyone will support it because this is a graphic
example. Even that is not enough to prevent them charging more. A proposal by the
former Federal Minister for Health, Hon Graham Richardson, was that we allow large
amounts to be charged for private patients so that we could cover some of the gap but
that there be a fixed amount paid to the hospital and the hospital had the obligation to fix
up with the doctors the amount paid for their services. Therefore when people went into
hospital they would not have a bill even if they were private patients.
I ask Hon Phil Lockyer whether the person was admitted to a private or a public hospital.
It is required under the Medicare agreement that people be advised that they have the
right to be a public patient.
Hon P.H. Lockyer: I have no idea. She was sick enough to be brought down by the
Royal Flying Doctor Service.
Hon PETER FOSS: If she went to a public hospital it is a requirement of the Medicare
agreement that she be advised that she had the right to be a public patient. If she was not
advised in that way, that is a staffing point if it was a public hospital. If she was admitted
to a private hospital that is not so.
We must understand that the great supporters of the private health system are the doctors.
They advocate it. But among those doctors are those who make these charges and do not
advise people. They are killing the goose that lays the golden egg. It is their behaviour
which is driving private health insurance down, and making it difficult. I firmly believe
in private health insurance and private health cover. People are entitled to make choices
but I do not believe they should be faced with the sorts of bills they ame continually being
faced with. I am determined that we make sure there is full disclosure, that people art
told beforehand what they are up for so that they can make a choice. There should be a
real choice being made, and we should not drive people from the private health system.
The private health system contributes $2.4b to the hospital system in Australia; Medicare
contributes $3.6b. The private health system is essential to continued good health for
Australians. At the moment we could not afford to pick up the extra $2.4b to run it, nor
do we have the capital structures to allow us to do so. Some private hospitals might be
going cheap, because the hospital system would collapse. The fact remains that the
private hospital system is a vital part of our life. It has been a traditional part The
member spoke about the lady contributing to private health cam for 27 years. That is
exactly the situation. People want that control. I fully endorse it. We must not allow it
to be undermined. The problem is that people are leaving the system on a regular basis,
and have been doing so for some years. The rate is increasing. It appears that the drop
out rate will become faster and faster. The only people remaining in the private health
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insurance system are those at high risk - the elderly and chose of child bearing age. It
makes sense that they do. We have a crisis in our health system. I am pleased to say that
all Health Ministers around Australia are conscious of that. It is one of the issues that we
addressed at the health forum and one matter about which we asked Senator Richardson.
At least he wook it up. I regret he was not able to succeed at the Federal Labor level to
prevent this happening. I sincerely hope the new Federal Health Minister takes up this
aspect because itris vital for the interests of Australians thai she do so.
It is tragic to hear such stories. Unfortunately, it is not rare case. Itris a regular event,
and it is the reason people are rejecting private health insurance. I am determined that we
will have measures in this Parliament that will at least address the problem of a person
finding out after the event that she will receive hundreds of bills, leaving an enormous
amount to be paid. People should not be left in that situation. I sincerely hope that
everyone will support that legislation when it is introuced in this House.
Question put and passed.

House adjourned a: 9.45 pm
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QUESTIONS ON NOTICE

MURCHISON HOUSE STATION - PASTORAL INSPECTION
155 1. Hon KIM CHANCE to the Minister for Lands:

Further to the answer provided by the Minister to question on notice 1175
of 3 November 1993 -
(1) Who carried out the pastoral inspection of Murchison House Station

on 11 March 1993?
(2) What was the date of the prior inspection?
(3) Have earlier inspection reports noted the need to control star thistle,

and if so, has the control of the plant been effective?
(4) Apart from goats, what other feral animals have been identified by

pastoral inspection reports as requiring control measures on
Murchison House Station, and in particular have pigs, foxes, cats or
rabbits been reported to be in need of control?

(5) Has clearing of land on the pastoral lease been authorised, and if so,
for what purpose?

Hon GEORGE CASH replied:
(1) Rangeland adviser Ian Watson of the Department of Agriculture

Carnarvon office carried out the inspection on 11I March 1993.
(2) The previous inspection was carried out on 17 and 18 September 1992.
(3) No.
(4) No other feral animals were identified as requiring control measures.

Reports have indicated that kangaroos and rms are common.
(5) No.

HEALTH DEPARTMENT OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA - DALWALLINU
MULTIPURPOSE SERVICE, COMMONWEALTH FUNDING

1553. Hon KIM CHANCE to the Minister for Health:
(1) What was the amount of Commonwealth funding allocated to the

Dalwallinu multipurpose service as a result of the pilot study conducted at
the facility in the financial year 1992-93?

(2) For what period of the financial year 1992-93 did the multipurpose service
pilot study operate at Dalwallinu?

(3) What is die expected Commonwealth funding for the Dalwallinu
multipurpose service for the full year, 1993-94, as a result of its pilot
multipurpose service status?

(4) How will the sum referred to in part (3) above be expended?
(5) How was the sum referred to in part (1) above expended?
Hon PETER FOSS replied:
(l)-(2) There was no pilot study conducted in Dalwallinu in 1992-93 and no

Commonwealth income was forthcoming.
(3) The expected Commonwealth funding for the Dalwallinu MPS in 1993-94

is $72 672. This includes both existing and new Commonwealth funding.
(4) The Commonwealth component of the Dalwallinu MIPS is pooled with all

other funding and income and is expended at the discretion of the
Dalwallinu District Hospital Board in a maniner that will meet the
expectations of the community. It will contribute towards the support of
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the provision of aged care services, such as nursing home and hostel care
and to defray costs associated with the coordination of the MPS trial.

(5) There was no MPS funding in 1992-93.

IVY - DETECTED IN SALIVA; TRANSFERRED BY MOSQUflO BITES
Commnunicable Diseases Requiring ConWulsor, Jsolafion

1558. Hon P.R. LIGHTFOOT to the Minister for Health:
(1) Is the Minister aware that the human immunodeficiency virus can now be

detected by advanced laboratory technique from saliva?
(2) Is the IY active in the carriers' saliva?
(3) If yes, can HIIV/AIDS be transferred by exchange of saliva?
(4) Can the Minister state categorically that the liy/AIDS virus cannot be

transferred by a mosquito bite?
(5) Would the Minister please advise what communicable diseases require

compulsory isolation?
Hon PETER FOSS replied:
(1) Yes. It has been known for some time that the HIV virus can be detected

in saliva, particularly in people with advanced disease.
(2) Although HIV has been found in all body fluids there is no evidence that

saliva is infectious.
(3) Hypothetically it is possible but there is no evidence of transmission of

HIV infection through saliva.
(4) No. There is no scientific or epidemiological evidence that the IY virus

can be transmitted through a mosquito bite.
(5) None. Unless disease is highly infectious, or is likely to be transmitted

from one person to others.

SCHOOLS - EDUCATION SUPPORT CENTRES AND UNITS,
ESTABLISHMENT

1561. Hon JOHN HALDEN to the Minister for Education:
(1) How many education support schools, cents, and units have opened or

will be opened in 1993-94?
(2) Where are they or where will they be located?
(3) What additional funding has been allocated to meet the cost of these new

facilities?
(4) What programs and cost items are met from within the establishment

budget for education support schools, centres, and units, which were not
previously met from this source, including the full time preprimary
program and swimming classes?

Hon N.E. MOORE replied:
(1) Support schools - nil; centres - five; units - 35.
(2) Centres -

Spencer Park Primary School - Albany school district
Newton Moore Senior High School - Bunbury (south) school district
Koorana Primary School - Peel school district
South Ballajura Primary School - Dianella school district
Belridge Senior High School - Joondalup school district
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High school units -

School
North Lake 5115
Padbury 5115
Eastern Hills 5115
Belmont SHS
Duncraig SHS
Hollywood SHS
Leeming HS5
North Albany 5115
Ausnrlind
Hedland 5115
Karratha 5115
Broome 5115
Primaryi school units -

.Jandakot
Canning Vale
Mt Lockyer
Australind
Cascade
Munglinup
Ravensthorpe DHS
Badgingarra
Walkaway
Marble Bar Service
Leonora DHS
Halls Creek
Kalumburu DHS
Looma RCS
Wangkaljungra DHS
Wyndham DHS
Northicliffe DHS
Rocky Gully
Bruce Rock DHS
Trayning
Dowerin
Greenfields
Pinjarra
Centres -

Centres

Spencer Park PS
Newton Moore 5115
Koorana PS
South Ballajura
BeIridge SES

March 19941

District
Cockburn
Joondalup
Northamn
Perth (South)
Scarbomough
Swanbourne
Thornie
Albany
Bunbwry (North)
Hedland
Karratlia
Kim berley

Cockburn
Thomlic
Albany
Bunbury (North)
Esperance
Esperance
Esperance
Geraldton (South)
Geraldton (South)
Hedland
Kulgoorlie
Kimberley
Kimberley
Kimberley
Kim berley
Kimberley
Manjimup
Manjimup
Merredin
Merredin
Moona
Peel
Peel

.Building Cost

$112000D
$480 000
(within cost of
(establishing
(regular school

Founda-
dion Grant
approx
$32 000
$32 000
$32 000
$32 000
$32 000

Staffing of the centres, teaching and non-teaching.
establishment budget.

is within the existing

Units - approximately 20 units will each receive a foundation grant of
$500. Staffing of the units, teaching and non-teaching, is within the
existing establishment budget.

(4) Swimming teachers and teacher aides for students with disabilities in full
time preprimary classes are the only itcmslprograms.
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Grant

$21
$19
$18
$18
$18

175
438
544
315
570



CHILD WELFARE DEPARTMENT - MIGRANT CHILDREN
Christian Brothers Institutions, Secretary's Letter to Minister

1563. Hon CHERYL DAVENPORT to the Minister for Transport representing the
Minister for Community Development:
(1) Did the Secretary of the Child Welfare Deparment write to the Minister

for Child Welfare on 22 April 1947 about child migration and the
Christian Brothers institutions?

(2) If so, could the Minister for Community Development provide me with a
copy of the letter?

(3) If not, why not?

Hon E.J. CHARLTON replied:
Answer provided by the Minister for Community Development; the
Family; Seniors -
It would take extensive research into a number of official files, currently
held at State Archives, to establish or otherwise that the particular letter
referred to in the questions exists. An appropriate response will be
provided in due course.

MIGRANT CHILDREN - CONDITIONS IMPROVEMENT, THE WEST
AUSTRALIAN 4 MARCH 1949 REPORT

1566. Hon CHERYL DAVENPORT to the Minister for Transport representing the
Minister for Community Development:
(1) Is the Minister aware that the Chairman of the Board of Governors of the

Fairbridge Farm School, on page 6 of The West Australian newspaper of
4 March 1949, said that "unless the conditions to which they (child
migrants) were going were equal to those in Britain" child migration to
Australia would probably decline?

(2) Is the Minister aware that in 1949 the Secretary of the National Children's
Homes of Great Britain (Mr L.A. Lirten) had explained that he had
investigated the position in Australia for child migrants and had urged the
improvement of inadequate conditions in many cases, and that this
appears on the same page of the newspaper?

(3) Is the Minister aware that in a different article but on the same page,
Mr Litten said that the Home Office had told him that unless the buildings
to house British child migrants in Australia were up to the standard
existing in Britain it could not sanction migration of children?

(4) Are copies of the articles which appear on page 6 of the 4 March 1949
edition of The West Australian newspaper contained in the State Archives
file A56 AN 320/3, Aco 1417 Child Immigration Western Australia Policy
and Procedure (Selection and Recruitment of Migrants)?

Hon ELJ CHARLTON replied:
Answer provided by the Minister for Community Development; the
Family; Seniors -

(1)-(3)
No.

(4) It would take some time to research the file mentioned, which is
currently held at State Archives, to ascertain whether the particular
newspaper articles are included. An appropriate response will be
provided in due course.
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CHILD WELFARE DEPARTMENT - CHILD MIGRANTS
Secretary and Archbishop of Perth, Signing of Indentures

1567, Hon CHERYL DAVENPORT to the Minister for Transport representing the
Minister for Community Development:
(1) Did the Secretary of the Child Welfare Department and the Archbishop of

Perth, acting for the Trustees of the Catholic Episcopal Migration and
Welfare Association (Inc) of Western Australia, sign indentures in respect
of immigrant children?

(2) If so, can the Minister table copies of those indentures?
(3) Did the Archbishop of Perth, on any occasion, receive information from

the Child Welfare Department that 'inmates" of Christian Brothers
institutions were being overpunished and that the manager of an institution
ought to have his approval as manager revoked?

(4) If so, on how many occasions was the archbishop so advised, which
institutions were concerned, and what were the names of the managers
about whom such advice was given?

Hon E.J. CHARLTON replied:
Answer provided by the Minister for Community Development;, the
Family; Seniors -

It would take extensive research into a number of official files, currently
held at State Archives, to address the question raised. An appropriate
response will be provided in due course.

CHILD WELFARE DEPARTMENT - CLONTARF ORPHANAGE, BEATING OF
BOY

1568. Hon CHERYL DAVENPORT to the Minister for Transport representing the
Minister for Community Development:
(1) Was a ward of the State in the care of Clontarf Orphanage taken to the

Child Welfare Department on 17 April 1946, to make a signed statement
to an officer of that department claiming he had been severely beaten?

(2) Was that boy a-child migrant?
(3) Did an officer of the Child Welfare Department, in a letter dated 14 June

1956, describe that beating as a thrashing that was unreasonably severe?
(4) If so, what was the name of the officer?
(5) Did that officer describe the beating as so severe that the boy required

medical attention?
(6) Did that officer describe the beating as being so severe that had a parent or

any other person inflicted it and the department found out about it
prosecution would have ensued?

(7) Was the boy referred to the Government medical officer?
(8) Did the officer of the Child Welfare Department indicate that the same

Christian Brother was the subject of a similar complaint of excessive
punishment five years earlier?

(9) Did that officer advise any Roman Catholic Church authority of the
beating?

(10) If so, who and when?
Hon E.J CHARLTON replied:

Answer provided by the Minister for Community Development; the
Family; Seniors -
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It would cake extensive research into a number of official files, currently
held at State Archives, to address the question raised. An appropriate
response will be provided in due course.

DOMESTIC VIOLENCE - ECONOMIC IMPACT' ON COMMUNITY STUDY,
COMMISSIONED BY WOMEN'S HEALTH POLICY u~rr

1573. Hon CHERYL DAVENPORT to the Minister for Health:
(1) Was the study relating to the economic impact of domestic violence on the

community, commissioned by the Women's Health Policy Unit of the
Health Department of Western Austraia?

(2) If yes -
(a) has die study been comnpleted and
(b) will a report be available to the public?

Hon PETER FOSS replied:
(1) The study was commissioned by the program policy and planning branch

during 1993 to assist in die definition and delineation of the many aspects
of this complex issue.

(2) The study is being considered along with a number of other documents in
the preparation of a Health Department paper on domestic violence.
When rmnalised this paper will be available for community consultaion.

BOARDS AND COMMrrEES - CHAIRMAN; MEMBERSHIP
1577. Hon TOM STEPHENS to the Minister for the Arts:

(1) Who is the Chairman of the Art Gallery board?
(2) What is the term of the appointment of the chairman?
(3) Who are the committee members of the Art Gallery board?
(4) What are the terms of appointment of each member?
(5) By whom was each person nominated?
(6) What remuneration is paid to each-member and the chairman?
(7) When was each member fist appointed?
Hon PETER FOSS replied:
(1) Mr Uloyd Guthmy.
(2) Three years - 20.2.94 to 20.2.97.
(3) Mr Uloyd Guthity - Chairman

Mr Trevor Eastwood
Mr Tony Jones
Mr Donald Humphreys
Mr Ian Trahar
Mr Ron Gomboc
Ms Marie Hobbs
Ms Andrea Hull - ex officio as Executive Director of the Department for
the Arts.

(4) Mr Uloyd Gutbrey - Chairman 20.2.94 - 20.2.97
Mr Trevor Estwood 19.9.93 - 19.9 .95
Mr Tony Jones 1.5.90 - 1.5.94
Mr Donald Humphreys 29.10.93 - 28.10.97
Mr Ian Trahar 12.5.92 - 12.5.95
Mir Ron Gomboc 27.9.93 - 27.9.917
Ms Marie Hobbs 15.2.94 - 15.2.98

(5) The Minister for the Arcs.
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(6) Chairman $114 full day, $97 half day.
Members $108 full day. $73 half day.

(7) Mr Lloyd Guthrey 17.3.92
Mr Trevor Eastwood 19.9.89
Mr Tony Jones 1.5.86
Mr Donald Humphreys 28.10.90
Mr Ian Trahar 12.5.92
Mr Ron Gomboc 27.9.93
Ms Marie Hobbs 15.2 .94
Ms Andrea Huli ex officio

BOARDS AND COMMITTEES - CHAIRMAN; MEMBERSHIP
1578. Hon TOM STEPHENS to the Minister for the At

(1) Who is the Chairman of the Library Board of Western Australia?
(2) What is the term of die appointment of the chairman?
(3) Who arc the committee members of the Library Board of Western

Australia?
(4) What are the terms of appointment of each member?
(5) By whom was each person nominated?
(6) What remuneration is paid to each member and the chairman?
(7) When was each member first appointed?
Hon PETER FOSS replied:
(1) Professor Brian De Canis.
(2) Twelve months.
(3) Professor Brian De Cans - Chairperson

Mrs Joan Cameron
Ms Susan Bennett-Ng
Dr Veronica Brady
Mr V. Nadanasabapathy
Professor Ian Reid
Dr John Reid
Mrs Mary Roadknight
Mr Graham McEachran
Ms Andrea Hull - ex. officio as Executive Director of the Department for
the Arts

(4) Four year terms.
(5) Professor Brian De. Cans - Minister for the Arts

Mrs Joan Cameron - Country Shire Councils Association
Ms Susan Benneut-Ng - City of Fremantle
Dr Veronica Brady - Minister for the Arts
Mr V. Nadanasabapathy - Library Association of Australia
Professor Ian Reid - Minister for the Arts
Dr John Reid - representing the Director General of the Education
Department
Mrs Mary Raadknight - Country Urban Councils Association
Mr Graham McEachran - Minister for the Arts
Ms Andrea Hull - ex officio as Executive Director of the Department for
the Arts

(6) No remuneration is paid to the chairperson or board members.
(7) Professor Brian De Canis 3.4.9 1

Mrs Joan Came~ron 6.2.90
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Ms. Susan Bennent-Ng 23.11.93
Dr Veronica Brady [L12.86
Mr V. Nadanasabapathy 23.11.93
Professor Ian Reid 20.7.93
Dr John Reid 30.6.93
Mrs Mary Roadknight 23.11.93
Mr Graham McEachran 1.3.94
Ms Andirea. Hull ex officio

BOARDS AND COMMrITES - CHAIRMAN; MEMBERSHIP
1579. Hon TOM STEPHENS to the Minister for the Arts:

(1) Who is the Chairman of the Perth Theatre Trust?
(2) What is the term of the appointment of the chairman?
(3) Who are the committee members of the Perth Theatre Trust?
(4) What are the terms of appointment of each member?
(5) By whom was each person nominated?
(6) What remuneration is paid to each member and the chairman?
(7) When was each member first appointed?
Hon PETER FOSS replied:
(1) Mr Simon Lee.
(2) Three years.
(3) Mr Simon Lee

Mr Anthony Howes
Mrt Mick Bolto
Ms Andrea Hull - ex officio as Executive Director of die Department for
the Arts

(4) Three years.
(5) Minister for the Arts..
(6) Chairperson $97; member $73.
(7) Mr Simon-Lee 22.11.93

Mr Anthony Howes 25.6.92
Mr Mick Bokto 6.9.93
Ms Andrea Hull ex officio

BOARDS AND COMIMTES - CHAIRMAN; MEMBERSHIP
1581. Hon TOM STEPHENS to the Minister for the Arts:

(1) Who is the Chairnan of the Western Australian Film Council?
(2) What is the term of the appointment of the chairnan?
(3) Who are the committee members of the Western Australian Film Council?
(4) What are the terms of appointment of each member?
(5) By whom was each person nominated?
(6) What remuneration is paid to each member and the chairman?
(7) When was each member first appointed?
Hon PETER FOSS replied:
(1) Ms Muray Oliver
(2) One year.
(3) Mr Murray Oliver
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Ms Joan Ambrose
Mr Alan Carter
Ms Tania Chambers
Mr Kevin Campbell
Mr Ron Elliott
Mr Ian Pugsley
Ms Sue Taylor

(4) Quarter of membership retires each year.
(5) Minister for the Arts.
(6) Chairman $97; members $73.
(7) Mr Murray Oliver 12.6.90-

Ms Joan Ambrose 22.5.89
Mr Alan Carter 10.11.93
Ms Tania Chambers 10.11.93
Mr Kevin Campbell 10.11.93
Mr Ron Elliott 10.11.93
Mr Ian Pugsley 10.11.93
Ms Sue Taylor 10.11.93

BOARDS AND COMMHTTEES - CHAIRMAN; MEMBERSHIP
1582. Hon TOM STEPHENS to the Minister for die Arts:

(1) Who is the Chairman of the Western Australian Museum?
(2) -What is the term of the appointment of the chairman?
(3) Who are the committee members of the Western Australian Museum?
(4) What are the terms of appointment of each member?
(5) By whom was each person nominated?
(6) What remuneration is paid to each member and the chairman?
(7) When was each member first appointed?
Hon PETER FOSS, replied:
(1) Dr Robert Vickery.
(2) Three years - 11.5.93 - 11.5.96.
(3) Dr Robert Vickery

Mr David Balfour
Dr Jack Harris
Ms Sally-Ann Hasluck
Mr Peter Hickson
Dr Eric Tan
Ms Andrea Hull - ex officio as Executive Director of the Deparment for
the Arts

(4) Four years:
(5) Minister for the Arts.
(6) Chairperson $145 full day; $97 half day.

Members $108 full day; $73 half day.
(7) Dr Robert Vickery 11.5.93

Mr David Balfour 3.2.87
Dr Jack Harris 15.2.94
Ms Sally-Attn Hasluck 15.2.94
Mr Peter Hickson 11.5.93
Dr Eric Tan 15.2.94
Ms Andrea Hull ex officio
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BOARDS AND COMMflTTEES - CHAIRMAN; MEMvBERSHIP
1583. Hon AJ.G. MacTIlERNAN to the Minister for Fair Trading:

(1) Who is the Chairman of the Builders Registration Board?
(2) What is the terma of the appointment of the chairnan?
(3) Who are the committee members of the Builders Registration Board?
(4) What are the terms of appointment of each member?
(5) By whom was each person nominated?
(6) What remuneration is paid to each member and the chairman?
(7) When was each member first appointed?
Hon PETER FOSS replied:
(1) Mr Paul Marsh.
(2) One year.
(3)-(5) Mr Frederick McCardell, deputy chairperson and member. Nominated by

the Minister for Fair Trading frm a panel of names provided by the Royal
Australian Institute of Architects. Term of appointment - four months.
Ms Marie Louise Machews, member. Nominated by the Minister for Fair
Trading. Term of appointment - one year.
Mr Mant Keogh, member. Nominated by the Minister for Fair Trading
from a panel of names provided by the Building Trades Association.
Term of appointment - one year.
Mr Dan~yll Retallack, member. Nominated by the M~inister for Fair
Trading from a panel of names provided by the Master Builders
Association. Term of appointment - three years.
Mr Lee Summers, member. Nominated by the Minister for Fair Trading
from a panel of names provided by the Housing Industry Association.
Term of appointment - two years.
Mr Harold Neil, member. Nominated by the inister for Fair Trading.
Term of appointment - one year.
Mr Frederick Smith, deputy member. Nominated by the inister for Fair
Trading from a panel of names provided by the Building Trades
Association. Term of appointment - one year.
Mr Harry Schubert, deputy member. Nominated by the Minister for Fair
Trading from a panel of names provided by the Royal Australian Institute
of Architects. Term of appointment - one year.
Mr Leslie Lilleyman, deputy member. Nominated by the Minister for Fair
Trading from a panel of names provided by the Master Builders
Association. Term of appointment - three years.
Mr Neville Harrison, deputy member. Nominated by the Minister for Fair
Trading from a panel of names provided by the Housing industry
Association. Term of appointment - two years.
Mr Kevin (liudice, deputy member. Nominat~d by the M~inister for Fair
Trading. Term of appointment - thre years.

(6) Chairperson - $150 per sitting hour. Members - $108 per full day, $73 per
half day.

(7) Paul Marsh April 1992
Frederick McCardell December 1989 (member)

December 1993 (chair)
Marie Mathews June 1993
Matt Keogh June 1993
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Darryll Retallack January 1991
Lee Summers December 1989
Harold Neil December 199
Frederick Smith June 1993
Harry Schubert June 1993
Leslie Lilleyrnan June 1993
Neville Harrison June 1993
Kevin Giudice February 1994

BOARDS AND COMMITT7EES - CHAIRMAN; MEMBERSHIP
1584. Hon AJO.. MacTLERNAN to the Minister for Fair Trading:

(1) Who is the Chairman of the Building Disputes Committee?
(2) What is the term of the appointment of the chairman?
(3) Who are the committee members of the Building Disputes Committee?
(4) What are the terms of appointment of each member?
(5) By whom was each person nominated?
(6) What remuneration is paid to each member and the chairman?
(7) When was each member first appointed?
Hon PETER FOSS replied:
(1) Mr Paul Marsh.
(2) One year.
(3)-(5) Mr Paul Nichols, deputy chair. Nominated by the Law Society. Term of

appointment - one year.
Mr Darryl! Retallack, member. Nominated by the Master Builders
Association. Term of appointment - three years.
Mr Lae Summers, member. Nominated by the Master Builders
Association. Term of appointment - three years.
Mr Leslie Lilleyman, member. Nominated by the Master Builders
Association. Term of appointent - three years.
Mr Neville Harrison, member. Nominated by the Housing Industry
Association. Term of appointment - three years.
Mr Peter Perry, member. .Nominated by the Housing Industry
Association. Term of appointment - three years.
Mr Ross Chamberlain, member. Nominated by the Master Builders
Association. Term of appointment - three years.
Mr Vittorio Susinetti, member. 'Nominated by the Minister for Fair
Trading. Term of appointment - one year.
Ms Glenda Lewis, member. Nominated by the Minister for Fair Trading.
Term of appointment - one year.
Mr Sukhwant Singh. member. Nominated by the Minister for Fair
Trading. Term of appointment - one year.

(6) Chair $150 per sitting hour, members $50 per sitting hour.
(7) Mr PaultMarsh April 1992

Mr Paul Nichols September 1993
Mr Darryil Retallack April 1993
Mr Lee Summers April 1993
Mr Leslie Lilleyman April 1993
Mr Neville Harrison April 1993
Mr Peer Perry April 1993
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Mr Ross Chamberlain September 1993
Mr Vittorio Susinetti May 1993
Ms Glenda Lewis May 1993
Mr Sukhwanc Singh October 1993

BOARDS AND COMMITfEES - CHAIRMAN; MEMBERSHIP
1585. Hon A.J.. MacTEERNAN to the Minister for Fair Trading:

(1) Who is the Chairman of the Consumer Products Safety Committee?
(2) What is the term of the appointment of the chairman?
(3) Who are die committee members of the Consumer Products Safety

Committee?
(4) What are the terms of appointment of each member?
(5) By whom was each person nominated?
(6) What remuneration is paid to each member and the chairman?
(7) When was each member first appointed?
Hon PETER FOSS replied:
(1) Mr Will Morgan.
(2) One year.
(3)-(5) Mr Michael Coughlin, deputy chairman. Nominated by the Minister for

Fair Trading. Term of appointment - one year.
Mr N. Forgione, member. Nominated by the Minister for Fair Trading.
Term of appointment - one year.
Mrs C. Ozturk, member. Nominated by the Minister for Fair Trading.
Term of appointment - one year.
Mr D. Allen, member. Nominated by the Minister for Fair Trading. Term
of appointment - one year.
Mr H. Blizitrd, member. Nomi nated by the Minister for Fair Trading,
Tenm of appointment - one year.
Mr D. Perkins, member. Nominated. by the Minister for Fair Trading.
Term of appointment - one year.
Dr L. Stirling, deputy member. ,Nominated by the Minister for Fair
Trading. Term of appointment - one year.
Mr A. Russell, member. Nominated by die Minister for Fair Trading.
Ten of appointment - one year.

(6) Chairman, not applicable - public servant. Members - half day $73; full
day $108.

(7) Mr Will Morgan January 1992
Mr Mike Coughlin January 1992
Mr A. Russell Deceiber 1981
Mr N. Forgione January 1984
Mrs C. Ozturk January 1985
Mr D. Allen January 1984
Mr H. Blizzard February 1988
Mr D. Perkins January 1986'
Dr L. Stirling April 1993

BOARDS AND COMNiTTEES - CHAIRMAN; MEMBERSHIP
1586. Hon A.J.G. MacTIERNAN to die Minister for Fair Trading:

(1) Who is the Chairman of dhe Finance Brokers Supervisory Board?
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(2) What is the term of the appointment of the chairman?
(3) Who are the committee members of the Finance Brokers Supervisory

Board?
(4) What are the terms of appointment of each member?
(5) By whom was each person nominated?
(6) What remuneration is paid to each member and the chairman?
(7) When was each member first appointed?
Hon PETER FOSS replied:
(1) John Urquhart.
(2) Four years.
(3)-(5) Mr Edward Brunton, member. Uicensed finance broker elected for

appointment by licensed finance broken. Term of appointment - four
years.
Ms lillian Schiller, member. Nominated by the Minister as a person who
is experienced in commercial practice. Term of appointment - four years.
Ms Linda Key, member. Nominated by the Minister from a panel of
namnes provided by the Law Society of Western Australia as a person who
is admitted and entitled to practice as a barrister, solicitor, attorney and
proctor of the Supreme Court, or in any one or more of those capacities.
Term of appointment - four years.
Mr Herbert Fisher, member. Licensed finance broker elected for
appointment by licensed finance brokers. Term of appointment - three
years.
Mr John Bell, deputy member to Edward Brunton. Licensed finance
broker elected for appointment by licensed finance brokers. Term of
appointment - tour years.

(6) Chairman, half day $97; full day $145. Members, half day $73; full day
$108.

(7) Edward Brunton November 1986
lillian Schiller August 1991
Linda Key May 1993
Herbert Fisher March 1991
John Bell March 1991

BOARDS AND COMMHTTEES - CHAIRMAN; MEMBERSHIP
1587. Hon AJ.G. MacTIERNAN to the Minister for Fair Trading:

(1) Who is the Chairman of the Home Buyers Assistance Advisory
Committee?

(2) What is the term of the appointment of the chairman?
(3) Who are the committee members of the Home Buyers Assistance

Advisory Committee?
(4) What are the terms of appointment of each member?
(5) By whom was each person nominated?
(6) What remuneration is paid to each member and the chairmian?
(7) When was each member first appointed?
Hon PETER FOSS replied:
(1) There is currently no chairman as the committee is not sitting at present.

The Real Estate and Business Agents Act 1978 provides for the members
of the committee to elect one of their number to be the chairman.
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(2) Members shall hold office for such period not exceeding three years. The
chairman's term of appointrnent can thus be no more than three years. if
dhe chairman is also the chairman of the Real Estate and Business Agents
Supervisory Board the term of appointment may be determined by the
duration of the appointment to the supervisory board.

(3) Under the Act the committee currently comprises -

(a) the Registrar of Building Societies, ex officio;
(b) The Chairman of the Real Estate and Business Agents Supervisoy

Board, cx officio;
(c) an officer of the State Housing Commission - Homeswest.

(4) Members shall hold office for such period not exceeding three years.
(5) Two members ar ecx officio. The member nominated by die State

Housing Commission is appointed by the Minister for Fair Trading.
(6) No remuneration is paid to members of the committee.
(7) The committee is not sitting at present.

BOARDS AND COMMIMTES - CHAIRMAN; MEMBERSHIP
1588. Hon AJ.O. MacTEERNAN to the Minister for Fair Trading:

(1) Who is the Chairman of the Land Valuers Licensing Board?
(2) What is the term of the appointment of the chairman?
(3) Who are the committee members of the Land Valuers Licensing Board?
(4) What are the terms of appointment of each member?
(5) By whom was each person nominated?
(6) What remuneration is paid to each member and the chairman?
(7) When was each member first appointed?
Hon PETER FOSS replied:
(1) Mr Donald Watt.
(2) Two years.
(3)-(5) Mr Brendon Hubble, member. Nominated by the Real Estate Institute of

Western Australia as a person who is experienced in the valuation of land
and is a member of the Institute of Valuers. Term of appointnent - two
years.
Mr Robert Priest, member. Nominated by the Real Estate Institute of
Western Australia as a person who is experienced in the valuation of land
and is a member of the Institute of Valuers. Term of appointnent - two
years.
Mr Roger Williams, member and deputy chairman. Nominated by the
Minister for Fair Trading. Term of appointment - three years.
Mr John McNamara, member. Nominated by the Minister for Fair
Trading from a panel of names provided by the Australian Institute of
Valuers and land Economists (Inc) as a person who is experienced in the
valuation of land and who is a member of'"the Institute of Valuers. Term
of appointment - three years.

(6) Chairman, half day $97; full day $145. Members, half day $73;, full day
$108.

(7) M~r Donald Watt May 1983
Mr Brendon Hubble April 1988
Mr Robert Priest May 1983
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Mr Roger Williams February 1994
Mr John McNamara January 1994

BOARDS AND COMMrITEES - CHAIRMAN; MEMBERSHIP
1589. Hon A.J.G. MacTIERNAN to the Minister for Fair Trading:

(1) Who is the Chairman of the Motor Vehicle Dealers Licensing Board?
(2) What is the term of die appointment of the chairman?
(3) Who are the committee members of the Motor Vehicle Dealers Licensing

Board?
(4) What are the terms of appointment of each member?
(5) By whom was each person nominated?
(6) What remuneration is paid to each member and the chairman?
(7) When was each member first appointed?
Hon PETER FOSS replied:
(1) Ms Rona Okely.
(2) Three years.
(3)-(5) Ms Victoria Butler, member. Nominated by the Minister for Fair Trading.

Term of appointment - one year.
Mr Donald Pitcher, member. Nominated by the Royal Automobile Club.
Term of appointment - three, years.
Mr Redmond Rodriguez, member. Nominated by the Motor Trades
Association. Term of appointment - three years.
Mr Trevor Hancock, member. Nominated by the Motor Trades
Association. Term of appointment - three years.
Mr Bob Pearce, deputy member. Nominated by die Motor Trades
Association. Term of appointment - three years.
Mr David Moir, deputy member.. Nominated by the Royal Automobile
Club. Term of appointment - three years.
Mr George Eftos, deputy member. Nominated by the Motor Trades
Association. Term of appointment - thre years.

(6) Chairperson, half day $97; fufl day $145. Members, half day $73; full day
$108.

(7) Ms Rona Okely April 1992
Ms Victoria Rudler October 1993
Mr Donald Pitcher April 1994
Mr Redmond Rodriguez April 1989
Mr Trevor Hancock April 1992,
Mr Bob Pearce April 1992
Mr David Moir April 1992
Mr George Eftos April 1992

BOARDS AND COMMnlTEES - CHAIRMAN; MEMBERSHIP
1590. Hon AJ.G. MacTIERNAN to the Minister for Fair Trading:

(1) Who is the Chairman of the Painters Registration Board?
(2) What is the term of the appointment of the chairman?
(3) Who are the committee members of the Painters Registration Board?
(4) What are the terms of appoinitment of each member?
(5) By whom Was each person nominated?
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(6) What remuneration is paid to each member and the chairman?
(7) When was each member first appointed?
Hon PETER FOSS replied:
(1) Mr Paul Marsh.
(2) One year.
(3)-(5) Mr James Gatt, deputy chairman. Nominated by Confederation of WA

Industry. Term of appointment - six months.
Mr Frederick Smith. member. Nominated by Operative Painters Union.
Term of appointment - one year.
Mr James Gan, member. Nominated by Confederation of WA Industry.
Tenm of appointment - one year.
Mr Kenneth Carde, member. Nominated by Master Painters Association.
Tenm of appointment - three years.
Ms Rona Okely. member. Nominated by Minister. Term of
appointment - three years.
Ms Marie Matthews, deputy member. Nominated by Minister. Term of
appointment - three years.
Mr William Sashegyi. deputy member. Nominated by Minister. Term of
appointment - one year.
Mr Anthony Remedia, deputy member. Nominated by Minister. Term of
appointment - one year.
Mr Richard Gipson, deputy member. Nominated by Minister. Term of
appointment - three years.

(6) Chairnan, $150 per sitting hour. Members, $108 per full day; $73 per
half day.

(7) Mr Paul Marsh April 1992
Mr James Oatt (deputy) November 1993
Mr Frederick Smith December 1989
Mr James Gait (member) December 1980
Mr Kenneth Carte December 1988
Ms Rona Okely March 1989
Ms Marie Matthews September 1993
Mr William Sashegyi April 1992
Mr Anthony Remedio December 1989
Mr Richard Gipson December 1988

BOARDS AND COMMITITEES - CHAIRMAN; MEMBERSHEP
1591. Hon A.J.G. MacTIERNAN to the Minister for Fair Trading:

(1) Who is the Chairman of the Real Estate and Business Agents Supervisory
Board?

(2) What is the tern of the appointment of the chairman?
(3) Who are the committee members of the Real Estate and Business Agents

Supervisory Board?
(4) What are the terms-of appointment of each member?
(5) By whom was each person nominated?
(6) What remuneration is paid to each member and the chairman?
(7) When was each member first appointed?
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Hon PETER FOSS replied:
(1) Mr David Miller.
(2) Two years.
(3)-(5) Mr Jeremy Hughes, member. Nominated by Real Estate Institute of

Western Australia. Term of appointment - four years.
Mr William Goddard. member. Nominated by election. Term of
appointment - four years.
Mr Gordon Bragg, member. Nominated by Law Society of Western
Australia. Term of appointment - four years.
Ms Lyn Pugh, member. Nominated by Australian Society of Certified
Practising Accountants. Term of appointment - four years.
Mr Craig James, deputy member. Nominated by Law Society of Western
Australia. Term of appointment - four years.
Mr Peter Gregory, deputy member. Nominated by Real Estate Institute of
Western Australia. Term of appointment - four years.
Mr Ross Ledger, deputy member. Nominated by Institute of Chartered
Accountants. Term of' appointment - four years.

(6) Chairman, annually $15 000. Members, annually $7 500.
(7) Mr David Miller November 1988

Mr Jeremy Hughes May 1993
Mr William Goddard March 1989
Mr Gordon Bragg July 1993
Ms Lyn Pugh September 1993
Mr Craig Jame s July 1993
Mr Peter Gregory June 1993
Mr Ross Ledger September 1993

BOARDS AND COMMITTEES - CHAIRMAN; MEMBERSHIP
1592. Hon A.J.G. MacTIERNAN to the Minister for Fair Trading:

(1) Who is the Chairman of the Retail Shops Advisory Committee?
(2) What is the term of the appointment of the chairman?
(3) Who are the committee mnembers of the Retail Shops Advisory

Committee?
(4) What are the terms of appointment of each member?
(5) By whom was each person nominated?
(6) What remuneration is paid to each member and the chairman?
(7) When was each member first appointed?
Hon PETER FOSS replied:
(1) Mr Allen Tenger, Director Retail Goods and Business Services Division,

Ministry of Fair Trading.
(2) Indefinite on the nomination of the permanent head of the Ministry of Fair

Trading.
(3)-(5) Mr Dfl. Thomas, member. Nominated by WA Council of Retail

Associations. Term of appointmnent to 15 November 1994.
Mr W.F. Harry, member. Nominated by the WA Council, of Retail
Associations. Term of appointment to 15 November 1994.
Mr G. Clifford, member. Nominated by the Retail Traders Association of
WA (Inc). Term of appointment to 15 November 1994.
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Nit I. Barns, member. Nominated by the WA Chamber of Commerce and
Industry (Inc). Term of appointment to 15 November 1994.
Mr M. Bishop, member. Nominated by the Shop Distributive and Allied
Employees Association of WA. Term of appointment to 15 November
1994.
Mr J. Bullock, member. Nominated by the Shop Distributive and Allied
Employees Association of WA. Term of appointment to 15 November
1994.
Mr W. McIntosh, member. Nominated by the Shop Distributive and
Allied Employees Association of WA. Term of appointment to
15 November 1994.
Mr W. Johnston, member. Nominated by the Shop Distributive and Allied
Employees Association of WA. Term of appointment to 15 November
1994.
Ms M. Mason, member. Nominated by Yvonne Henderson, former
Minister for Consumer Affairs. Term of appointment to 15 November
1994.
Ms M. Holland, member. Nominated by Yvonne Henderson, former
Minister for Consumer Affairs. Term of appointment to 15 November
1994.
Mrs L. Porter, member. Nominated by Yvonne Henderson, former
Minister for Consumer Affairs. Term of appointment to 15 November
1994.
Mrs V. Cripps, member. Nominated by Yvonne Henderson, former
Minister for Consumer Affairs. Term of appointment to 15 November
1994.
Mrs G. Lewis, member. Nominated by Yvonne Henderson, former
Minister for Consumer Affairs. Term of appointment to 15 November
1994.
M r IL Harrison, member. Nominated by Yvonne Henderson, former
Minister for Consumer Affairs. Term of appointment to 15 November
1994.

(6) Chair, not applicable - public servant. Member, half day $73; full day
$146.

(7) Mr D.G. Thomas 17 June 1988
MW Y.larry 15 November 1991
Mr G. Clifford 29 January 1993
Mr J. Bowos 17 June 1988
Mr M. Bishop 17 June 1988
Mr J. Bullock 17 June. 1988
Mr W. McIntosh 15 November 1991
Mr W. Johnston 15 November 1991
Ms M. Mason I5 November 1991
Ms M. Holland 15 November 1991
Mrs L. Porter 15 November 1991
Mrs V. Cripps 17 June 1988
Mrs 0. Lewis 29 January 1993
Mr K.Harrison 17 June 1988

BOARDS AND COMMIfTEES - CHAIRMAN; MEMBERSHIP
1594. Hon JOHN HALDEN to die Minister for Education:

(1) Who is the Chairman of the Bunbuiy Institute of Advanced Education?
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(2) What is the term of the appointment of the chairman?
(3) Who are the committee members of the Bunbury Institute of Advanced

Education?
(4) What arethde terms of appointment of each member?
(5) By wham was each person nominated?
(6) What remuneration is paid to each member and the chairman?
(7) When was each member first appointed?
Hon NY. MOORE replied:
(1)-(7) With the coming into operation of the Western Australian College of

Advanced Education Amendment Act 1990, the Bunbury Institute of
Advanced Education was constituted as a campus of Edith Cowan
University and die new Bunbury campus advisory board was made subject
to the direction and control of the university council - that is, internal to
the university.

BOARDS AND COMMITEES - CHAIRMAN; MEMBERSHIP
1595. Hon JOHN HALDEN to the Minister for Education:

(1) Who is the Chairman of the College of Custamised Training - Interim
Council?

(2) What is the term of the appointment of the chairman?
(3) Who are the committee members of the College of Customised Training -

Interim Council?
(4) What are the terms of appointment of each member?
(5) By whom was each person nominated?
(6) What remuneration is paid to each member and the chairman?
(7) When was each member frst appointed?
Hon N.E. MOORE replied:
(1) Mr Ian Hill.
(2) Indefinite; pending constitution of a college council.

(3).(7)
Member First Appointed
Mr Oraeme Davy June 1992
Ms Kath White June 1992
Mr Keith Lingard ) appointments
Mr Brian Hewitt ) currently
Mr Oraeme Gunness ) being
Ms Helen Baron-St John ) processed

(4) Members of interim council are appointed for an indefinite term, pending
constitution of the college council.

(5) Appointed by die Governor - Messrs Ungard, Hewitt and Gunness and
Ms Baron-St John. Nominated by the Minister - Mr Hill, Ms White. Ex
officio - college director - Mr Davy.

(6) Nil.
BOARDS AND COMMITTEES - CHAIRMAN; MEMBERSHIP

1596. Hon JOHN HALDEN to the Minister for Education:
(1) Who is the Chairman of the Country High School Hostels Authority?
(2) What is the term of the appointment of the chairman?
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(3) Who are the committee members of the Country High School Hostels
Authority?

(4) What are the terms of appointment of each member?
(5) By whom was each person nominated?
(6) What remuneration is paid to each member and the chairman?
(7) When was each member first appointed?
Hon N.E. MOORE replied:
(1) Mr C.I. Philpott, 0/Manager. Rural Div, Wesfarmers. Initial appointment

18.2.79.
(2) Three year term, eligible for reappointment.
(3) Name hIt Appt Occupation

Mr R. Cairnes 12.3.90 former Regional Supt, Distance Edn
Mr i. Johnson 12.3.90 Rep. of rua community, former warden
Mr P. McCaffrey 12.3.90 Manager, Finance Planning and

Budgeting Education Department of WA
Mrs R. Rose 5.6.90 Rural rep - Esperance community
Mrs S. Thorn 14.5.90 Rep of rural community
Rev B. Thbomber 30.7.90 Exec officer, Churches Commission

(4) Three year term, eligible for reappointment.
(5) Members of the authority are appointed by the Governor on the

nomination of the Minister for Education.
(6) The chairman and members are not paid for their services. They are

reimbursed for expenses incurred in carrying out their responsibilities in
accordance with the Act.

(7) See (1) and (6) above.
BOARDS AND COMMITTEES - CHAIRMAN; MEMBERSHIP

1597. Hon JOHN HALDEN to the Minister for Education:
(1) Who is the Chairman of the Curtin University of Technology Council?
(2) What is the term of the appointment of the chairman?
(3) Who are the committee members of the Curtin University of Technology

Council?
(4) What are the terms of appointment of each member?
(5) By whom was each person nominated?
(6) What remuneration is paid to each member and the chairman?
(7) When was each member first appointed?
Hon N.E. MOORE replied:
(1) The Chairman of the Curtin University of Technology Council is the

Chancellor, Mr H.W. Sorenson.
(2) To 28 February 1996.
(3)-(5), (7) - No remuneration -

By whom .First

nominated Member Term expires Appointed
Appointed Mrs A. Jackson 31.3.95 29.5.89

by the Dr D.L. Allen 31.3.94 19.8.91
Governor in Mrs E.J. Cox 31.3.95 6.7.92
Council Ms A. Gilbert 31.3.95 5.6.90
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Members ex
officio

(WASM)
(Muresk)
(Nominee
of CEO,
EDWA)

Co-opted
members

Elected by
the full time
academic
staff

Student
Guild
members

Elected by
the full time
salaried staff

Elected by
members of
Curtin Alumni
Association

(6) Nil.

[Tuesday, 29 March 1994]

Mrs S. Gordon
Mr R.A.G. Vines

Vacant
Mr P. Lee
Mr G. Robson
Professor I.E.

Maloney (Vice
Chancellor

Dr R. Adam son
Mr T. Gorey
Mrs E.J Heenan
Mr M.C. Williamson
Assoc Professor D.M.
Yorke

Mr P. Gamble
(resident)

Mr M. Kovacevich

Ms M.D. Turnbull

Mr J. Smith-Gander
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30.3.94 6.7.92
1.3.94 3.10.89

31.3.95
31.3.95
31.3.95
31.3.96

3 1.3.95

12.94
12.94

31.3.95

3.96

BOARDS ANT) COMMiTTES - CHAIRMAN; MEMBERSHIP
1598. Hon JOHN HALDEN to the Minister for Education:

(1) Who is the Chairman of the Edith Cowan University of Western Australia
Council (formally WA College of Advanced Education Board)?

(2) What is the term of the appointment of the chairnan?
(3) Who are the committee members of the Edith Cowan University of

Western Australia Council?
(4) What are the terms of appointment of each member?
(5) By whom was each person nominated?
(6) What remuneration is paid to each member and the chairman?
(7) When was each member first appointed?
Hon N.F. MOORE replied:
(1) The Chairman of the Edith Cowan Council is the Chancellor, Hon

Mr Justice R. French.
(2) To 28 February 1997.
M-3). (7) - No remuneration -

By whom First
nominated Member Term expires Appointed
Appointed Ms K. George 10.8.95 14.5.92

by the Pro-Chancellor, Ms D.
Governor Newman 28.2.94 12.1.90

Ms -B. Cocanan2829 1248
28.2-95
28.2.94

20.9.89
12.4.88
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Nominated by
CEO, EDWA

Co-opted by
council

Elected by
academic staff

Elected by salaried
support staff

Elected by en-
rolled students

Elected by alumni
Ex officio
members

Emeritus Professor
J.P. Quirk

Ms J. Brazier
Mr B. Sargearli

Mr J. Greenway
Mrs S. Williams
Vacant
DriJ. McNulty
Mr W. Claydon
Ms L. Pike

5.11.94
28.2.94
28.2.95

1.12.91
28.9.88
25. 1.9 1

Mrs S. Everson 30.9.94
Mr P.Grant 31.12.94
Mr J. Smith 31.12.94
Ms J. Rodgers 21.12.96
Mr B. Prosser (A/Chair-
person. Bunbury campus
advisory board)

Mr M. Lewi (Chairperson,
WA Academy of Performing Amt)

Vice Chancellor, Professor R. Lourens

1.10.91.
1.1.94
1.1.94
22.12.93

(6) Nil.
BOARDS AND COMM~ITEES -CHAIRMAN; MEMBERSHIP

1599. Hon JOHN HALDEN to the Minister for Education:
(1) Who is the Chairman of die Hedland College Council?
(2) What is the term of the appointment of the chairman?
(3) Who are the committee members of the Hedland College Council?
(4) What are the terms of appointnent of each member?
(5) By whom was each person nominated?
(6) What remuneration is paid to each member and the chairman?
(7) When was each member first appointed?
Hon N.Y. MOORE replied:
(1) M~rR. Boylan.
(2) Three years. The chairman's current term expires in December 1994.
(3}-(4), (7)

Member
R. Vokemnans
D. Boyd
C. Baker
S. Hunter
K O'Neill
J. Jacobsen
T. Fleay
R. Wild
R. Fry
K. Forrest
J. Watson
a- r
S. Treasure
K. Agalo

Expiry of term

June 1994
August 1996
August 1996
August 1994
August 1994
February 1995
March 1994
Ex officio
August 1994
August 1994
August 1994
July 1994
February 1995
December 1995

First appointed
November 1993
November 1993
November 1993
August 1988
October 1988
April 1989
October 1992
August 1990
August 1991
October 1993
August 1991
July 1993
February 1992
February 1994
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(5) Members are not nominated The Colleges Act provides for -
Appointment by the Governor - R. Vokemans; D. Boyd;- C. Baker,
S, Hunter, K. O'Neill; J. Jakobsen; T. Steay.
Ex officio (College Director) - R. Wild.
Teaching and non-teaching staff representatives - R. Fry; K. Forrest;
J. Watson.
Student representative - H. Fry.
Appointment by the Minister on recommendation of council - S. Treasure;
K. Agalo.

(6) No remuneration is paid to council members.
BOARDS AND CQMWflTEES - CHAIRMAN; MEMBERSHIP

1600. Hon JOHN HALDEN to the Minister for Education:
(1) Who is the Chairman of the K~algooulie College Council?
(2) What is the term of the appointment of the chairman?
(3) Who are the committee members of the Kalgoorlie College Council?
(4) What are the terms of the appointment of each member?
(5) By whom was each person nominated?
(6) What remuneration is paid to each member and the chairman?
(7) When was each member frst appointed?
Hon N.F. MOORE replied:
(1) Mr R. Finlayson.
(2) Three years. Thechainnan's current term expires in August 1995.
(3)-(4), (7)

Member Expiry of term Firstappointed
P. Grainger August 1995 September 1993
D. Spotxiswood August 1995 November 1991
W. McKenzie August 1994 November 1991
P. Leighton August 1995 September 1993
D. Murray August 1994 September 1993
D. Horsley March 1994 April 1988
T. Kaszycki April 1994 October 1993
R. Lamb ex officio July 1985
P. Harding August 1995 September 1992
S. Szabo August 1995 November 1993
C. Bolvig August 1995 Scptember 1992
G. Sambo October 1994 October 1993

(5) Members are not nominated. The Colleges Act provides for -
Appointment by the Governor - P. Grainger, D. Spottiswcxxt,
W. McKenzie; P. Leighton; D. Murraky.
Ex officio (College Director) - R. Lamb.
Teaching and non-teaching staff representatives - P. Harding; S. Szabo;
C. Bolvig.
Student representative - G. Sambo.
Appointment by the Minister on recommendation of council - [D. Horsley;
T. Kaszycki.

(6) No remuneration is paid to council members.
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BOARDS AND COMMITTEES - CHAIRMAN; MEMBERSHIP
1601. Hon JOHN HALDEN to the Minister for Education:

(1) Who is the Chairman of the Kanratha College Council?
(2) What is the ternm of die appointment of the chairman?
(3) Who are the committee members of the Karratha College Council?
(4) What are the terms of the appointment of each member?
(5) By whom was each person nominated?
(6) What remuneration is paid to each member and the chairman?
(7) When was each member first appointed?
Hon N.E. MOORE replied:
(1) MrRP.Piercy.
(2) Three years. The chairman's current term expires in July 1994.

(3)-(4), (7)
Member Expiry of term First appointed
0. Cargeeg June 1994 July 1991
J. Blewitt August 1995 July 1992
W. Earles September 1995 January 1993
P. Hilditch December 1997 Decemrber 1993
B. Palmer July 1995 July 1989
P. Warda December 1996 January 1991
P. Duckett March 1995 April 1992
P. Smith ex officio January 1993
R. Littlewood June 1994 July 1991
A. Rahima June 1994 July 1988
B. Atkinson June 1994 April 1993
W. Cooper December 1996 November 1987

(5) Members are not nominated. The Colleges Act provides for -

Appointment by the Governor - G. Cargeeg; J. Blewitt; W. Eanles;
P. Hilditch; B. Palmer, P. Warda; P. Duckett.
Ex officio, (College Director) - P. Smith.
Teaching and non-reaching staff representatives - R. Littlewood;
A. Rahima; B. Atkinson.
Student representative - Vacant.
Appointment by the Minister on recommendation of council - W. Cooper,
one vacancy.

(6) No remuneration is paid to. council members.
BOARDS AND COMMITTEES - CHAIRMAN; MEMBERSHIP

1603. Hon JOHN HALDEN to the Minister for Education:
(1) Who is the Chairman of the Murdoch University Senate?
(2) What is the term of the appointment of the chairman?
(3) Who are the committee members of the Murdoch University Senate?
(4) What are the terms of the appointment of each member?
(5) By whom was each person nominated?
(6) What remuneration is paid to each member and the chairman?
(7) When was each member first appointed?
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Hon N.F. MOORE replied:
(1) The -Chairman of the Murdoch University Senate is the Chancellor,

Hon Sir Ronald Wilson.
(2) To 7 February 1995.
(3)-(5), (7) - No remuneration -

By whom First
nominated Me
Ex officio Via

Elected by Dr
the academic As
staff Dr

Ms
Appointed by Mr
the Governor Dr

Ho
Mr
Dr
Mr

Elected by non-
academic staff Mr

Elected by and Mr
from among Mr
the students

Appointed by the
Governor upon the
nomination of the
Premier Ms

Appointed by the
Governor upon the
nomination of the
Leader of the
Opposition Mr

Elected by Mr
convocation MS

nuber
ce Chancellor
rofRP Boyce
S. Murphy (nominee

f CEO of EDWA)
A. Bait (President

f Guild of Students)
S. Bradley
soc Prof J. Webb
A. Jasman
M. Jacicamarra
Justice Mi. Murray
B. Micke
in D. Wordsworth
J . Invemarity
R. Shean
B. Davies

*M. Hawley
J . Meckleburg
*A. Jarvis

J. Moorhouse

R. McLean
'J. Taplin
S. Wong
P. Meckleburg

Trm expires Appointed

25.11.94

15.9.95
13.12.95
25.9.94
9.11.96
27.6.96
24.7.96
17.5.96
14.9.96
25.6.95
24.7.94

4.4.96
31.12.94
3 1. 12.94

31.1.95

25.6.94
31.3.96
31.12.96
31. 12.94

30.7.90
24.7.93
6.7.93
14.8.93
25.11.91
25.1 1.91

17.2.92

24.7.91

Members co- Mr R.A. Hughes 7.10.94
opted by Mr G. Hardie 23.5 .96
the Senate Mr.S. Lee 16.5.96

(6) Nil.
BOARDS AND COMM1TITES - CHAIRMAN; MEMBERSHIP

1604. Hon JOHN HALDEN to the Minister for Education:
(1) Who is die'Chairman of the Public Education Endowment Trust?
(2) What is the term of the appointment of the chairman?
(3) Who amt the committee members of the Public Education Endowment

Trust?
(4) What are the terms of the appointment of each member?
(5) By whom was each person nominated?
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(6) What remuneration is paid to each member and the chairman?
(7) When was each member first appointed?
Hon N.E. MOORE replied:
(1) Minister for Education - Hon Norman Moore.
(2) The appointment is cx officio.
(3) Mr Greg Black; Ms Jane Brazier, Mr Ellis Griffiths; Mr Eric Strauss.
(4) Mr Greg Black's appointment is ex officio. Other members ame appointed

for three year terms.
(5) The previous Minister for Education, Hon Kay Hallalian.
(6) Members do nor receive any remuneration from the public; education

endowment trust.
(7) Chairman, 16 February 1993; all other current trustees on 12 November

1991.
BOARDS AND COMMITTEES - CHAIRMAN; MEMBERSHIP

1605. Hon JOHN HALDEN to the Minister for Education:
(1) Who is the Chairman of the Pundulmurra College Council?
(2) What is the term of the appointment of the chairman?
(3) Who are the committee members of the Pundulmurra College Council?
(4) What are the terms of the appointment of each member?
(5) By whom was each person nominated?
(6) What remuneration is paid to each member and the chairman?
(7) When was each member first appointed?
Hon N.E. MOORE replied:
(1) M.G. Kneale.
(2) Three years. The chairman's current term expires in July 1996.
(3)-(4), (7)

Member Expiry of term First appointed

J. Agale July 1996 August 1993
L. Van Erp July 1995 August 1993
C Barn July 1995 August 1993
P. Walsh July 1996 August 1993
K. Houghton July 1995 August 1993
G. Blackman July 1996 August 1993
S. Graham July 1995 August 1993
M. Simpson ex. officio November 1993
A. Poelina' September 1995 October 1993
G. Tucker September 1995 October 1993

(5) Members ame not nominated. The Colleges Act provides for -
Appointment by the Governor - J. Agale; L. Van Erp; C. Bant; P. Walsh;
K. Houghton; G. Blackman; S. Graham.
Ex officio (College Director) - M. Simpson.
Teaching and non-reaching staff representatives - Vacant.
Student representative - Vacant.
Appointment by the Minister on recommendation of council - A. Poelina;
0. Tucker.

(6) No remuneration is paid to council members.
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BOARDS AND COMMMlEES - CHAIRMAN; MEMBERSHIP
1606. Hon JOHN HALDEN to the M intister for Education:-

(1) Who is the Chairman of the Secondary Education Authority?
(2) What is the term of die appointment of the chairman?
(3) Who are die committee menibers of the Secondary Education Authority?
(4) What are die terms of the appointment of each member?
(5) By whom was each person nominated?
(6) What remuneration is paid to each member and the chairman?
(7) When was each member first appointed?
Hon N.F. MOORE replied:
(1) Dr David Mossenson.
(2) Three years from 12 February 1992.
(3),(5),(7)
Nam

Government schools -

Mr J. Skivinis
Mr G. Robson
Ms P. Coghian
Mr B. McCreddin
Ms A. Woodman
Mr T. Dwyer
Mr S. Pestana
Mr B. O'Neill
Independent schools -

Ms T. Temby
Mrs J. Jones
Mr W. Dickinson
Mr R. Langrish

Nominated By

Director General
Director General
Director General
Director General
State School Teachers Union
State School Teachers Union
Stat School Teacher Union
State School Teachers Union

Catholic Education Commission
Assoc. of Independent Schools
Assoc. of Independent Schools
Independent Schools Salaried
Officers' Aswdcadion

Post secondary education -

Prof D. Anduich Murdoch University
Mr R. MacWilliamn Murdoch Universit
Prof A. Robson UWA
Dr T. Dickson UTWA
A/Prof S. Barrie Edith Cowan University
Prof N. Tuckwell Edith Cowan Unversicy
Mr 0. Watts Curtin University
Mrs J. Partridge Curtin University
Vocational education -

Mr M. Goff TAPE
Mr R. King State School Teachers' Union
Community -
Mr R. Meecham Minister
Mr L.Rowe Minister
Ms M. Retel Minister
Dr D. Mossenson Minister
Ex officio -
Director General of Education
Director of Secondary Education Authority

irs Current
Appointed Appointment

Commnend
1.2.85 31.1.91
31.1.91 31.1.91
31.1.91 31.1.91
1.5.93 1.5.93
1.7.92 1.7.92
11.3.9 1 11.3.91
1.1.92 1.1.92
1.1.92 1.1.92

1.2.93
12.85
1.2.85
1.1.92

1.2.93
31.1.91
12.93
1.1.92
31.1.91
30.1.92
25.9.90
1.8.92

1.1.92
tA-93

26.6.91
1.12.r7
17.92
12.86

1.2.93
1.2.91
1.2.91
1.1.92

1.2.93
31.1.91
1.1.92
1.2.93
30.1.92
30.1.92
25.9.90
1.8.92

1.1.92
IA.93

26.6.91
1.12.90
1.7.92
12.9.92
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(4) Three years. Members continue after their term has expired until their
successor comes into office in accordance with section 1(4) of schedule 1
of the Secondary Education Authority Act 1984.

(6) Authority members receive no remuneration. The chairman receives a
gratuity of $13 000 per annum.

BOARDS AND COMMITTEES - CHAIRMAN; MEMBERSHIP
1607. Hon JOHN HALDEN to the iUnister for Education:

(1) Who is the Chairman of the Self Supporting Activities Trust?
(2) What is the term of the appointment of the chairman?
(3) Who are the committee members of the Self Supporting Activities Trust?
(4) What are the terms of the appointment of each member?
(5) By whom was each person nominated?
(6) What remuneration is paid to each member and the chairman?
(7) When was each member first appointed?
Hon N.E. MOORE replied:
(1)-(7) The trust has not existed since the establishment of the College of

Customnised Training in September 1991.
BOARDS AND COMMITTEES - CHAIRMAN; MEMBERSHIP

1608. Hon JOHN HAILDEN to the Minister for Education:
(1) Who is the Chairman of the State Training Board?
(2) What is the term of the appointment of the chairman?
(3) Who are the committee members of the State Training Board?
(4) What are dhe terms of the appointment of each member?
(5) By whom was each person nominated?
(6) What remuneration is paid to each member and the chairman?
(7) When was each member f irst appointed?
Hon N.F. MOORE replied:
(1) Mr Ian Williams.
(2) The chairman has been appointed on an interim basis pending the passage

of enabling legislation.
(3) Mr Harvey McLeod

Dr Lynn Allen
Mr Graham Laitt
Mr Tim McDonald
Mr Rob Meechamn
Mr Lyndon Rowe
Mrs Shirley Thorn

(4) Members have been appointed on an interim basis pending the passage of
enabling legislation.

(5) The members were not nominated but appointed by the Minister.
(6) Members receive remuneration of $3 750 per annumn. Advice has been

sought from the Public Service Commissioner on an appropriate level of
remuneration for the chairman.

(7) The chair was appointed on 5 October 1993. other members on
20 December 1993.
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BOARDS AND COMNMflTES - CHAIRMAN; MEMBERSHIP
1609. Hon JOHN HALDEN to the Minister for Education:

(1) Who is the Chairman of the Technical Publications Trust?
(2) What is the term of the appointment of the chairman?
(3) Who are the committee members of the Technical Publications Trust?
(4) What are the terms of the appointment of each member?
(5) By whom was each person nominated?
(6) What remuneration is paid to each member and the chairman?
(7) When was each member first appointed?
Hon NEF MOORE replied:
(1)-(7) The trut has not existed since t establishment of the College of

Customised Training in September 199 1.
BOARDS AND COMMflTEE - CHAIRMAN; MEMBERSHIP

1610. Hon JOHN HALDEN to the Minister for Education:
(1) Who is the Chairman of the University of Western Australia?
(2) What is the term of the appointment of the chairman?
(3) Who are the committee members of the University of Western Australia?
(4) What arc the terms of the appointment of each member?
(5) By whom was each person nominated?
(6) What remuneration is paid to each member and the chairman?
(7) When was each member first appointed?
Hon NEF. MOORE replied:
(1) The Chairman of the University of Western Australia is the Chancellor,

Hon Mr Justice Geoffrey Kennedy.
(2) To March 1996.
(3)-(5), (7) - No remuneration -

By whom First
nominated Member Term expires Appointed
Appointed by Dr W.H. Clough 3.97 3.91

the Governor Dr L.R. Hayes 3.98 3.90
Mr W.S. Latter 3.94 3.84
Ms B.E. Robbins 3.96 3.84
Mr P. King 16.7.99 .93
Mrs J. Jones 13.9.99 .93

Elected by Professor A.K. Cohen 3.98 3.81
convocation Dr J.B. Mackintosh 3.98 3.92

Hon Mr Justice D.K. 3.94 3.88
Malcolm

Mr P.W. Nichols 3.97 3.91
Mrs D.E. Ransom 3.96 3.78
Mr K. Abercroniby 3.95 .92

Elected by Prof Y. Attikiouzel 3.95
academic Mrs B.MJ Hamilton 3.94
staff Prof D.R. Lindsay 3.96 3.92

Dr M. Partis 3.96
Elected by Ms A. Coomber 12.95 12.

students Ms N. Hatherley 12.94 12.
157W2-3
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BEx officio V/Chancellor. Prof
F. Gale

Prof M.J. Angus (appointee
of Director General of
Education)

Ms S. Haynes (President,
Guild of Undergraduates)

Co-opted Mr I.P. Barrett-Lennard 2.96 12.72
members Mrs J. Holmes a Cowrt 3.95 12.84

Hon Mr Justice R.D.
Nicholson 3.94 12.86

(6) Nil.
BOARDS AND COMMflTES - CHAIRMAN; MEMBERSHIP

1611. Hlon JOHN HALDEN to the Minister for Education-
(1) Who is the Chairman of the Western Australian Post Secondary Education

Commission?
(2) What is the term of the appointment of the chairman?
(3) Who are the committee members of the Western Australian Post

Secondary Education Commission?
(4) What are the terms of the appointment of each member?
(5) By whom was each person nominated?
(6) What remuneration is paid to each member and the chairman?
(7) When was each member first appointed?
Hon N.F. MOORE replied:
(1)-(7) The Western Australian Post Secondary Education Commission Act was

repealed in December 1989 and the commission disbanded at that time.
BOARDS AND COMMIT=ES - CHAIRMAN; MEMBERSHIP

1612. Hon JOHN HALDEN to the Minister for Education:
(1) Who is the Chairman of the Western Australian Post Secondary Education

Superannuation Scheme?
(2) What is die. termi of the appointment of the chairman?
(3) Who are the committee members of the Western Australian Post

Secondary Education Superannuation Scheme?
(4) What are the terms of the appointment of each member?
(5) By whom was each person nominated?
(6) What remuneration is paid to each member and the chairman?
(7) When was each member first appointed?
Hon N.F. MOORE replied:
(I)-(7) The Western Australian Post Secondary Education Superannuation

Scheme became defunct during 1992.
BOARDS AND COMNE=ES - CHAIRMAN; MEMIBERSHIP

1613. Hon JOHN HALDEN to the Minister for Education:
(1) Who is the Chairman of the Western Australian School of Mines Board?
(2) What is the term of the appointment of the chairman?
(3) Who are the committee members of the Western Australian School of

Mines Board?
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(4) What are die terrns of the appointment of each member?
(5) By whom was each person nominated?
(6) What remuneration is paid to each member and the chairman?
(7) When was each member first appointed?
Hon N.E. MOORE replied:
(1)-(2) The position of Chairman of the Board of Management of the Western

Australian School of Mines is vacant.
(3)-(7)
Nominated by Member Tenn Reniun- First

Expires eradion Appointed
Ministerial Mr R. Finlayson 3 1.12.94 No 1.8.83

Mr P. Ingrain 31.12.94 11.9.89
Ms P. Leighton 3 1.12.94 13.1.92
Mr P. Lockyer 3 1.12.94 29.4.91
Mr . Roberts 31.12.94 13.1.92
Mr R. Vines 31.12.94 11.9.89

Ex officio Mr R. Lamb' 3 1.6.94 1990
Curtin Council Prof J. Maloney

(Vice-Chancellor Curtin) 31.12.94
Curtin Council Ms H. Sanders 31.12.94
Principal, WASM Mr D. Spottiawood

Elected academic
representative Mr J. Maisey 31.12.94
Elected non-
academic
representative Mr L Pannell 3 1.12.94
Elected student
representative Mr Wallace 31.12.93
*Depending on the establishment of the university college at Kalgoorlie.

BOARDS AND COMMITTES - CHAIRMAN; MEMBERSHIP
1614. Hon JOHN HALDEN to the Minister for Education:

(1) Who is the Chairman of the Building and Construction Industry Training
Fund Board?

(2) What is the term of the appointment of the chairman?
(3) Who are the committee members of the Building and Construction

Industry Training Fund Board?
(4) What are the terms of the appointment of each member?
(5) By whom was each person nominated?
(6) What remuneration is paid to each member and the chairman?
(7) When was each member frst appointed?
Hon N.F. MOORE replied:
(1) Mr Paul Albert, a senior public servant, has been appointed interim

chairman until die current statutory review of the BC1TF Act is
completed.

(2) The Act provides for a term not exceeding five year for the chair.
Mr Albert has been appointed on an interim basis as per (1) above.

(3) The attached schedule provides the details of members and deputy
members. [See paper No 1219.]

(4) The Act provides for a term not exceeding three years for a member. The
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attached schedule provides the specific details of each member and deputy
member. [See paper No 1219.]

(5) [See paper No 1219.J
(6) No remuneration.
(7) [See paper No 1219.]

BOARDS AND COMWMES - CHAIRMAN; MEMBERSHIP
1613. Hon JOHN HALDEN to t Minister for Education:

(1) Who is the Chairman of die Sklls Standards and Accreditation Board?
(2) What is the term of die appointment of the chairman?
(3) Who are the committee members of the Slls Standards and Accreditation

Board?
(4) What are the ternms of die appointment of each member?
(5) By whom was each person nominated?
(6) What remuneration is paid to each member and the chairman?
(7) When was each member first appointed?
Hon N.F. MOORE replied:
(1) Mr Harvey McLeod.
(2) Interim appointment pending the establishment of new accreditation

arrangements, and the enactment of enabling legislation.
(3)-(4),(7)

Member Expiry of Office First Appointed
Mr Barry Ashbolt December 1994 March 1991
Mr David Napoli December 1994 March 1991
MrfDavid Gray March 1994 . March 1991
Ms Donna White December 1994 March 1991
Mr Peter Quinn December 1994 March 1991
Mr Tim Daly March 1995 March 1992
Dr Ann Ohisalberti December 1994 March 1991
Mrt Tomi Lyons March 1995 March 1992
Dr Robert Ities December 1994 March 1991

(5) Nominated by die State Training Board - under delegation from SESDA
Mr McLeod.
Appointed by the Minister
Dr Ghisalberti; Mr Lyons; Dr Innes.
Nominated by WA Hotel and Hospitality Association - Mr Ashbolr,
Nominated by Chamber of Mines and Energy - Mr Napoli
Nominated by Metals Industries Association of WA - Mr Gray
Nominated by Trades and Labor Council
Ms White; Mr Quinn; Mr Daly

(6) Advice on payment for the chairperson is being sought from the Public
Service Commission. Other members - excluding those employed in the
public sector - recive $3 750 per annum.

BOARDS AND COMM11ITEES - CHAIRMAN; MEMBERSHIP
1616. Hon JOHN HALDEN to the Minister for Education:

(1) Who is the Chairman of the State Emnployment and Sills Development
Authority?
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(2) What is the tam of the appointment of the chairman?
(3) Who are the committee members of the State Employment and Skills

Development Authority?
(4) What are the terms of the appointment of each member'?
(5) By whom was each person nominated?
(6) What remuneration is paid to each member and the chairman?
(7) When was each member first appointed?
Hon N.F MOORE replic&k
(1) Mr Harvey McLeod.
(2) Five years.
(3)-(4).(7)

Member Expiry of Office First Appointed
Mr Doug Lambert March 1994 March 1991
Mr Roger Vines March 1994 March 1991
Dr Aubrey Birkelbach March 1993 March 1991
Ms Helen Armstrong March 1993 July 1992
Ms Sharryn Jackson March 1993 March 1991
Mr Rob Meechamn March 1994 February 1992
Mr Mark Smith May 1993 May 1991
Mr Bill Johnstone May 1995 September 1992
Mr Paul Albert March 1995 September 1992
Ms Clair I-igginson March 1994 March 1991
Mr David Batchelor March 1993 December 1992
Mr Ian Hill January 1995 January 1992

(5) Appointed by the Minister -
Mr McLcod, Mr Albert; Ms Higginson.
Nominated by Confederation of Western Australian Industry -
Mr Lambert; Mr Vines; Dr Birkelbach and Ms Armstrong.
Nominated by Trades and Labor Council -
Ms Jackson; Mr Meechamn; Mr Smith and Mr Johnstone.
Nominated by the Commonwealth Minister with responsibility for the
Employment, Education and Training Act 1988 - Mr Batchelor
Representing TAPE - Mr Hill

(6) The chairperson receives payment of $30 000 and an office expenses
allowance of $600 per annum. Other members - excluding those
employed in the public sector - received $3 750 per annumn.

'DEATH BY SKIMMER BOX" - PRINTING DETAIILS
1624. Hon ND. GRIF-iTHS to the Minister for Fair Trading:

(1) Who printed the "Death By Skimmer Box" leaflet?
(2) What was the cost?
(3) If State Print was not used, why was it not used?
(4) If it was not used, was it asked to tender?
(5) Ilt was asked to tender, what price did it tender?
(6) What price was tendered by the printer?
Hon PETER FOSS replied:
(1) State Print.
(2) $3 524 for 260 000 leaflets.
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(3)-(4) Not applicable.
(5)-(6) $3 524.

BICYCLE HELMETS - COMPULSORY WEARING, GOVERNMENT POUICY
1625. Hon N.D. GRIFFITHS to the Leader of the House representing the Minister for

Police:
Will the Minister for Police confirm that it is still Government policy to
keep in place compulsory safety helmet legislation for cyclists?

Hon GEORGE CASH replied:
The Minister for Police has provided the following reply.-
Yes.

'HMNEFRONT" - PRINTING DETAILS
1627. Hon NJ). GRIFFITHS to die Minister for Finance representing the Minister for

Housing:

(1)

(2)

(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
Hon

1632. Hon

(1)

(2)

(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
Hon
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Who printed "Honmefmont", the official magazine of Horneiwest of
Western Australia, February 1994?
What was the cost?
If State Print was not used, why was it not used?
[f it was not used, was it asked to tender?
If it was asked to tender, what price did it tender?
What price was tendered by the primter?

MAX EVANS replied:
The Minister for Housing has provided the following reply -

(1) Lamb Print.
(2) $630.
(3) Because of the need for quick delivery.
(4) No.
(5) Not applicable.
(6) . $630.

"JUNIOR SPORT SPOTLIGHT" - PRINTING DETAILS
N.D). GRIFFITHS to die Minister for Sport and Recreation:

Who printed the magazine "Junior Sport Spotlight", the official junior
sport newsletter of the Ministry of Sport and Recreation?
What was die cost?.
If State Print was not used, why was it not used?-
If it was not used, was it asked to tender?
If it was asked to tender, what price did it tender?
What price was tendered by the printer?

NF MOORE replied: .
Park Priming Co of Burswood Road, Victoria Park.
$1 350 per edition.
Not required to under existing guidelines.
No.
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(5)-(6) Not applicable.
POPULATION - NORTH EAST CORRIDOR

1638. Hon N.D. GRIFFITH-S to the Mintister for Health representing the Minister for
Planning:
(1) What is the population in the north east corridor?
(2) What projections of population growth in the north east conidor ame being

used by the State Government for planning purposes?
lion PETER FOSS replied:

The Minister for Planning has provided the following response-
(1) Estimated 8 200 in 1993.
(2) Estimated to reach an ultimate population of 95 000 as follows -

Current and estimated population in the
North East Corridor -

1993 *Ultimate

North of (Inangama Road 0 43500
North of Gnangara Road - The Vines
Residentstt 1 100 9000
South of Onangara Road - Urban 1 000 27 500
The Swan Valley Protection Area -
Ruralttt 6100 15000
Total 8200 95000
Notes

* Existing 1993 estimates are indicacive only - based on
existing development.

SFuture estimates based on current concepts for expansion.
SSpeculative estimates dependent on Swan Valley
Protection Act 1993.

The North East Corridor comprises 6 090 ha of category A land -
relatively unconstrained for development; and 2 200 ha of category
B land - having some constraints to development; for example,
about eight per cent of the total area of the Shire of Swan.
Source: Tables 1 and 3 of the North East Corridor Structure Plan
Mach 1994.'

"CONSULTATION ON 'RIGHTS -AND TRADITIONAL USAGE' APPLICATIONS
FOR CROWN LAND, CONSEQUENTIAL TO THE LAND ACT' - PRINTER

1639. Hon N.D. GRIFFITHS to the Minister for Lands:
(1) Who printed the Department of Land Administration "Consultation on

'Rights and Traditional Usage' Applications for Crown Land,
Consequential Amendments to the Land Act" brochure?

(2) What was the cost?
(3) If State Print was not used, why was it not used?
(4) If it was not used, was it asked to tender?
(5) If it was asked to tender, what price did it tender?
(6) What price was tendered by the printer?
Hon GEORGE CASH replied:
(1) Scope Printing Service.
(2) $490.
(3) Under existing instructions there is no requirement to print tasks at State
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Print or to obtain a quotation from that organisation if the cost does not
exceed $2 000. Additionally the brochure was printed on nonstandard
paper not available at State Print.

(4) No.
(5) Not applicable.
(6) $490.

FAMILY - WESTERN AUSTRALIAN YEAR OF THE FAMILY UNIT, FUNDING
1640. Hon N.D. GRIFFIT1HS to the Minister for Transport representing the Minister

for Community Development:
(1) What funding has been allocated to the Western Australian Year of the

Family Unit?
(2) What local committees am in existence and have received funding from

the Western Australian Year of the Family Unit?
Hon E.J. CHARLTON replied:

The following answer was provided by the Ministcer for Community
Development the Family; Seniors -

(1) $250 000 and three FTEs.
(2) Peel, Bunbury, Busselton, Collie, Albany, central, goldfields.

Kellerberrin, Carnarvon, Murchison, East Pilbara, West Pilbara,
East Kimuberley, West Kimberley, Fremantle, Armadale,
Rockingham, Canning, Belmont, Kalamunda, Perth, Mirrabooka,
Scarborough, Whitford, Esperance. All local committees have
received funding.

"MINING AND RIGHTS OF TRADITIONAL USAGE" - PRINTING DETAILS
164 1. Hon N.D. GRIFFITHS to the Minister for Mines:

(1) Who printed the Department of Minerals and Energy of Western
Australia - Mining Registration Division, "Mining Act 1978 Information
Series No 12" entitled "Mining and Rights of Traditional Usage"
brochure?

(2) What was the cost?
(3) If State Print was not used, why was it not used?
(4) If it was not used, was it asked to tender?
(5) If it was asked to tender, what price did it tender?
(6) What price was tendered by the printer?
Hon GEORGE CASH replied:
(1) Colortype Press printed two brochures entitled Mining Act 1978

Information Series No 12 - "Mining and Rights of Traditional Usage", and
"Petroleum Production and Rights of Traditional Usage" as a single job.
Quantities quoted for were originally 5 000 and 500 respectively.

(2) $1 620 for?7 000 brochures.
(3) The Colortyp Press quotation was accepted because it was the lowest

tender.
(4) Yes.
(5) $1 284 for 5 500 brochures.
(6) $1 240 for 5 500 brochures.
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'rIMIALTHVIIEW" - PRINTING DETAILS
1643. Hon N.D. GRIFFITHS to the Minister for Health:

With respect to the 'Healthview" magazine, Volume 1, No 3, November-
December 1993 -

(1) Who primted the magazine?
(2) What was the cost?

(3) If State Print was not used, why was it not used?
(4) If it was not used, was it asked to render?
(5) If it was asked to tender, what price did it tender?
(6) What price was tendered by the printer?

Hon PETER FOSS replied:
(1) Lamb Print, 9 Robertson Street, East Perth.
(2) $5 308. offset by income to consolidated revenue of $2 745 from

advertising.
(3)-(6) State Print called tenders in 1987 under which Lamb Print won a contract

to print the magazine, which is the continuation under a new name of the
magazine "Headway", first published in September 1985. The tender
called by State Print was for an initial period of three years. The contract
has been extended because of the satisfactory performance of Lamb Print,
with increases to account for inflation. New tenders are now in the
process of being called through State Print.

YEAR OF THE FAMILY - INFORMATION KiT, PRINTING DETAILS
2644. Hon N.D. GRIFFITHS to the Minister for Transport representing the Minister

for the Family:
(1) Who printed the information kit about the Year of the Family (WA)?
(2) What was the cost?
(3) If State Print was not used, why was it not used?
(4) If it was not used, was it asked to tender?
(5) If it was asked to tender, what price did it tender?
(6) What price was tendered by the printer?
Hon E.J. CHARLTON replied:

The following answer was provided by the Minister for Community
Development; the Family; Seniors -
(I) Picton, First Impressions, and Advance Printers.
(2) $10571.
(3) The Design Agencies tendering for the total production costs

selected the printers to tender.
(4) The Design Agencies selected printers to tender.
(5) Not applicable.
(6) As per (2).

"REVIEW OF THE MULTICULTURAL PSYCHIATRIC CENTRE - EAST
METROPOLITAN REGION" -PRINTING DETAILS

1645. Hon N.D. GRUIFFIS to thr Minister for Health:
With respect to the document "Review of the Multicultural Psychiatric
Centre" -
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(1) Who printed the document "Review of the Multicultural Psychiatric
Centre - East Metropolitan Region, December 1993" issue?

(2) What was the cost?
(3) If State Print was not used, why was it not used?
(4) If it was not used, was it asked to tender?
(5) If it was asked to tender, what price did it tender?
(6) What price was tendered by the printer?

Hon PETER FOSS replied:
(1) These were printed in house by Royal Perth Hospital printing staff.
(2) Total cost $502.08.
(3) Royal Perth Hospital has its own printing facility.
(4) No.
(5)-(6) Not applicable.

WESTERN AUSTRALIA DO) NEWS - PRINTING DETAILS
1646. Hon N.D. GRIFFTHS to die Minister for Transport representing the Minister

for Community Development:
(I) Who printed the Department for Community Development Western

Australia DC) News, January 1993, Volume 1, No 3?
(2) What was the cost?
(3) If State Print was not used, why was it not used?
(4) If it was not used, was it asked to tender?
(5) If it was asked to tender, what price did it lender?
(6) What price was tendered by the printer?
Hon E.J. CHARLTON replied:

The inister for Community Development; the Family; Seniors, has
provided the following answer -
(1) Lamb Print.
(2) $1647.
(3) Lamb Print could deliver the product within the time frame

required and at competitive cost.
(4) No.
(5)-(6) Not applicable.

KIEEP AUSTRALIA BEAUTIFUL COUNCIL - THIRTEENTH ANNUAL
REPORT,, PRINTING DETAILS

1647. Hon N.D. GRiFFITS to the Minister for Transport representing the inister
for Local Government:
(1) Who printed the Keep Australia Beautiful Council (WA) thirteenth annual

report 1992-93?
(2) What was the cost?
(3) If State Print was not used, why was it not used?
(4) If it was not used, was itasked to tender?
(5) If it was asked to render, what price did it tender?
(6) What price was tendered by the printer?
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Hon RIJ. CHARLTON replied:
The Minister for Local Government has provided the following reply -

(1) Daytone Printing Pty Ltd.
(2) $680 -forl1000 copies.
(3) The KABC has used Daytone Printing on several occasions. In

each case the job has been of the highest quality. The paper for the
annual report was donated free of charge by a member of the
council and provided to Daytone.

(4) No. The council's policy is not to call tenders for printing
expendiwures of less than $1 000.

(5) Not applicable.
(6) Tenders were not called. A verbal quotation from Daytone was

obtained which indicated an approximate cost of $700.
HEALTH DEPARTMENT OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA - BREAST CANCER

EDUCATION PROGRAMS
1655. Hon N.D. GRIFFTHS to the Minister for Health:

(1) What programs are being run by the Health Department to educate the
public with respect to breast cancer in women?

(2) What funding is allocated for such programs?
Hon PETER FOSS replied:
(1) Education programs on the prevention of breast cancer are by means of

local media, including print media, radio, pamphlets, and by seminars and
talks to community groups.

(2) Part of the $S5m joint Commonwealth/State funding is spent on education
per annum.

HEALTH DEPARTMENT OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA - TESTICULAR
CANCER EDUCATION PROGRAMS

1656. Hon N.D. GRIFMiTHS to the Minister for Health:
(1) What programs are being run by the Health Department to educate the

public with respect to testicular cancer in men?
(2) What funding is allocated for such programs?
Hon PETER FOSS replied:
(1) There are no programs being run by the Health Department of WA,

although the Cancer Foundation of WA does run educational programs
including brochures, advocating the teaching of testicular self-
examination.

(2) No funding has been allocated by the Health Department of WA. The
Cancer Foundation of WA does no: allocate specific funding for this
program, although the Cancer Foundation absorbs whatever costs are
necessary

TESTICULAR. CANCER - CASES
Research, Government Funding

1657. Hon N.D. GRIFFITHS to the Minister for Health:
(1) What was the incidence of testicular cancer among men when last

-recorded in Western Australia and for what period was that?
(2) What funds were provided by the Western Australian Govermnen: in that

period for research into testicular cancer, and what funds are currently
being provided by the Western Australian Government for such purpose?
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Hon PETER FOSS replied:
(1) In 1991 there were 27 cases of testicular cancer in WA.
(2) No funds specifically for research into testicular cancer were granted in

this period or are presently being provided. The funding of medical
research comes, generally, under the auspices of the Commonwealth
Government.

BREAST CANCER - CASES
Research, Governmnt Fundng

1658. Hon ND. GRJFF17HS to the Minister for Health:,
(1) What is dhe incidence of breast cancer among women when last recorded

in Western Australia and for what period was that?
(2) What funds were provided by the Western Australian Government in that

period for research into breast cancer, and what funds are currntly being
provided by die Western Australian Government for such purpose?

Hon PETER FOSS replied:
(I) Latest available figures are for 1990, released by the Cancer Registry in

December 1993 in a report entitled "Cancer incidence and mortality in
Western Australia". Age-standardised incidence rate of breast cancer in
WA in 1990 was 68 per 100 000 women-years (p30).

(2) The Health Department does not provide funds for pure research into
breast cancer. Some of the funds frm the cancer screening program are
used to evaluate the efficiency .and effectiveness of the program.

SCHOOL RATIONALISATION UNIT - STAFF; BUDGET
1661. Hon JOHN HALDEN to the Minister for Education:

(1) How many staff are allocated to the School Rationalisation Unit?
(2) Are principals from schools seconded to the unit?
(3) How many staff are employed in the unit?
(4) Who are die staff and what are their duties?
(5) What is the budget of the unit?
(6) When was the unit established?
Hon NY. MOORE replied:
(1) Eight.
(2) Yes. Five project officers.
(3) Eight.
(4) Director - one - responsible for policy design and implementation.

Project officers - five - to provide assistance in-
- developing policy;
- identifying schools for review diroxigh application of criteria;
- consulting and negotiating with schools and communities;
- collecting and collating data;
- assisting communities to gather data;
- coordinating the school rationalisation process; and
- managing the implementation process.
Secretarial - two - to undertake word processig and clerical dudies.

(5) $526 000.
(6) July 1993.
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EDUCATION DEPARTMENT OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA - STUDENTS WITH
SPECIAL NEEDS, ADDITIONAL $6m ALLOCATION

"Education of Students with Disabilities and Specific
Learning Difficulfries", Recommendations Implementation

1663. Hon JOHN HALDEN to die Minister for Education:
(1) How will the additional $6m for students with special needs be allocated?
(2) Would the Minister detail programs and amounts?
(3) Which of the: 61 recommendations from the report Education of Students

with Disabilities and Specific Learning Difficulties will be implemented?
(4) Who will conduct the audit of the departmient's support services to

schools?
(5) When will this audit commence?
H-on NY. MOORE replied:.
(1) $6m will be allocated to programs for children with special needs over the

next three financial years as follows -
Year Amount
1994-95 $1.54m
1995-96 $2.165m
1996-97 $2 365m

(2) The following programs arc being financially supported over the next
three years -

(a) Individual education planning - $3m.
(b) Increasing the number of visiting support teachers in the visiting

teacher service for country and remote areas - $lm.
(c) Audit and review of current provision of set-vice, policy

development and implementation - $1l.07m.
(d) Increased professional development for those teachers supporting

students either having difficulty learning or with other disabilities -
$Sim.

(3) Details of the recommendations to be implemented are contained in the
ministerial statement on "The Report of Task Force an the Education of
Students with Disabilities and Specific Learning Difficulties" - February
1994.

(4)-(5) To be determined.
EDUCATION DEPARTMENT OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA - CLASS SIZES,

INCREASE PROPOSAL
1664. Hon JOHN HAILDEN to the Minister for Education:

(1) Does the department have any proposal before it to increase class sizes?
(2) If so, has the Minister seen the proposal?
Hon N.F. MOORE replied:
(1) No.
(2) Not applicable.
EDUCATION DEPARTMENT OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA - ASBESTOS

ROOFS
Removal Allocation: South Coogee Primary School

1665. Hon JOHN HALDEN to the inister for Education:-
(1) Is it correct chat the department had allocated over $650 000 for the
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removal of asbestos roo6fs prior to the handing down of the 1993-94
Budget?

(2) Was it ever proposed by the department to replace the asbestos roof on
South Coogee Primary School?

(3) If yes, in what year?
Hon NEF. MOORE replied:
(1) No.
(2) Yes.
(3) It is not included in the 1993-94 program, but it will be given serious

consideration for inclusion in future programs.
SCHOOLS - TRUANCY

1666. Hon JOHN HALDEN to the Minister for Education:
(1) What is the current level of trancy in Western Australian schools?
(2) Has that level increased or decreased in recent years, and if so, by how

much?
(3) What programs are in place to monitor and prevent trancy?
Hon NEF. MOORE replied:
(1) As there is no provision at present for central data collection, it is not

possible to indicate the level of trancy at a system level. When it is fully
operational the MAZE computerised absentee program will provide an
overview of absentee data from senior high, high and district high schools
in Western Australia. The monitoring of absenteeism, and hence,
unexplained absences - truancy - is the responsibility of individual
schools. Schools report unexplained absences to the school welfare
officer for appropriate action. Current levels of students classified by
welfare officers as chronic truants, is estimated at one per cent of the total
high school population and less than one per cent of the total primary
school population.

(2) Welfare officers; reports indicate that there is a decrease in chronic
trancy rates over recent years. In future, the MAZE computerised
absentee program will enable comparative data to be provided,

(3) Although individual schools are responsible for monitoring and
responding to truancy, they have access to the: school welfare service -
truancy officers - students services personnel, police and officers of the
Department for Community Development. In addition there axe numerous
preventive programs throughout the State at school and district levels.

TEACHERS - DISTANCE EDUCATION
Contract Employment; Removal from Education Act Provisions

1667. Hon JOHN IIALDEN to the Minister for Education:
Is the Government proposing to remove teachers working at Distance
Education from the provisions of the Education Act and put them on
contract employment?

Hon NEF MOORE replied:.
No. AUl teachers at the Distance Education Centre are appointed under
limited tenure conditions which have operated over many years.

SCHOOL OF PRINT - FUTURE
1668. Hon JOHN HALDEN to the Minister for Education:

(1) What is the future of the School of Print?
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(2) Does the Government propose to move the school or reduce the number of
teachers/instruciors?

Hon N.E. MOORE replied:
(1) The School of Print is currently under review by the Western Australian

Department of Training.
(2) Decisions about the future of the school are contingent upon the review,

however, a further factor affecting location of the school is the proposed
Subiaco 2000 redevelopment plan.

EDUCATION DEPARTMENT - ASSET REGISTER
1670. Hon JOHN HALDEN to the Minister for Education:

(1) Does the Department of Education have an asset register?
(2) If so, when was it last updated?
Hon NME MOORE replied:
(1)-(2) Central office and district offices have an asset register for equipment

which is being maintained on an ongoing basis. A process whereby each
school will maintain its own individual asset registers of equipment on an
ongoing basis and report back to central office for asset consolidation
reporting is being developed and will be operational during 1994-95. A
land information system and a building property register are in
developmental stage and will be operational and maintained on an
ongoing basis during 1994-95.

EDUCATION DEPARTMENT - WORKERS' COMPENSATION CLAIMS FROM
TEACHERS IN EDUCATION SUPPORT SCHOOLS, REDUCTION

267 1. Hont JOHN HALDEN to the Minister for Education:
What steps is the Department of Education taking to reduce the number of
workers' compensation claims from teachers who work in education
support schools?

Hon N.E. MOORE replied:
The department commissioned a risk assessment report of selected
education support centres. Funds have been allocated for the purchase of
specialised equipment for these centres. Training courses are. being made
available to all staff: The department will consider further initiatives as
appropriate.

EDUCATION DEPARTMENT - STAFF OR MINISTERIAL STAFF TRAVEL
New South Wales

1672. Hon JOHN HALDEN to die Minister for Education:
(1) Which departmental or ministerial staff have travelled to New South

Wales since February 1993?
(2) What was the cost, duration and purpose of each visit?
Hon N.F. MOORE replied:
(l)-(2) Details will be contained in the quarterly report on travel, which is

prepared by the Ministry of the Premier and Cabinet, If the member has a
specific question about staff travelling to New South Wales I will be
pleased to respond.

EDUCATION DEPARTMENT - STAFF OR MINISTERIAL STAFF TRAVEL
Victoria

1673. Hon JOHN HALDEN to the Minister for Education:
(1) Which departmental or ministerial staff have travelled to Victoria since

February 1993?
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(2) What was the cost. duration and purpose of each visit?
Hon N.F. MOORE replied:
(1)-(2) Details will be contained in the quarterly report on travel, which is

prepared by the Ministry of the Premier and Cabinet, If the member has a
specific question about staff travelling to Victoria I will be pleased to
respond.

EDUCATION DEPARTMENT - STAFF OR MINISTERIAL STAFF TRAVEL
Tasmania

1674. Hon JOHN HALDEN to the Minister for Education:
(1) Which departmental or ministerial staff have travelled to Tasmania since

February 1993?
(2) What was the cost. duration and purpose of each visit?
Hon NYF. MOORE replied:
(1)-(2) Details will be contained in the quarterly report arn travel, which is

prepared by the inistry of the Premier and Cabinet. If the member has a
specific question about staff travelling to Tasmania I will be pleased to
respond.

EDUCATION DEPARTMENT - STAFF OR MINISTERIAL STAFF TRAVEL
Nonthern Territory

1675. Hon JOHN HALDEN to the Minister for Education:
(1) Which departmental or ministerial staff have travelled to the Northern

Territory since February 1993?
(2) What was the cost, duration and purpose of each visit?
Hon N.F. MOORE replied:
(l)-(2) Details will be contained in the quarterly report on travel, which is

prepared by the Ministry of the Premier and Cabinet. If the member has a
specific question about staff travelling to the Northern Territory I will be
pleased to respond.

EDUCATION DEPARTMENT - STAFF OR MINISTERIAL STAFF TRAVEL
South Australia

1676. Hon JOHN HALJDEN to the Minister for Education:
(1) Which departmental or ministerial staff have travelled to South Australia

since February 1993?
(2) What was the cost, duration and purpose of each visit?
Hon NYF MOORE replied:
(1)-(2) Details will be contained in the quarterly report on travel, which is

prpae by the Mnitr f tPrmier and Cainet If te mmber has a
spcfc question bu tf rvligt South Austai I wilbe pleased

to respond.
EDUCATION DEPARTMENT - STAFF OR MINISTERIAL STAFF TRAVEL

Australian Capital Territory
1677. Hon JOHN HALDEN to the Minister for Education:

(1) Which departmental or ministerial staff have travelled to the Australian
Capital Territory since February 1993?

(2) What was the cost, duration and purpose of each visit?
Hon NYF. MOORE replied:.
(1)-(2) Details will be contained in the quarterly report on travel, which is
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prepared by the Ministry of the Premier and Cabinet. If the member has a
specific question about staff travelling to the Australian Capital Territory I
will be pleased to respond.

EDUCATION DEPARTMENT - STAFF OR MINISTERIAL STAFF TRAVEL
Queensland

1678. Hon JOHN HALDEN to the Minister for Education:
(1) Which departmental or ministerial staff have travelled to Queensland

since February 1993?
(2) What was the cost, duration and purpose of each visit?
Hon N.F. MOORE replied:
(1 )-(2) Details will be contained in the quarterly report on travel, which is

prepared by the Ministry of die Premier and Cabinet. If the member has a
specific question about staff travelling to Queensland I will be pleased to
respond.

EDUCATION DEPARTMENT - STAFF FROM NEW SOUTH WALES, VISITS
TO WESTERN AUSTRALIA

1679. Hon JOHN HALDEN to the Minister for Education:
(1) Which Education Department staff from New South Wales have visited

Western Australia for the purposes of discussions with departmental
and/or ministerial staff in this State?

(2) What was the cost, duration and purpose of each visit?
(3) What costs were borne by the Minister or his department for these visits?
Hon N.F. MOORE replied:

The information sought would require considerable research as it is not
readily available. However, I am not prepared to allocate resources for
this purpose. If the member has a specific question about Education
Department staff from New South Wales visiting Western Australia I will
be pleased to investigate the matter.

EDUCATION DEPARTMENT - STAFF FROM QUEENSLAND, VISITS TO
WESTERN AUSTRALIA

1680. Hon JOHN HALDEN to. the Minister for Education:
(1) Which Education Department staff from Queensland have visited Western

Australia for the purposes of discussions with departmental and/or
ministerial staff in this State?

(2) What was the cost, duration and purpose of each visit?
(3) What costs were borne by the Minister or his department for these visits?
Hon N.F. MOORE replied:

The information sought would require considerable research as it is not
readily available. However, I am not prepared to allocate resources for
this purpose. If the member has a specific question about Education
Department staff from Queensland visiting Western Australia I will be
pleased to investigate the matter.

EDUCATION DEPARTMENT - STAFF FROM TASMANIA, VISITS TO
WESTERN AUSTRALIA

1681. Hon JOHN HALDIEN to the Minister for Education:
(1) Which Education Department staff from Tasmania have visited Western

Australia for the purposes of discussions with departmental and/or
ministerial staff in this State?
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(2) What was the cost, duration and purpose of each visit?
(3) What costs were borne by the Minister or his department for these visits?
Han N.F. MOORE replied:

The information sought would require considerable research as it is not
readily available. However, I am not prepared to allocate resources for
this purpose. If the member has a specific question about Education
Department staff from Tasmania visiting Western Australia I will be
pleased to investigate the matter.

EDUCATION DEPARTMENT - STAFF FROM SOUTH AUSTRALIA, VISITS TO
WESTERN AUSTRALIA

1682. Hon JOHN HALDEN to the Minister for Education:
(1) Which Education Department staff from South Australia have visited

Western Australia for the purposes of discussions with departmental
and/r ministerial staff in this State?

(2) What was the cost, duration and purpose of each visit?
(3) What costs were borne by the Minister or his department for these visits?
Hon N.F. MOORE replied:

The information sought would require considerable research as it is not
readily available. However, I am not prepared to allocate resources for
this purpose. If the member has a specific question about Education
Department staff from South Australia visiting Western Australia!I will be
pleased to investigate the matter.

EDUCATION DEPARTMENT - STAFF FROM NORTHERN TERRITORY,
VISITS TO WESTERN AUSTRALIA

1683. Hon JOHN HALDEN to the Minister for Education:
(1) Which Education Department staff from the Northern Territory have

visited Western Australia for the purposes of discussions with
departmental and/or ministerial staff in this State?

(2) What was the cost, duration and purpose of each visit?
(3) What costs were borne by the Minister or his department for these visits?
Hon N.F. MOORE replied:

The information sought would require considerable research as it is not
readily available. However, I am not prepared to allocate resources for
this purpose. If the member has a specific question about Education
Department staff from the Northern Territory visiting Western Australia I
will be pleased to investigate the matter.

EDUCATION DEPARTMENT - STAFF FROM VICTORIA, VISITS
TO WESTERN AUSTRALIA

1684. Hon JOHN HAU)EN to the Minister for Education:
(1) Which Education Department staff from Victoria have visited Western

Australia for the purposes of discussions with departmental and/or
ministerial staff in this State?

(2) What was the cost, duration and purpose of each visit?
(3) What costs were borne by the Minister or his department for these visits?
Hon N.F. MOORE replied:

Ile information sought would require considerable research as it is not
readily available. However, I am not prepared to allocate resources for
this purpose. If the member has a specific question about Education
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Department staff from Victoria visiting Western Australia I will be
pleased to investigate the matter.

EDUCATION DEPARTMENT - STAFF FROM AUSTRALIAN CAPITAL
TERRITORY, VISITS TO WESTERN AUSTRALIA

1685. Hon JOHN HALDEN to dhe Minister for Education:
(1) Which Education Department staff from the Austraian Capital Territory

have visited Western Austrlia for the purposes of discussions with
departmental and/or ministerial staff in this State?

(2) What was the cost, duration and purpose of each visit?
(3) What costs wert borne by the Minister or his department for these visits?
Hon N.E. MOORE replied:

The information sought would require considerable research as it is not
-readily available. However, I am not prepared to allocate resources for
this purpose. If the member has a specific question about Education
Department staff from the Australan Capital Territory visiting Western
Australia I will be pleased to investigate the matter.

EDUCATION DEPARTMENT - EARLY CHILDHOOD SERVICES
COMMISSION. ESTABLISHMENT PROPOSAL

1686. Hon JOHN HALDEN to the Minister for Education:
Is the Government proposing to establish an early childhood services
commission?

Hon N.F. MOORE replied:
The Scant report has recommended the establishment of an Office of Early
Childhood. The Government will make no decisions in this regard until
the period of public comment has expired.

EDUCATION DEPARTMENT - COMMUNITY BASED PRESCHOOL
CENTRES, FUNDING INCREASE

1687. Hon JOHN HALD)EN to the Minister for Education:

(1) Did the Government increase die funding to community based preschool
centres in this year's budget?

(2) If yes, by how much?
Hon N.F. MOORE replied:
(1) No.
(2) Not applicable.

EDUCATION DEPARTMENT - "SCHOOL ASSISTANT - STUDENT SERVICES"
EMPLOYMENT. BUDGET FUNDS

1689. Hon JOHN HALDEN to the Minister for Education:
In this -year's budget was there any provision to employ "School
Assistant - Student Services'?

Hon NE MOORE replied:
No, there are no such positions.

EDUCATION DEPARTMENT - COMMUNITY POLICING AND SCHOOL
CHAPLAINCY PROGRAMS IN SCHOOLS, ADDITIONAL FUNDS

1690. Hon JOHN HALDEN to the Minister for Education:
Was additional money provided in this year's budget to extend the
community policing and school chaplaincy programs mn -
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(a) high schools; and
(b) primary schools?

Hon N.F. MOORE replied:
The Education Department directly supports the school chaplaincy
program financially. In the 1993-94 financial year, die grant was
increased from $35 000 to $61 000. There is no separate provision for
chaplains in high and primary schools. Placement and duties of chaplains
are decided collaboratively between local church groups, schools and die
churches' Commission on Education. The community policing program is
the responsibility of the Minister for Police.

EDUCATION DEPARTMENT - TEACHERS TEACING CHILDREN WITH
SPECIFIC LEARNING DIFFICULTIES, PAID LEAVE FOR COURSES

1692. Hon JOHN HALDEN to the Minister for Education:
Does the Government provide paid leave for teachers to undertake higher
qualifications in courses related to teaching children with specific learning
difficulties?

Hon N.Y MOORE replied:
No.

EDUCAT1ON DEPARTMENT - TEACHER SELF-IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM,
ESTABLISHMENT

1693. Hon JOHN HALDEN to the Minister for Education:
Has the department established a teacher self-improvement process

through teacher appraisal for promotion and performance?
Hon NY. MOORE replied:

Performance managemenit processes ame in place for temporary teachers
and permanent-on-probation teachers. These are used for both appraisal
and self-improvement purposes.

EDUCATION DEPARTMENT - ADMINISTRATION AND TEACHING
BLOCKS, UPGRADING

1694. Hon JOHN HALDEN to the Minister for Education:
How many administration and teaching blocks were upgraded in this
year's budget?

Hon NY MOORE replied:
Within the new works component of the 1993-94 capital works program,
it is proposed -

(i) To upgrade the administration areas in 12 schools; and
(ii) to provide new or upgraded teaching blocks in nine schools.

SCHOOLS - PSYCHOLOGISTS, NUMBERS AND LOCATION
1700. Hon JOHN HALDEN to the Minister for Education:

(1) Are school psychologists located in schools currently?
(2) If so, how many and at which schools are they located?
Hon N.F. MOORE replied:
(1) No. School psychologists are appointed to District Education Offices,

unless attached to a specific program; for example, as at the Hearing
Assessment Centre.

(2) Not applicable.
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SCHOOLS OF THE AIR - REGIONALLY BASED
1704. Hon JOHN HALDEN to the Minister for Education:

Are Schools of the Air still regionally based?
Hon N.E. MOORE replied:

Yes.
EDUCATION DEPARTMENT - TEACHERS OF ABORIG[NAL DESCENT,

PERCENTAGE; COMPARISON WITH OTHER DEPARTMENTS AND AGENCIES
1705. Hon JOHN HALDEN to the Minisorr for Education:

What percentage of teachers are of Aboriginal descent and how does that
percentage compare with other Government departments and agencies?

Hon NEF MOORE replied:
Approximately 0.3 per cent of teachers are of Aboriginal descent.
Percentage employment of people of Aboriginal descent varies
significantly across Government departments and agencies.
NB - There is no requirement for teachers or other employees to declare
their Aboriginalicy.

COMMUNITY SPORTING AND RECREATION FACILITIES FUND -
PROJECTS APPROVED BUT NOT PROCEEDING; MONETARY VALUE

1709. Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS to the Minister for Sport and Recreation:
(1) How many of the projects. which were grunted original approval under the

community sporting and recreation facilities fund will not now proceed for
whatever reason?

(2) What is the monetary value of these projects?
Hon N.E. MOORE replied:
(1) Four.
(2) $26514.

COMMUNITY SPORTING AND RECREATION FACILITIES FUND -
NEW PROJECTS. APPROVALS SINCE MARCH 1992

1710. Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS to the Minister for Sport and Recreation:
(1) How many new projects have been approved under the community

sporting and recreation facilities fund since March 1992?
(2) What are those projects?
Hon N.E. MOORE replied:
(1) 357.
(2) The ministry's 1992-93 annual report' lists the projects approved to

30 June 1993. Since 30 June 1993 a further two projects have been
approved for funding. They are -

Shire of Swan Repairs to roof at the Midvale Speed Dome.
Shire of Murray -Construction of swimming pool and

recreation centre.
COMMUNITY SPORTING AND RECREATION FACILITIES FUYND -

FUNDS REMAINING; UNCOMMIED AMOUNTI
1711. Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS to the Minister for Sport and Recreation:

(1) What funds remain in the community sporting and recreation facilities
fund program?

(2) Of those funds, how much is uncommitted?
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Hon H.P. MOORE replied:
(1) $55803935.
(2) 5246541.

DRAINAGE RESERVE - No 39667, PLANTAGENET LO)CATION
Drain Measurement, Incorrect Information

1712. Han BOB THOMAS to the Minister for Lands:
I refer to the Minister's answer to question on notice 204 on 6 July 1993 in
which he indicated that drainage reserve 39667 was 10 metres wide by
about 345 metres long and that the channel and excavated soil were not
permitted to exceed 10 metres. He also indicated in response to question
on notice 282 that departmental officers had measured the drain in
February 1993 and had confirmed it was within the boundaries of die
reserve.
I have now had die drain measured and can inform die Minister that the
drain and excavated soil is 30 metres wide at its western point (where it
adjoins Plantagenent Loc 3699) tapering down to five metres wide at
about 350 metres from that point.
(1) Since there has only been a small increase in the size of die drain

since February 1993, can the Minister explain why he provided
incorrect information to die Parliament on 3 August 1993?

(2) Will the Minister now have die drain resurveyed to confirm that it is
outside die boundaries of reserve 39667?

(3) What action does die Minister intend taking to ensure that die bolder
of the lease for drainage reserve 39667 -

(a) conforms with the conditions of his lease;
(b) restores die private land adjacent to the reserve to its

original condition;
(c) compensates the owner of die affected property for loss of

amenity of the affected land and loss of vegetation; and
(d) compensates the owner of die affected property for loss of

stock and loss of income from the other parts of his
property which have been flooded through this drainage
reserve channelling water onto other parts of his property?

Hon GEORGE CASH replied:
(1) Contrary to the member's assertion in respect to my answer to question

282, it was not stated that the drain had been measured but instead it was
confir-med that an inspection has been undertaken. 'Me departmental
officer who undertook the inspection made the confirmation by means of a
visual inspection. In the light of die member's subsequent advice it would
appear that the officer's observation was not accurate and this could have
been influenced by some spoil from the original drain, established some
40 years ago, which may have spread beyond the 10 metre limit.

(2) Mthoughi I am happy to have this matter solved, noting that the member
has had die drain measured, costly duplication of survey could be avoided
by the member providing documentary evidence showing excavated
material to 30 metrs.

(3) (a)-(b) On receipt of conclusive evidence that conditions of lease have
been breached the lessee will be required to conform;

(c) reports indicate that there is no loss of vegetation but is in fact
enhanced by additional water flow.
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(d) payment of compensation, if any, could only be determined by a
court of law.

,,SCHOOLS RATIONAUSATION" - 600 UNUSED CLASSROOMS, SCHOOLS
LIST

1715. Hon BOB THOMAS to the Minister for Education:
In the introduction to die "Schools Rationalisation" paper which was
circulated to schools seeking public comment, die Minister stared that
"We have more than 600 unused classrooms - or enough rooms for 36
senior high scbools or 70 large primary schools - throughout the State."
(1) In which schools are those classrooms located and how many

classrooms are surplus in those schools?
(2) Does this list include rooms which have been written off and now

maintained by the P & C association at those schools?
Hon N.E. MOORE replied:
(1) In the metropolitan area 223 schools were identified as having 1 128

rooms that could be used to house a class of students if required. 181
schools in the country were identified with a capacity of 448 classrooms.

(2) The calculations were based on annual returns provided by school
principals and only took into consideration permanent buildings
maintained by the Education Department.

BOARDS AND COMMITTEES - CHAIRMAN; MEMBERSHIP
1829. Hon MARK NEVILL to the Minister for Mines:

(1) Who is the Chairman of the Coal Industry Board of Reference?
(2) What is the term of the appointment of the chairman?
(3) Who are the committee members of the Coal Industry Board of

Reference?
(4) What are the terms of the appointment of each member?
(5) By whom was each person nominated?
(6) What remuneration is paid to each member and the chairm an?
(7) When was each member first appointed?
Hon GEORGE CASH replied:
(1)-(7)

The Coal Industry Tribunal of WA Act (No 37 of 1992) includes
proisinsfor boards of reference to be convened.SicteAtwa
prolaiedon 31 December 1992, no request has been made to the

Minister to convene any board of reference. Consequently no chairman
has been appointed and no members have been nominated.

BOARDS AND COMMITTEES - CHAIRMAN; MEMBERSHIP
183 1. Hon MARK NEVILL to the Minister for Mines:

(1) Who is the Chairman of the Coal Miners Welfare Board?
(2) What is the term of die appointment of the chairman?
(3) Who are the committee members of the Coal Miners Welfare Board?
(4) What are the terms of the appointment of each member?
(5) By whom was each person nominated?
(6) What remuneration is paid to each member and the chairman?
(7) When was each member first appointed?
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Hon GEORGE CASH replied:
(I) Bruce Hayden Roberts.
(2) One year.

(3) John Joseph Borlini
Vacant.

(4) One year.
(5) B.H. Roberts - nominated by combined coal mining unions.

J.J. Borlini - nominated by Coal Miners Industrial Union of Workers of
WA, Collie.

(6) Nil.
(7) B.H. Roberts -199 1.

J.J. Borlini - 1987.
BOARDS AND COMM=ITES - CHAIRMAN; MEMBERSHIP

1832. Hon MARK NEVILL to the Minister for Mines:
(1) Who is the Chairman of the Coal Mines Accident Relief Fund Trust?
(2) What is the term of the appointment of the chairman?

(3) Who are the committee members of the Coal Mines Accident Relief Fund
Trust?

(4) What are the terms of the appointment of each member?
(5) By whom was each person nominated?

(6) What remuneration is paid to each member and the chairman?
(7) When was each member frst appointed?
Hon GEORGE CASH replied:
(1) Robert Shaw Ferguson.
(2) One year.
(3) Peter Neville John Baughan.

Gary Norman Wood.
(4) One year.
(5) R.S. Ferguson - Minister for Mines.

P.N.J. Baughan - Coal mining companies.
G.N. Wood - elected at a meeting of miners.

(6) Nil.
(7) R.S. Ferguson - 1982.

P.N.J. Baughan - 1990.
G.N. Wood - 1991.

HOARDS AND COMMJITEES - CHAIRMAN; MEMBERSHIP
1838. Hon MARK NEVILL to the Minister for Mines:

(1) Who is the Chairman of the Mines Radiation Safety Board?
(2) What is the ternm of the appointment of the chairman?
(3) Who are the comtmittee members of the Mines Radiation Safety Board?
(4) What are the terms of the appointment of each member?
(5) By whom was each person nominated?
(6) What remuneration is paid to each member and the chairman?
(7) When was each member first appointed?
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Hon GEORGE CASH replied:
(1)-(7) With the repeal of division 2A of the Mines Regulation Act 1946 on

24 December 1993 the Mines Radiation Safety Board no longer exists.
BOARDS AND COMMITTEES - CHAIRMAN; MEMBERSHIP

1839. Hon MARK NEVILL to the Minister for Mines:
(1) Who is the Chairman of the Mines Survey Board?
(2) What is the term of the appointment of the chairman?
(3) Who are the committee members of the Mines Survey Board?
(4) What are the terms of the appointment of each member?
(5) By whom was each person nominated?
(6) What remuneration is paid to each member and the chairman?
(7) When was each member first appointed?
Hon GEORGE CASH replied:
(1) The State Mining Engineer - specifically Mr I.M. Torlach.
(2) No term specified.
(3) Mr L. Annison - Director, Surveys and Mapping Division of the

Department of Minerals and Energy.
Mr P. Harrison - authorised mine surveyor.

(4) No term specified.
(5) Mr Annison - nominated by the Surveyor General.

Mdr P. Harrison - nominated by the Institute of Mining and Engineering
Surveyors Western Australia (Incorporated).

(6) Nil.
(7) Chairman -9 April 1984.

Mr Annison - 22 August 1987.
Mr Harrison - 26 July 1990.

BOARDS AND COMMrITEES - CHAIRMAN; MEMBERSHIP
1840. Hon MARK NEVILL to the Minister for Mines:

(1) Who is the Chairman of the Mines Ventilation Board?
(2) What is the term of the appointment of the chairman?
(3) Who are the committee members of the Mines Ventilation Board?
(4) What ae the terms of the appointment of each member?
(5) By whom was each person nominated?
(6) What remuneration is paid to each member and the chairm an?
(7) When was each member first appointed?
Hon GEORGE CASH replied:
(l)-(7) With the repeal of division 2A of the Mines Regulation Act 1946 on

24 December 1993, the Mines Ventilation Board no longer exists.
BOARDS AND COMM1TrEES - CHAIRMAN; MEMBERSHIP

1841. Hon MARK NEVILJL to the Minister for Mines:
(1) Who is the Chairman of the Western Australian Coal Industry Tribunal?
(2) What is the term of the appointment of the chairman?
(3) Who are the committee members of the Western Australian Coal Industry

Tribunal?
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(4) What are the terms of the appointment of each member?
(5) By whom was each person nominated?
(6) What remuneration is paid to each member and the chairman?
(7) When was each member first appointed?
Hon GEORGE CASH replied:
(1) Gavin Fielding.
(2) Two years expiring 31 December 1994.
(3) Tonm Kuzmnan; John Hughes - employer representative;

Two union representatives.
(4) Two years expiring 31 December 1994.
(5) Chairperson - Minister

T. Kutman - Nominated by employer
J. Hughes - Nominated by employer
Union representatives - Nominated by relevant organisation.

(6) Chairperson - $4 500 per annum
Members - $108 per day; $73 per half day.

(7) Chairperson - 1981
T. Kuzman - 1.1.93
J. Hughes - Nominated, not yet appointed.
Union representatives - Varies each sitting.

BOARDS AND COMMYITES - CHAIRMAN; MEMBERSHIP
1849. Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS to the Minister for Spant and Recreation:

(1) Who is the Chairman of the Aboriginal Sport and Recreation Foundation?
(2) What is the term of the appointment of the chairman?
(3) Who are the committee members of the Aboriginal Sport and Recreation

Foundation?
(4) What am the terms of the appointment of each member?
(5) By whom was each person nominated?
(6) What remuneration is paid to each member and the chairman?
(7) When was each member first appointed?
Hon N.F. MOORE replied:
(1) Mr Larry Kickect.
(2) Three years.
(3) Larry Kickeut; Barry Cable; Eric Hayward; Helen Lawrence; Tania

Corbett; John Hayden; Merrilyn Green; Neville Collard; Heather
McGowan; Loutie Dolby.

(4) Three years.
(5) An interim board was established and this board recommended die

membership of the foundation.
(6) Nil. However, if members are required to travel from the country to

attend meetings, then they are reimbursed travel expenses.
(7) 2 June 1992.

BOARDS AND. COMMTTEES - CHAIRMAN: MEMBERSHIP
1850. Hon GRAHAM ]EDWARDS to the Minister for Sport and Recreation:

(1) Who is the Chairman of the Community Sporting and Recreation
Facilities Fund Committee?
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(2) What is the term of the appointment of the chairman?
(3) Who are the committee members of the Community Sporting and

Recreation Facilities Fund Committee?
(4) What are the terms of the appointment of each member?
(5) By whom was each person nominated?
(6) What remuneration is paid to each member and the chairman?
(7) When was each member first appointed?
Hon N.F. MOORE replied:
(1)-(7) There is no community sporting and recreation facilities fund committee.

However, a committee was established to advise the Minister for Sport
and Recreation on CSRFF applications for the triennium 1992-93 to
1994-95. This was not an ongoing committee.

BOARDS AND COMMITEES - CHAIRMAN; MEMBERSHIP?
1851. Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS to the Minister for Sport and Recreation,

(1) Who is the Chairman of the Recreation Council?
(2) What is the trm of the appointment of the chairman?
(3) Who are the committee members of the Recreation Council?
(4) What are the terms of the appointment of each member?
(5) By whom was each person nominated?
(6) What remuneration is paid to each member and the chairman?
(7) When was each member first appointed?
Hon N.F. MOORE replied:
(1) Pat Morris.
(2) Three years.
(3)-(5).(7)

Member Term Nomination Date of
Appointment

Pat Morris 3 years Minister 3.2.92
Peter Gianoli 16.6.89
Sylvia Brandenberg 3.2.92
Sue Konarik "

Stacey Tanner
Jill Powell I

Alex McKenzie"
Alan Brien S

Allan Trainer"
Yvonne Rate i II

Jack Busch '~16.6.89

(6) Chairman $5 000; other members,-nit.
BOARDS AND COMM]1TEES - CHAIRMAAN; MEMBERSHIP

1852. Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS toathe Minister for Sport and Recreation:
(1) Who is the Chairman of the Western Australian Sports Council?
(2) What is the term of the appointment of the chairman?
(3) Who are the committee members of the Western Australian Sports

Council?
(4) What are the terms of the appointment of each member?
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(5) By whom was each yirson nominated?
(6) What remuneration is paid to each member and the chairman?
(7) When was each member first appointed?
Hon N.F. MOORE replied:
(1) Dr David Neesham.
(2) Six months.
(3),Q) David Neesham February 1988; Jack Busch 30.10.89; Hallam Pereira

15.3.94; Yvonne Rate 15.3 .94; Tom Hoad February 1988.
(4) Six months.
(5) Minister.
(6) Nil.

BOARDS AND COMMJTIEES - CHAIRMAN; MEMBERSHIP
1853. Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS to the Minister for Sport and Recreation:

(1) Who is the Chairman of the Western Australian Boxing Commission?
(2) What is the term of che appointment of the chairman?
(3) Who are die committee members of the Western Australian Boxing

Commission?
(4) What are the terns of the appointment of each member?
(5) By whom was each person nominated?
(6) What remuneration is paid to each member and the chairman?
(7) When was each member first appointed?
Hon N.E. MOORE replied:
(1) Bill Fanderlinden.
(2) Three years.

(3),(5),(7)
Member Nomination Initial Appointment
Bill Fanderlinden Minister 3.4.91
Allan Trainer MSR/CEO
John Weaver Comm. of Police I

Denis McIerney Minister
Richard Reed Nominee of AMA

(4) Three years.
(6) Nil.

BOARDS AND COMMIOTEES -CHAIRMAN; MEMBERSHIP
1854. Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS to the Minister for Spoit and Recreation:

(1) Who is the Chairman of die Western Australian Coaching Foundation
Board of Management?

(2) What is the term of die appointment of the chairman?
(3) Who are the committee members of the Western Australian Coaching

Foundation Board of Management?
(4) What are the terms of the appointment of each member?
(5) By whom was each person nominated?
(6) What remuneration is paid to each member and the chairman?
(7) When was each member first appointed?
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Hon N.F. MOORE replied:
(1) Brian Cook.
(2) Currently chairman's term is two years.

(2) Two years.
(3)-(7) Member

Bruce Ellott
Jack Busch
Wally Foreman
Jennifer Edmonds
Dean Williams
Richard Pengeily
Yvonne Rate
Bisma Menilo
Ian Brown
John Inverarity
Glenn Stewart

Term

2 years
Ex officio
Ex officio
2 years
2 years
2 years
3 years
2 years
1 year
3 years
2 years

Nominated
by
Minister

of

Is

initial
Appt.
Jan. 1984
Feb 1989
Jan 1984
1.7.87
20.11.91
17.5.93
17.5.93
17.5.93
20.11.91
20.11.91
20.11.91

Remun.

Nil*

Lesley Hunt 2 years is 16. 12.91
*The chairman is paid an honorarium which is paid to the University of
Western Australia.

BOARDS AND COMMflTEES - CHAIRMAN; MEMBERSHIP
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS to the Minister for Sport and Recreation:
(1) Who is the Chairman of die Western Australian Sport Centre Trust.-

Board of Management?
(2) What is the term of the appointment of the chairman?

1855.

1856.

(3)-(7) Member Term Nominated Iniial Reniun.
by Appt.

Brian Cook 2 years Minister 1.7.93 Nil
Carol Hughes 2 years
Richard Aggis 3 years"
Jennifer Edmonds 3 years
Helen Parker 2 years""
Elama Merilo 1 year"
Ron Alexander 3 years""
Glen Mitchell* 1 year "18.3.94

"Serving balance of T. Bidder's term.
BOARDS AND COMMflTTEES - CHAIRMAN; MEMBERSHIP

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS to the Minister for Sport and Recreation:
(1) Who is the Chairnan of the Western Australian Institute of Sport - Board

of Management?
(2) What is the term of the appointment of the chairman?
(3) Who am the committee members of the Western Australian Institute of

Sport - Board of Management?
(4) What are the terms of the appointment of each member?
(5) By whom was each person nominated?
(6) What remuneration is paid to each member and the chairman?
(7) When was each member first appointed?
Hon N.E. MOORE replied:
(1) Professor Bruce Elliott.



(3) Who are the committee members of the Western Australian Sports Centre
Trust - Board of Management?

(4) What are the terms of the appointment of each member?
(5) By whom was each person nominated?
(6) What remuneration is paid to each member and the chairman?
(7) When was each member first appointed?
Hon NY. MOORE replied:
(1) Ian Laurance.
(2) Three years.
(3)-(7) Member Term Nominated Initial Remun.

by Appr.
Ian Laurance 3 years Minister 8.11.93 $7 500 pa
Jack Busch 1 year .0 11.12.89 Nil
Tom Hoad 3 years Nov 1987 $2 250 pa
Rodney Rate 3 years 8.11.93 Nil
Shane Wagner 3 years oit $2 250 pa
Terry McIntyr 3 years $2 250 pa
Torn Sunnage 3 years Nil
Sue Taylor 3 years $2 250 pa
NB: Government officers do not receive fees.

BOARDS AND COMMITTEES - CHAIRMAN; MEMBERSHIP
1857. Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS to the Minister for Sport and Recreation:

(1) Who is the Chairman of the Women in Sport Advisory Council?
(2) What is the term of the appointment of the chairmen?
(3) Who are the committee members of the Women in Sport Advisory

Council?
(4) What are the trmns of the appointment of each member?
(5) By whom was each person nominated?
(6) What remuneration is paid to each member and the chairman?
(7) When was each member first appointed?
Hon NY. MOORE replied:
(1) Dr Sally Kennedy.
(2) Two years.
(3) Sally Kennedy; Sue Taylor; Jennifer Browne; Michelle Saliba; Jill Poweli;

Robyn Cleaver,. Patricia Pinkerton; Robert Welch; Robyn Larkin; Harry
Phillips.

(4) Two years.
(5) The Minister.
(6) Nil.
(7) 30 October 1992.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE

NEWTON, MARK - SHIPPING EXPERIENCE, MINISTER'S COMMENT
1090. Hon JOHN HALDEN to the Minister for Transport:

Does the Minister still stand by die comment in his press release of
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18 January 1994 in which he said that Mr Mark Newton "had wide
experience in all forms of shipping and a proven track record in the highly
commercial world of both liner services and charter operation" and that
"he has one of the bigger and more successful agency businesses in
Australia"?

Hon E.J. CHARLTON replied:
Yes.

ROADS - NORTH WEST COASTAL HIGHWAY, BARRABIDDY CREEK,
REALIGNMENT PLANS

1091. Hon P.H. IX)CKYER to the Minister for Transport:
Will the Minister advise the House of the current plans for realigning the
North West Coastal Highway at Barrabiddy Creek, just south of Minilya?

Hon EJ CHARLTON replied:
I thank the member for his interest in this region of the North West
Coastal Highway. The Main Roads Department has finalised plans for
constructing 12 kilomnetres of new road at a cost of $4.5m. Tenders will
be called soon for the installation of large culverts to take the new road
over the Banfabiddy Creek system. Work on the first stage will begin in
August by the Carnarvon division of the Main Roads Department, and is
scheduled for completion in December of this year. Owing to wet weather
conditions and the low lying nature of the terrain, work will be suspended
after December until August next year. The completion will be some time
in December. The new alignment at Barrabiddy Creek will replace the
existing road, which is subject to flooding during the wet season. It will
also improve safety by eliminating several sharp bends in the road.

NEWTON, MARK - CONSULTANT, MINISTER FOR TRANSPORT
EMPLOYMENT

1092. Hon JOHN HALDEN to the Minister for Transport:
Regarding the appointment of Mr Mark Newton as a consultant -

(1) Who made t appointment?
(2) What is the period of the appointment?
(3) What payment has been agreed?

Hon E.L CHARLTON replied:
(1) 1 made the appointment as Minister for Transport.
(2) it is on a two monthly basis.
(3) 1 need to check the specific amount, and I will relay that intformation to

the member.
NEWTON, MARK - CONSULTANT, MINISTER FOR TRANSPORT

EMPLOYMENT
1093. Hon KIM CHANCE to the Minister for Transport:

(1) Further to the previous question, wili the payment be made to Mr Newton
personally, or to a company designated by Mr Newton?

(2) To whom does Mr Newton report as a consultant?
(3) What are Mr Newton's credentials as a consultant?
Hon ElJ. CHARLTON replied:
(1) The payment is made to Mr Newton directly. He is a director of

Asiaworld Shipping Services, but in this case he. has taken on the
consultancy as an individual and that is the basis of his responsibilities.
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The member will be aware that the Government decided to retain the
services of Syateships for three years and after that time it would be
offered for privatisation, in full or in pant, after dhe Governiment had made
a proper assessment. An assessment was made by Price Waterhouse
Urwick after the election, in accordance. with the pre-election statement.
That report made a number of recommendations which are already in the
process of being impiernenued In addition, I considered it crucial that the
Government not make a decision about the future of Stateships unless it
had the benefit of advice from someone with the capacity to understand
properly die workings of the shipping industry; that is, not only the
customers but also the shipping operation itself, contracts. charters and the
like, particularly in view Of the responsibility Stateships has to Westpac
Banking Corporation. The Western Australian Government's
commitment to Westpac was entered into by the previous Govermeznt,
and no-one can be very proud of that. I wanted to ensure that anybody
involved in making a decision about the future direction of Stateships and
its contractual arrangements would have the fullest and most specialised
advice available about the current operation of Stateships. That is why
Mr Newton was employed by me. I did not know him prior to my
becoming inister, but I had occasion to meet him, along with a group of
other people in the shipping business, at a seminar at which he spoke
about the way Western Australian exporters and importers are being
ripped off by the current system. The cost of exporting a container from
Fremantle to South East Asia is about $400 higher than the cost of
exporting one from Melbour-ne or Sydney, even though Frernantle is five
days closer to Asia. I tried to improve that, and Mr Newton spoke at a
seminar about the reasons Western Australia is in that situation, That is
part of the reason I asked him, along with others, whether he would be
interested in the consultancy. At the end of the day, I offered him the
position as consultant

(2) Mr Newton reports to me.
(3) His credentials are open for anybody to check in his role in the shipping

agency business over a number of years.
NEWT7ON, MARK - CONSULTANT, MINISTER FOR TRANSPORT

EMPLOYMENT
1094. Bon MARK NEVILL to the Minister for Transport:

Were the Government's tender procedures followed in selecting
Mr Newton as a consultant? If not, why not?

Hon E.J. CHARLTON replied:
Yes, they were, from the point of view that it is a short term consultancy
based upon a weekly report. At the end of each week we determine the
future of that consultancy.

WESTRALIAN SANDS LTD - MINING LEASE 70-660 APPLICATION
1095. Hon DERRICK TOMLINSON to the Minister for Mines:

(1) Is it true that the Minister's office has received a deputation from the
Serpentine-larrahidale Shire Council and the Serpentine-Jarrabdale
Ratepayers' and Residents' Association to discuss the application by
mineral sands miner, Westralian Sands Ltd, for mining lease 70-660?

(2) If so, what was the outcome of the meeting?
Hon GEORGE CASH replied:
(1) Yes.
(2) Two of my officers met yesterday with the deputation led by the shire
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president. As Hon Derrick Tomlinson knows, this mining lease
application has been a matter of contention in the shire for some time.
Prior to applying for the lease, Westralian Sands held the land under
prospecting title for a number of years. To date the company has not put
to the Department of Minerals and Energy any proposal to mine this land.
This has contributed to a degree of concern and uncertainty in the
community. The ratepayers' association has approached me and my
office on several occasions asking me to refuse the application under
section 11 IA of the Mining AcL This section states that the Minister for
Mines can refuse an application if it is in the public interest to do so.
Before I consider the matter, I need the complete picture before me. This
would involve the company submitting a proposal to mine, which would
trigger the environmental review process as it may apply. Before that
process is complete, I am unable to consider the matter. The deputation
was advised of this yesterday by my officers at the meeting. The
deputation was assured that its concerns had been noted, and that it would
be considered should the matter proceed to the next stage.

NEWTON, MARK - CONSULTANT, MINISTER FOR TRANSPORT
EMPLOYMENT

1096. Hon JOHN HALDEN to the Minister for Transport:
Will he make public the consultancy brief given to Mr Newton?

Hon E.J. CHARLTON replied:
Yes, I have no problem with that Also, regarding all the members'
questions on this matter, Mr Mark Newton is receiving a gross fee for this
consultancy. At this stage he has travelled at his own expense to Western
Australia to set up this consultancy. Every expense he incurs, be it the
employment of people to carry out work or whatever, must be covered by
him. I will make this information available in detail at a later stage, but I
mention it now in case any member opposite runs off on a tangent in the
belief that he is onto something and makes a few statements, as has
happened on occasions in the past. I suggest that members opposite get
their facts right before they do so.

Hon Mark Nevill: That is what we are attempting to do.
Hon E.J. CHARLTON: Mr Newton has travelled widely as part of the

consultancy. He is required to travel to South East Asia, the north west
and back to Canberra to discuss aspects such as exports and trade. That is
all done at his own expense.

Hon Kim Chance: So travel is part of the fee?
Hon E.J. CHARLTQN: Yes.

SWAN PORTLAND CEMENT LID - FRETING MORTAR COMPLAINTS
1097. Hon REG DAVIES to the Minister for Fair Trading:

(1) Has the Minister received complaints about fretting mortar involving
Swan Portland Cement Ltd products?

(2) If so, will the Minister advise whether action has been taken to ensure that
further production of these cement products meets Western Australian
building regulation standards?

(3) Has the Minister taken action to ensure that compensation is awarded to
home owners whose buildings are affected by the inferior Swan Portland
Cement product?

(4) Is the Minister aware of any public buildings or Homeswest
accommodation affected by fretting mortar and, if so, what is the cost to
remedy the problem?

15752--4
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Hon PETER FOSS replied:

I am aware of complaints about fretting mortar. However, the remainder
of the member's question pre-empts my answer. My department has
asked for a scientific study of the problem to determine its cause, which is
absolutely unclear at this singe. The remainder of the member's question
is dependent on the scientific reasons for the problem.

Hon Mark Nevill: It is the El Nino effect from a long hot summer.
Hon PETER FOSS: To date, the consultants have not been able to tell us the

cause of the problem. We are taking expert advice to determine the
matter. When we find out the cause of the problem, we will certainly
make it public.
I am unaware of any public building or Homeswest accommodation
involved with such mortar. The Ministry of Fair Trading is concerned
with consumers rather than owners. Therefore. I would not really know
whether these buildings were having those problems.

NEWTON, MARK - STATESHIPS, CHAIRMAN APPLICANT
1098. Hon KIM CHANCE to the Minister for Transport:

(1) Was Mr Mark Newton an applicant for the position of chief executive
officer of Stateships advertised last year?

(2) If yes, was Mr Newton interviewed by the interviewing panel?
(3) If yes to (2), was Mr Newton one of the candidates recommended by the

panel?
Hon E.J. CHARLTON replied:
(1) Yes, I understand that Mr Newton was an applicant for the position of

Chairman of Stateships.
(2)-(3)

1 would not be aware of all the applications for that position, because the
matter goes before the selection panel as the member correctly indicated.
As a result of the Government's decision to be made on the entire
Stateships operation, nobody was appointed to that position to replace
Captain Doug Wilson. An acting general manager was appointed and has
been acting in his place since January. We did not want to proceed with a
new general manger only to find in a few months that it would be
necessary to terminate the contract. It may be that the interest expressed
by the private sector will be such that we will sell part or al of Stateships'
operation. In that case, such an appointment would not be in the best
interests of the State.
Members do not need reminding that Stateships is losing $16mn or $17m. a
year. As a consequence of this ongoing and unacceptable situation, we
must ensure that we provide an adequate service to the north west, and
that the best interests of exporters to South East Asia are served.
However, we must deternine a limit to the loss and inefficiency which
can be tolerated.

The PRESIDENT: Order! What the Minister is telling the House is terribly
interesting; however, it has nothing to do with the question he was asked.
I wonder whether he is being over enthusiastic -

Hon E.J. CHARLTON: I do not want to go overboard, Mr President, but the line
of questioning from members opposite indicates that it is important that
they know all the facts. As [ said before -

The PRESIDENT: Order! I uphold the rules here. I am increasingly intrigued by
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* Ministers who sometimes jump up and provide a one word answer, and
then take quarter of an hour over the next question, particularly when
speaking about something about which no question was asked.
If the Minister has finished answering the specific question, I will not call
him again, If he feels he has stil not answered the question, I will not
stop him from answering it. The Minister is certainly not answering the
question; he is providing information for which other avenues are
available.

ROADS - SPEED LIAM REVIEW; KEEP LEFT EDUCATION
1099. Hon B.K DONALDSON to the Minister for Transport:

Some prior notice of the question has been given.
(1) Following the successful review and implementation of increased

maximum speed limits on the freeway system, what steps are
proposed by the Minister to educate the public on the keep left
rule?

(2) Would die Minister confirmn whether active consideration is being
given to review the current maximum speed limits on dual
carriageways and major roads?

(3) If this is not under consideration, would the Minister, in
conjunction with local government, consider establishing a
committee to hold a general review of such speed limits?

Hon E.J CHARLTON replied:
I thank the member for some notice of this question on an important issue.
(1) The Traffic Bonrd is conducting a public education campaign via

newspapers and radio to improve road courtesy and freeway
driving habits. This campaign commenced on Sunday, 20 March.
The police road safety section is also producing a series of
brochures to assist in the ongoing education of the public in better
freeway driving.

(2)-(3)
The speed limit on all roads is regularly monitored and each
section can be assessed on its own merits by speed zoning
techniques. If any roads are considered necessary for review, the
Commissioner of Main Roads would be pleased to hear from any
member.

NEWTON, MARK - STATESHIPS, CHAIRMAN APPLICANT
1100. Hon MARX NEVILL to the Minister for Transport:

(1) Did the Minister meet with Mr Mark Newton at any time while the
interview process mentioned earlier was in progress, or prior to that
process?

(2) Did the Minister meet with any other applicant while the interview
process was in progress?

(3) If yes to (2), with whom did he meet?
Hon E.J. CHARLTON replied:
(04-3) The answer to the last part of the question is no. I have met with

Mr Newton and a number of other shipping people over the period to
which I earlier referred. It is possible that I may have met with him prior
to meeting the applicants referred to in the general manager's submission,
to which the member is obviously referring. I met with a whole range of
people - exporters, shippers, shipping agents -
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Hon Mark Nevifl: I arn just interested in Mr Newton.
Hon Hi. CHARLTON: Of course the member might be. That is pant of his

problem; he tries to imply that things are taking place when they are not.
Hon Mark Nevili: I am aware that you meet many people in your daily duties.
Hon HiJ. CH-ARLTON: Hon Mark Nevill should get his facts right I am taking a

bit of extra time to answer this question because I know how members of
the Opposition operate. They are not interested in the facts or the trut;
they could not care less about Stateships' $15m loss.

The PRESIDENT: Order! It would not be a bad idea to wait until the questions
are asked before the Minister gives the answers.

NEWTON, MARK - STATESHIPS, TAKEOVER OF SERVICES APPROACH
1101. Ron JOHN HALDEN to the Minister for Transport:

Did Mr Newton approach Stateships at any time to put in a proposal to
take over part or ail of its services?

Hon ElJ. CHARLTON replied:
I would not know whether he did. All I know is that -

Hon Tom Stephens: You are the Minister.
Hon E.J. CHARLTON: Hon Tom Stephens is a dropkick.
Hon John Halden: I called you an appropriate name last week.
Hon HiJ. CHARLTON: It cakes one to know one.
The PRESIDENT: Order! Let us listen to the M~inister.
Hon E.J. CHARLTON: The fact is that part of the expression of interest was that

information on Scateships would be available to all the people who put in
an expression of interest. Obviously a lot of people who did not put in an
expression of interest would have gone to Suuteships. Twelve people put
in an expression of interest.

Hon John Halden: Mr President, may I have that question put on notice?
The PRESIDENT: Which one?
Hon John Halden: The one I just asked, given that it was not answered.
The PRESIDENT: No.

NEWTON. MARK - STATESHII'S, TAKEOVER OF SERVICES APPROACH
1102. Hon KIM CHANCE to the Minister for Transport:.

Did Mr Newton at any time indicate to the Minister chat he had an interest
in taking over total or partial control of Stateships?

Hon ELJ CHARLTON replied:
Since my becoming a member of Parliament, Mr Newton and a whole
range of other people have indicated to me that they could have done the
job better than it was being done.

Hon Mark Nevill: You said that you had not met him before you became a
Minister.

Hon E.J. CHARLTON: I said chat Mr Newton and a lot of other people have
commented to me about the operations of Stateships. That did not include
Mr Newton before I became a Minister. I dare say that even Hon Mark
Nevill would have had a number of people give hint an opinion about how
Stateships could have done better. I have met a whole range of people
over a long period and since the seminar in Fremiantle to which I referred
earlier I have discussed the matter with Mr Newton.
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NEWTON, MARK - STATESFIIPS, ACCESS TO PRIVATISATION
PROPOSALS

1103. Hon JOHN HALDEN co the Minister for Transport:
Has Mr Newton been given access to the proposals for Stateships'
privatisation which have been submitted by other companies?

Hon E.J. CHARLTON replied:
I am not await of thar. That was carried out by the Department of
Transport. The Treasury people would also have been involved on the
committee that has been assessing the expressions of interest. That is a
totally open situation. The second round of discussions is now taking
place with a view to developing those expressions of interest.

WEST PERTH FOOTBALL CLUB - JOONDALUP MATCHES, STATION
SPECIAL PURPOSE PLATFORM PLANS

1104. Hon REG DAVIES to the Minister for Transport:
(1) Does the Governiment have any plans to establish a special set down-pick

up point for patrons and supporters of the West Perth Football Club, the
Falcons, now that it has relocated to Joondalup?

(2) If there are no plans, will the Minister consider an inexpensive, special
purpose platform for football patrons to be used on the days when games
are played at Joondalup? I understand there is a ilomnetre walk from the
station to the complex. Many of the Falcons' supporters would find that
very difficult. I understand there is a plan for only one bus at this stage.

Hon E.J CHARLTON replied:
(10)-2)

I am aware of the problems at Joondalup. It just makes me wonder why
the previous Government did not put the station in the right place.
However, the previous Government did everything in that way in those
days. Like every other problem that we inherited, we are looking at the
situation to see how it can best be overcome. I will get an update on the
situation for the member because a decision needs to be made very soon,
not only for the West Perth supporters but also for all the other people
who will travel to the matches at Joondalup.

NEWTON, MARK - CONSULTANT, MINISTER FOR TRANSPORT
EMPLOYMENT

1105. Hon KIM CHANCE to the Minister for Transport:
Why has the Minister favoured Mr Mark Newton with a consulting
appointment when Price Waterhouse Urwick is already acting as
consultant for Stateships?

Hon E.J. CHARLTON replied:
Price Waterhouse Urwick is not doing that. It was given a contract to
assess the situation with Stateships which it carried out during its contract.
Following its recommendations and the decision to call for expressions of
interest from the private sector, Price Waterhouse Urwick was asked to
make a preliminary report, which it did. That is when its part of the
contract ended. Mr Newton's consultancy is not in addition to the work
done by Price Waterhouse Urwick. Is consultancy is a totally different
one which has nothing to do with the assessment of Stateships.

NEWTON, MARK - STATESHIPS, ADVICE TO INDONESIAN AGENTS
1106. Hon JOHN HALDEN to the Minister for Transport:

It is reported that the Government's consultant, Mr Mark Newton, has
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informed Stateships' agents in Indonesia that Stateships' service will
cease within three months. I ask -

(1) Has the Government authorised Wr Newton to convey that advice
to the Stareships' agent in Indonesia?

(2) If so, for what reason?
(3) If not, what is the Minister's explanation?

Hon E.J. CHARLTON replied:

I do not know what Mr Mark Newton said to the South East Asian
contacts. The Government will make any decision about the future of
Stateships, in addition to those that have already been made, at the
appropriate rime. The operations of Stateships to our north west and
South East Asia are part of his consultancy. Mr Newton is required to go
there and to make determinations about the forthcoming report. I will be
interested in what he reports and recommends. What the Government
does is its business, and it will make its decisions accordingly.

NEWTON, MARK - COMPETING WITH STATES-IIPS
1107. Hon KIM CHANCE to the Minister for Transport:

(1) Is it true that Statesbips is quoting for the movement of machinery fromn
Subic Bay to Fremantle?

(2) Is it also true that a company, Asiaworid Shipping Services, which is
owned by Mr Mark Newton, is competing for the same business?

(3) How can the Minister reconcile the intersts and integrity of this
consultant who, on the one hand, is receiving Western Australian
taxpayers' money and, on the other hand, is competing with Stateships for
the same revenue?

Hon . CHARLTON replied:
(1)-(3)

I am not awart of that. I will certainly check it out and respond
accordingly. I hired Mr Newton because we needed somebody who knew
something about, and had some attachment to, shipping. If the member or
anyone else has a problem with conflict of interes t, that will be judged and
everyone will make a decision accordingly.

NEWTON, MARK - STATESHIPS, ACCESS TO PRIVATISATION
PROPOSALS

1108. Hon MARX NEVILL to the Minister for Transport:
(1) Has Mr Newton been given access to the confidential private sector

privatisation proposals before Stateships?
(2) If yes, was the approval of the private companies involved secured from

the companies concerned?
Hon E.J. CHARLTON replied:

That question was asked in similar words previously this afternoon. I said
I was not sure whether Mr Newton had been involved in that exercise. It
was a decision of the Department of Transport and, I think, Treasury and
Stateships were also in on the assessment. As for the final determinations,
I mentioned that the group - that is, the Department of Transport and the
Treasury representatives - has gone back to those people.

Hon Mark Nevill: Will you provide the House with that information when you
get it?
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Hon John Halden: Yes or no?
Hon E.J. CHARLTON: Hang on. The Government has called for expressions of

interest from the private sector they were not tenders.
Hon John Halden: They were tenders. I have the advertisements.
Hon E.J. CHARLTON: The people representing Transport and Ticasury have

asked the individual companies for more specific derails about what those
expressions entail. Although I have not seen them, I have been advised
that they stretch from a simple managing role of Stateships to a takeover
of the operation.

Hon John Halden: You have not seen it?
Hon ElJ. CHARLTON: No.
Hon Mark Nevifl: Will you provide that information?
Hon E.J. CHIARLTQN: Yes.


